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Introduction
1
2 Introduction
The known is finite, the unknown infinite; intellectually we stand on an
islet in the midst of an illimitable ocean of inexplicability. Our business in
every generation is to reclaim a little more land, to add something to the
extent and the solidity of our possessions
T. H. Huxley, On the Reception of the Origin of Species, 1887
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1.1 Breast Cancer
Breast cancer is the second cause of cancer death among women worldwide, and is
the leading cause of cancer death (death from any type of cancer) among women
ages 20-391. The natural history of breast cancer involves the progression through
clinical and pathological stages starting with normal epithelial proliferation to inva-
sive carcinoma via hyperplasia and carcinoma in-situ, and culmination in metastatic
disease2. Figure 1.1 shows examples of various non-malignant and malignant le-
sions of the breast. Although the initiating steps and the precise underlying mech-
anism for tumorigenesis have not been fully elucidated, it appears that nearly all
invasive breast cancers arise from in-situ carcinomas2. Multiple pathological and bi-
ological features distinguish in-situ carcinoma, invasive carcinoma, and benign pro-
liferative breast lesions from each other. Accurate diagnosis of breast proliferative
disease conditions is pivotal to determine the optimal treatment plan.
Normal duct Usual ductal hyperplasia Atypical ductal hyperplasia
Invasive carcinomaDuctal carcinoma in-situ
Figure 1.1: Progression of breast cancer at different stages. Breast cancer is thought
to progress from atypical hyperplasia and ductal carcinoma in-situ (DCIS) to invasive
cancer.
Currently, the diagnosis of these conditions largely depends on a careful exami-
nation of breast tissue sections under a microscope by a pathologist. The procedure
for preparation of tissue sections consists of the following steps: (i) collecting the
tissue removed from the body for diagnosis. (ii) applying a fixative to preserve the
tissue. (iii) embedding the tissue in paraffin. (iv) cutting the tissue into thin (3-5 µm)
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sections and mounting it on glass slides, and finally (v) treating the tissue with mul-
tiple contrasting stains to highlight different tissue structures and cellular features.
These steps are usually performed by a pathology lab technician who then sends the
specimen to a pathologist for interpretation.
Staining is one of the most important steps in tissue preparation. This is because
most cells are colorless and transparent. Therefore, histological sections have to be
stained to highlight important features of the tissue as well as to enhance the tis-
sue contrast. Microscopical evaluation of such stained tissue sections provides in-
valuable information to the pathologists for diagnosing and characterizing various
pathological conditions. Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining is the most com-
monly used staining technique in histopathology. Hematoxylin stains cell nuclei
blue, and the counter-stain eosin stains cytoplasmic and non-nuclear components in
different shades of pink. H&E staining is non-specific, meaning that it stains most of
the cells in much the same way. Specific staining techniques are those that selectively
stain particular chemical groupings or molecules within cells or tissues. Immunohis-
tochemistry (IHC), as an example, makes it possible to visualize the distribution and
localization of specific cellular components within a cell or tissue. Figure 1.2 shows
examples of H&E and IHC staining of a metastatic region in a lymph node tissue
section. Clearly, the use of IHC in the right panel supports recognition of the tumor
area.
Figure 1.2: (a) Example of hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining of a metastatic re-
gion in a lymph node tissue and (b) the corresponding region detected by immuno-
histochemistry.
Histopathological analysis of breast tissue specimens almost always starts with a
careful examination of H&E stained specimens. Despite the introduction of powerful
and highly specific staining procedures in the last 40 years, H&E remains the most
widely used tissue stain for determining the diagnosis and prognosis of breast can-
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cer patients. The pathological classification of breast proliferative diseases is based
on nuclear morphometric features and architectural patterns of cells and glands. In-
vasive tumors are routinely graded based on an assessment of tubule/gland forma-
tion, nuclear pleomorphism and mitotic count. Besides being laborious and time-
consuming, classification and grading remain a challenge owing to differing patho-
logical criteria, interobserver variability3, and the heterogeneous tumor growth pat-
terns. Whilst computerized analysis could potentially address the issue of inap-
propriate interpretations and subjectivity, the lack of widespread access to robust
solutions for digitizing the glass slides hindered the use of computerized analysis
techniques.
1.2 Whole-slide imaging
Whole-slide imaging is the process of digitizing glass slides resulting in Whole-
slide Images (WSI). WSIs are giga-pixel images that are generally stored in a multi-
resolution pyramid structure. These files contain multiple downsampled versions of
the original image (see Figure 1.3). Each image in the pyramid is stored as a series
of tiles, to facilitate rapid retrieval of subregions of the image. Reading these images
using standard image tools or libraries is a challenge because these tools are typically
designed for images that can comfortably be uncompressed into RAM or a swap file.
In addition, there is currently a lack of a universally accepted WSI format4. Different
manufacturers have different proprietary WSI file formats such as SVS (by Aperio
Technologies, USA) and NDPI (by Hamamatsu Photonics, Japan). OpenSlide5 is a C
library that provides a simple interface to read WSIs of different formats and paves
the way for development of computerized algorithms that can operate at the WSI
level.
Recent advances in slide scanning technology and cost reduction in digital stor-
age capacity are enabling full digitalization of the microscopic evaluation of stained
tissue sections (‘digital pathology’). The advantages of these developments are many7:
tele-education, remote diagnostics, immediate availability of archival cases, easier
consultations with expert pathologists, and the possibility for computerized or com-
puter aided diagnostics8.
The accessibility provided by digital sharing of WSIs can improve the quality and
efficiency of pathological services, primarily through Internet-based telepathology
and teleconsultation. Telepathology is the practice of pathology over long distances
by interpreting whole-slide images (WSI). Despite the managerial and legal barriers
associated with the acquisition and use of telepathology in health care organiza-
tions and its high set up costs, the persistent shortage of pathologists and growing
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Figure 1.3: An illustration of how digital slides are stored in a pyramid structure. The
image was produced by Yinhai Wang et al.6
demand for diagnostic consultation has fueled the adoption of telepathology and
teleconsultation as a novel source of international trade9.
But perhaps the most significant benefit of the digital revolution in pathology
diagnostics is the possibility for computerized or computer-aided diagnostics. Once
we are capable of having a computer assist a pathologist in the interpretation of
WSIs, digital pathology will realize its full potential.
1.3 Computer-aided diagnosis for histopathology
Computer-aided detection (CADe) and computer-aided diagnosis (CADx) refer to
computerized procedures which assist doctors in the interpretation of medical im-
ages. CADe and CADx are similarly represented as CAD. An example of such a
system is one that automatically discriminates between malignant and benign WSIs
of breast specimen. Application of CAD for histopathology can be broadly catego-
rized into 3 major groups:
1. Detection, segmentation, and quantification of important tissue structures: The
first use case for CAD in pathology addresses tedious routine diagnostic tasks
that require great accuracy. Examples of these are 1) detection and segmenta-
tion of nuclei to analyze nuclear morphology as one of the hallmarks of can-
cerous conditions. 2) segmentation of glandular structures and analysis of the
morphology of the gland as the key criterion for cancer grading (e.g. colon
cancer). 3) detection of cancer metastases in lymph node sections.
2. Classification of histopathology imagery based on grade or lesion type: The
classification of histopathology imagery is often the ultimate goal in many di-
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agnostic tasks, particularly in cancer applications. Interpretation of pathology
images for grading cancer or classifying lesions suffers from subjectivity. CAD
may produce objective and accurate classification results to aid the decision of
the pathologist. Examples applications are 1) Gleason scoring for prostate can-
cer, and 2) classification of breast proliferative lesions into benign, DCIS, and
invasive cancer.
3. Disease diagnosis and prognosis: Computerized tools may yield relevant in-
formation for diagnosis and prognosis of diseases based on the assessment of
subtle sub-visual changes in the patterns of important structures in histopatho-
logical images that are invisible to or hard to recognize for human vision. This
can potentially lead to early diagnosis and prognosis of a disease and can, in
turn, facilitate the subsequent clinical management of patients.
The requirement to design CAD systems for histopathology that can be used in
clinical practice necessitates the development of robust and high throughput algo-
rithms that can operate at the WSI level. Analyzing histopathological images, in par-
ticular, WSIs is, however, complicated by several factors. Firstly, histological stains
show a large variability in their color and intensity. Such variations can potentially
hamper the effectiveness of quantitative image analysis. Secondly, tissue prepara-
tion and digitization usually generates lots of artifacts which causes challenges for
automated analysis. Finally, the large size of a WSI as well as the large number of
heterogeneous structures that need to be analyzed inside a WSI make development
of an accurate and reliable CAD for histopathology a challenge. Throughout this
thesis, we focused on the development of computer-aided or computerized diagno-
sis tools that can operate at the WSI level by overcoming these challenges; hence
enabling the systems to be utilized in a practical clinical setting.
The underlying fundamental method that sits at the core of most CAD method-
ologies is machine learning. The ability of machine learning algorithms to discover
and identify patterns and relationships between them from complex datasets has
made them very popular for the development of computerized and computer-aided
diagnostic systems. In the next section, we will introduce machine learning as a sub-
field of artificial intelligence that is concerned with the design and development of
algorithms that allow computers to learn.
1.4 Artificial intelligence and machine learning
The quest for artificial intelligence (AI) began over 70 years ago, with the idea that
computers would one day be able to think like humans. AI emerged as a genuine
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science following a month-long conference at Dartmouth College in 195610, where
the most eminent experts gathered to brainstorm on creating an artificial brain. This
event happened after Turing published a landmark paper11 in which he devised his
famous ‘Turing test’ to prove machine intelligence.
In the years following the Dartmouth conference, impressive advances were made
in AI. Several focal areas of research for AI emerged between the 1950s and the
1970s. The first examples of AI systems were heuristic search programs pioneered by
Newell and Simon12 that used common sense rules drawn from experience to solve
problems. Samuel13 implemented a checkers-playing program, which improved it-
self through self-play. This program was one of the first working instances of a ma-
chine learning system. ‘Shakey’ the robot was the first general-purpose mobile robot
to be able to reason about its own actions. The robot greatly influenced AI tech-
niques and launched the field of mobile robotics. Rosenblatt‘s Perceptron14, a com-
putational model based on biological neurons, was a significant work that became
the basis for the field of artificial neural networks. In 1980s, expert systems domi-
nated AI. An expert system (also known as production system or rule-based system)
is a computer system that emulates the decision-making ability of a human expert
by coding into the computer a set of rules that determine what the computer should
do on various inputs15. Expert systems were severely limited in their capacity to
scale up, were expensive to maintain in industrial settings and had to be frequently
updated (they did not ‘learn’).
Machine learning grew out of the quest for artificial intelligence and started to
flourish in the 1990s. Machine learning is the science of giving “computers the abil-
ity to learn without being explicitly programmed” (Arthur Samuel, 1959)13. Nowa-
days, machine learning is applied in various fields such as self-driving cars, speech
recognition, cyber security, healthcare, etc.
The machine learning paradigm can be viewed as “programming by example”.
Depending on the nature of data and the objective of the study, machine learning
algorithms can be broadly divided into three categories− supervised learning, un-
supervised learning, and reinforcement learning.
• Supervised learning: Given a database of training examples with a specific
target label (property) in the form {(x1, y1), . . . , (xN , yN)} where xi denotes the
feature vector of the ith example and yi is its label, the goal is to construct a
model g : X → Y that can accurately predict the label Y for future instances
of data X . When this target property is a continuous real value, the task is
referred to as regression. Otherwise, when the target property is a finite set of
discrete values, the task is referred to as classification.
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• Unsupervised learning: Aims to discover implicit relationships in a given un-
labeled training dataset. The most common unsupervised learning is cluster-
ing which automatically partitions the data into groups of similar items called
clusters.
• Reinforcement learning: In this type of learning, an agent interacts with its
environment and learns its behavior based on the feedback it receives from its
environment. Reward feedback known as reinforcement signal is required for
the agent to learn its behavior. The agent must learn to act so as to maximize
the total expected reward.
While reinforcement learning is frequently used for robotics, gaming and naviga-
tion, supervised and unsupervised learning algorithms are the more common forms
of machine learning in medical imaging applications. Machine learning has been
widely applied to medical imaging, perhaps most notably in the areas of computer-
aided diagnosis (CAD). CADs using machine learning algorithms have been very
successful in various fields, such as mass detection in breast cancer screening16,17,
nodule detection in lung cancer screening18,19, detection of diabetic retinopathy20,21,
detection of white-matter hyper-intensities22–24, and detection of various diseases in
histopathology8,25.
Conventional machine learning techniques for vision tasks were, however, lim-
ited in their ability to process images in their raw format. Traditionally, developing
a machine learning system for processing image data required domain-specific ex-
pertise to carefully engineer quantitative features that could extract relevant visual
characteristics from images to create a representation from which a learning algo-
rithm (e.g. a classifier) could operate on. Deep learning, a specific subtype of ma-
chine learning, in contrast, can automatically discover the representations needed
for detection or classification allowing the system to directly map an input image to
an output vector.
The present thesis focuses on the development of various machine learning and
image analysis techniques for assessment of histopathological WSIs of breast tissue.
A large part of this thesis uses deep learning for analysis of histopathology images.
We will provide more details on this increasingly important form of machine learn-
ing in the next section.
1.5 Deep neural networks
A standard artificial neural network (ANN) is a computing system made up of a
number of simple, highly interconnected processing elements called neurons ar-
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ranged in a series of layers, each producing a sequence of real-valued activations.
Some of these neurons, known as input neurons, are designed to receive various
forms of information from the environment, other neurons get activated through
weighted connections from previously active neurons; these are known as hidden
neurons. Output neurons are those that signal how the network responds to the in-
formation it has learned. A neuron is a unit that computes the dot product of the
inputs x and their connection weights ω and applies an activation function f() to
generate the output in the form: Y = f(
∑n
i ωixi). Common choices for an activation
function are the sigmoid function with the mathematical form of δ(x) = 1/(1 + e−x),
tanh function, and rectified linear unit (ReLU) which computes the function f(x) =
max(0, x). Learning is about finding the weights for the network that makes it solve a
specific task in some optimal sense and is achieved by general-purpose learning pro-
cedures (such as the backpropagation algorithm). ANNs are mostly fully connected,
meaning that each hidden neuron is connected to every neuron in the previous and
next layers.
These networks are called neural because they are loosely inspired by neuro-
science. More broadly, the term neural networks evokes a particular paradigm for
describing the networks of biological neurons that constitute the nervous system of
mammalian brains. Shallow ANNs have been around for many decades14,26 and
consist of a small number of layers. Nonlinear activation functions in hidden units
enable a shallow ANN (e.g. a single hidden layer) to approximate any continu-
ous function (universal function approximators) provided that the network is given
enough hidden units27. A deep neural network has many of these hidden layers. The
advantage of a deeper network is in that it can represent many complex functions
with fewer neurons and weights than shallow networks28. Although every problem
is different in nature and the necessity for a deeper network architecture is an ac-
tive area of research, empirical results for many real-world problems show that it is
difficult to train shallow networks that are as accurate as the deeper counterparts29.
Many neural network architectures have been developed for specic tasks. Con-
volutional neural networks are the specialized architectures for visual recognition
tasks.
1.5.1 Convolutional neural networks
Convolutional neural networks or CNNs are a specialized kind of neural network
that use convolution operators in place of matrix multiplication in at least one of their
layers. CNNs are particularly designed for processing data that has a known, grid-
like topology and have been very successful in image recognition tasks30. Unlike
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fully connected networks, where the output of each neuron depends on the entire
preceding layer, the output of neurons in convolutional layers only depend on a
small sub-region of the input. Hidden neurons at different locations in the activation
response share the same weights. This makes CNNs extremely parameter efficient
and translation invariant, which are key in achieving better generalization in vision
problems.
CNN layers typically consist of three stages. In the first stage, several convolu-
tions are performed over the input image with a set of filters (local detectors), in
parallel. This produces a set of linear activations. In the second stage, these activa-
tions are run through a non-linearity function (e.g. ReLU) to produce feature maps.
In the third stage, a pooling layer may be inserted. Its function is to reduce the size of
the feature maps and, therefore, to reduce the amount of parameters and computa-
tion in the network. Pooling operators on small windows of the input and computes
a single summary statistic, e.g. maximum or average, for each window. The most
common form of pooling layer is max pooling by a filter size of 2×2 and a stride of 2.
This pooling layer reports the maximum output within a rectangular neighborhood
of size 2 × 2 and downsamples the feature map by a factor of two along its width
and height. Apart from computational benefits, pooling confers a local tolerance to
spatial translations of the input, making the network robust to small translations of
the input. Figure 1.4 shows an example of a simple CNN architecture.
yi
input patch
convolution layer (C1) pooling layer (P1) convolution layer (C2) pooling layer (P2) dense layers + Softmax
feature map (C1)
feature map (P1) feature map (C2)
feature map (P2)
Figure 1.4: Graphical depiction of a simple CNN architecture with two convolutional
and 2 fully connected layers.
CNNs have played an important role in the history of deep learning. The CNN
built by Krizhevsky et al.31 that won the ImageNet object recognition challenge, is
among the most influential examples of computer vision. CNNs32–34 have also been
very successful in diagnostic imaging tasks and have won contests such as the ICPR
2012 and Miccai 2013 Contests on Mitosis Detection in Breast Cancer Histological
Images, Segmentation of Neuronal Structures in EM Stacks Challenge, and IEEE
ISBI 2016 challenge on the detection of cancer metastases in sentinel lymph nodes35.
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CNNs are well suited for analysis of medical images36 and have a great potential
to perform automatic lesion detection/segmentation, suggest differential diagnoses,
and predict patient outcomes.
1.6 Aims and objectives
Application of machine learning to WSI is a promising yet largely unexplored fielld
of research. The primary aim of the research described in this thesis was to de-
velop automated systems for analysis of H&E stained breast histopathological im-
ages. This involved automatic detection of ductal carcinoma in-situ (DCIS), invasive,
and metastatic breast cancer in whole-slide histopathological images. A secondary
aim was to identify new diagnostic biomarkers for the detection of invasive breast
cancer. To this end the research was undertaken with the following objectives:
1. Development of an algorithm for standardization of H&E stained WSIs (chap-
ters 2 and 3);
2. Detection, classification and segmentation of primary breast cancer (chapters
4, 5 and 6);
3. Evaluation of the state of the art of machine learning algorithms for automatic
detection of lymph nodes metastases (chapter 7);
4. Identifying and leveraging new stromal biomarkers to improve breast cancer
diagnostics (chapter 8).
1.7 Thesis outline
This thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 This chapter presents data on the sources of variation of the widely used
H&E histological staining, as well as a new algorithm to reduce these variations
in digitally scanned tissue sections.
Chapter 3 This chapter presents a fully automated algorithm for standardization
of whole-slide histopathological images to reduce the effect of variations in
the color and intensity of H&E stained histological slides that can potentially
hamper the effectiveness of quantitative image analysis.
Chapter 4 This chapter presents a new algorithm for automatic detection of regions
of interest in whole-slide histopathological images.
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Chapter 5 This chapter presents and evaluates a fully automatic method for detec-
tion of ductal carcinoma in-situ (DCIS) in digitized H&E stained histopatho-
logical slides of breast tissue.
Chapter 6 This chapter presents context-aware stacked CNN for classification of
breast WSIs into normal/benign, DCIS, and invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC).
Chapter 7 This chapter presents a comprehensive assessment of the performance
of various machine learning systems in detecting metastases in H&E stained
tissue sections of lymph nodes of breast cancer patients as part of the CAME-
LYON16 challenge. It also compares the performance of these algorithms to
the pathologists in a diagnostic setting
Chapter 8 This chapter presents a new deep neural network framework for iden-
tifying tumor-associated stroma in WSIs of breast tissue biopsies as a highly
discriminative diagnostic biomarker for detection of invasive cancer. It also
presents results of an assessment for the potential of DCIS lesions to establish
a microenvironment which supports invasive progression.
Chapter 9 This chapter summarizes the key contributions and findings of this thesis
and discusses the implications of the work in details. In addition, the chap-
ter draws final conclusions about the thesis and outlines the opportunities for
future research in the area.
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Abstract
This paper presents data on the sources of variation of the widely used hematoxylin
and eosin (H&E) histological staining, as well as a new algorithm to reduce these
variations in digitally scanned tissue sections. Experimental results demonstrate that
staining protocols in different laboratories and staining on different days of the week
are the major factors causing color variations in histopathological images. The pro-
posed algorithm for standardizing histology slides is based on an initial clustering of
the image into two tissue components having different absorption characteristics for
different dyes. The color distribution for each tissue component is standardized by
aligning the 2D histogram of color distribution in the hue-saturation-density (HSD)
model. Qualitative evaluation of the proposed standardization algorithm shows that
color constancy of the standardized images is improved. Quantitative evaluation
demonstrates that the algorithm outperforms competing methods. In conclusion,
this paper demonstrates that staining variations, which may potentially hamper use-
fulness of computer assisted analysis of histopathological images, can be reduced
considerably by applying the proposed algorithm.
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2.1 Introduction
Traditional diagnosis of cancer involves microscopic examination of histological slides
acquired from tissue samples. Tissue sections are treated with multiple contrasting
dyes to highlight different tissue structures and cellular features. Pathologists make
diagnostic interpretations of the histology slides by assessing the cell structures and
their spatial arrangement37. The task is laborious and time-consuming and prone
to subjectivity38,39. Computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) can potentially address the is-
sue of subjective interpretations by providing an objective quantitative assessment of
digital pathology slides. CAD systems may facilitate cancer diagnosis by identifying
abnormal areas on the slide and providing second opinions for patients40. However,
variations in staining color and intensity complicate quantitative tissue analysis40.
Such variations are due to inter-patient variation and inconsistencies in the prepara-
tion of histology slides (e.g. staining duration, stain concentration, tissue thickness).
Although standardizing the staining protocols can minimize these effects, it is in-
feasible to remove all sources of variation41 (e.g. tissue samples stained on different
days of the week by following the same staining protocol in the same laboratory
may result in different staining hue). Different approaches to overcome this problem
have been proposed in the literature, based on the manipulation of the digital im-
age after scanning of the slide. Methods based on normalization rely on extracting
stain vectors and decomposing the image into individual stain components via color
deconvolution42. The appearance of the images is normalized by adjusting the dis-
tribution of the color for each stain to a predefined range43. Methods based on color
standardization match the color distribution of a histology image into a pre-defined
template image by mapping its histogram-specific landmarks to the corresponding
landmarks of the template image44,45. Previous work45 has shown that separate stan-
dardization of the histogram for different tissue components yields an improved
color constancy over global standardization approaches. However, the result of this
standardization scheme relies on the accuracy of the tissue segmentation algorithm
without considering the fact that pixels generally contain mixtures of stains. This
study first investigates the contribution of several factors to the color variation of
histology slides stained with the widely used hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stain-
ing. Next, this study presents and evaluates a new algorithm for standardization of
histology images based on an initial clustering of the image into two tissue compo-
nents having different absorption characteristics for different dyes. Standardization
of the color distribution is performed by aligning the 2D histogram of color distribu-
tion in the previously described hue-saturation-density (HSD) model46.
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2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Analysis of color variation in H&E stained histology slides
The H&E staining is the most commonly used staining technique in histopathology.
Hematoxylin stains cell nuclei blue, and the counter-stain eosin stains cytoplasmic
and non-nuclear components in different shades of pink47. An essential first step in
the development of a CAD system is robust segmentation of the objects of interest
(e.g. cell nuclei). The appearance of nuclei, however, can vary considerably among
histological slides, which can cause significant adverse effects on the results of CAD.
To investigate the extent and major reasons behind color variations in histological
images, a technique was developed to quantify the distribution of color informa-
tion. This technique applies the HSD model, which was specifically designed for
absorption light microscopy46. The HSD model transforms RGB data into two chro-
matic components (cx and cy; which are independent of the amount of stain) and a
density component (D; linearly related to the amount of stain). Expectation Maxi-
mization (EM) algorithm48 was employed to estimate the parameters of a Gaussian
mixture model in the cxcy plane of the HSD transform. Each image is clustered by
EM into three broad classes, representing different tissue components: nuclei, cyto-
plasm/stroma, and background. The probability density function for the ith class
is represented by its mean µi and covariance matrix
∑
i. To understand the extent
of the color variation of the hematoxylin stained tissue class, the variations in the
mean value (i.e. perceived color) and the average eigenvalue (intra-specimen color
variability) of the probability density function for the class representing the nuclei,
is quantitatively described.
2.2.2 Standardization of histology slides
The proposed algorithm for standardization of histology images is based on an initial
clustering of the image into three classes (nuclei, cytoplasm/stroma, background) in
the cxcy plane of the HSD transform. Background pixels (devoid of stain) show very
low density values (D < 0.2). Given that the image background is white, all three
RGB values have to exceed 180◦ to be classified as background. By application of
singular value decomposition (SVD) on the remaining data points in the cxcy plane,
the two singular vectors with largest singular values are computed. The angle be-
tween each data point and the second singular vector (perpendicular to the first) was
calculated. All the data points having an angle below 90◦ were classified as pixels
absorbing the majority of hematoxylin stain and the remaining as pixels absorbing
the majority of eosin stain. Figure 2.1 shows the scatter plot of the classified pixels in
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the cxcy space.
Figure 2.1: Scatter plot of all the pixels classified as hematoxylin and Eosin in cxcy
space by application of singular value decomposition.
The process for standardization of each tissue class i involves: (i) computing
mean µi and covariance matrix
∑
i of the data distribution for class i by model-
ing it as a Gaussian; (ii) centering the axis of the data points by translating the
mean of the data distribution in class i to the point (0, 0) and rotating the entire
data distribution along the major eigenvector of
∑
i to maximize the variance along
the axes; (iii) computing landmarks {cmin, c1, cmedian, c99, cmax} for the rotated cx and
cy values independently, where c1, cmedian and c99 denote the 1st, 50th and 99th per-
centiles of the data points belonging to class i, and cmin and cmax denote the minimum
and maximum values of the entire distribution; (iv) interpolating the data distri-
bution to match the predefined corresponding landmarks from the template image
{tmin, t1, tmedian, t99, tmax} by performing piecewise linear mappings − from [cmin, c1]
to [tmin, t1], [c1, cmedian] to [t1, tmedian], etc.; (v) rotating back the entire distribution
along the major eigenvector of the corresponding tissue class in the template image;
(vi) translating the entire distribution to the point (cxm, cym) where cxm and cym are
the mean cx and cy values of the data distribution for the corresponding tissue class
in the template image.
A weighted sum of the transformed cxcy values for each class yields the final
c´xc´y for the entire distribution. The weight function is computed by first estimat-
ing the distribution of the two classes as two Gaussian components k ∈ {1, 2} and
then calculating their corresponding posterior probabilities for each observation X
(excluding background observations) in the original cxcy plane through P (K|X) =
pikN(X|µk,
∑
k)∑k
j=1 pijN(X|µj ,
∑
j)
, where pik is the prior probability andN(X|µk,
∑
k) is the probability
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density function of component K for the observation X . This yields the following
transformation:
c´xc´y = cx1cy1 × P (k = 1|cx1cy1) + cx2cy2 × P (k = 2|cx2cy2) (2.1)
where cx1cy1 and cx2cy2 are the transformed cxcy values belonging to each class,
and c´xc´y is the yielded final transformation. After scaling the density histogram of
the image to the density histogram of the template image using 10 evenly spaced
percentiles as landmarks, the RGB channels are reconstructed by the reverse HSD
transform46.
Histology images
The image data used in this study originate from a set of 45 digitized H&E stained
histopathology slides of lymph nodes from three different patients. The slides were
stained in three different laboratories on different days of the week (15 slides for
each lab). All the slides were digitized using a CCD RGB camera mounted on a light
microscope with a 40× objective lens (Olympus dotSlide system, Olympus, Japan).
Three representative regions of interest (ROI) images were acquired from each slide
yielding a total of 135 images. Each image is of size 2300 × 3300 pixels with square
pixels of size 0.16µm in the microscope image plane. Figure 2.2 shows three sample
images stained in different laboratories.
Figure 2.2: Sample images from the three laboratories. (a), (b), and (c) are three sam-
ple ROI images stained by laboratory 1, 2 and 3, respectively.
2.2.3 Experiments
To evaluate the major factors causing stain variations in histology images and to
understand the extent of these changes and also to evaluate the performance of the
proposed color standardization algorithm two experiments were performed.
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The aim of the first experiment was to statistically measure the variations in the
mean (cx, cy) values (describing absolute hematoxylin color) and the average eigen-
values (describing intra-slide hematoxylin variation) of the probability density func-
tion for the class representing the nuclei in the cxcy plane of the HSD model. The
importance of three potential factors that contribute to staining variations including
patient, staining laboratory and staining day of the week was studied. Provided that
the staining solutions used by the automated staining machines is changed once or
twice per week, staining on different days of the week may result in a stain hav-
ing different spectral characteristics. Multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA)49
with Pillai’s statistics was used to determine the statistical significance of differences
between these variables.
In the second experiment, the performance of the proposed standardization al-
gorithm is both qualitatively and quantitatively evaluated. Qualitative evaluation
is performed by visualizing the original image and assessing the visual color con-
stancy of the standardized image with respect to the template image. For quanti-
tative evaluation of the results, the color constancy of the nuclei segmented regions
were evaluated and compared to the global standardization (GS) algorithm44 and the
appearance normalization method43 by calculating the normalized median intensity
(NMI)45,50. The standard deviation of the NMI values and the coefficients of the vari-
ations (i.e. standard deviation divided by mean) were computed for all the images
in the dataset before and after standardization using the proposed algorithm. The
nuclei were segmented by imposing a threshold of T = 120 (determined empirically)
on the average of the RGB values for each image.
2.3 Results
Experiment 1: MANOVA results show that differences between labs may be consid-
erable, and that for certain labs staining results differ significantly between days of
the week (Table 2.1). Comparable results were found for the mean (cx, cy) values and
the average eigenvalues of the nuclei. No significant color variations were observed
between tissues from different patients.
Figure 2.3 shows boxplots of the average eigenvalue distributions of the nuclei
segmented regions of the slides stained in different laboratories on different days of
the week. The mean and standard deviation of the average eigenvalues for different
days of the week are considerably higher for the third laboratory.
Experiment 2: Figure 2.4 shows the result of the standardization by the proposed
algorithm. The original images in Figure 2.2b and Figure 2.2c are standardized by
using the image in Figure 2.4a as the template image. The standard deviation (SD)
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Table 2.1: Multivariate analysis of variance with Pillai’s statistics. L1, L2, and L3
denote Laboratories 1 to 3.
Variables cx, cy Average eigenvalues
Patients generally no significant effect no effect
Laboratory
significant differences between significant differences between
L3 and L1/L2 (p < 0.005) L3 and L1/L2 (p < 0.005)
weak difference between L1 and L2 weak difference between L1 and L2
Days of L1 (p < 0.005) L1 (p < 0.02)
the week L2 not significant L2 not significant
L3 (p < 0.005) L3 (p < 0.005)
Figure 2.3: Boxplots of average eigenvalue distributions for the three laboratories for
different days of the week. The mean and standard deviation have been calculated
for the five weekday distributions for each laboratory.
of the normalized median intensity and its coefficient of variation (CV) for the seg-
mented nuclei are presented in Table 2.2 for the three laboratories. The proposed
method outperforms GS algorithm and the appearance normalization method by
yielding the lowest SD and CV of normalized median intensity.
2.4 Discussion and conclusion
This paper investigated the effect of several factors on the color variation of H&E
stained histology slides. The experimental results demonstrate that staining proto-
cols in different laboratories and staining on different days of the week are the major
factors causing color variations in histopathology images. This paper also presented
a new algorithm for reducing stain variations in histology slides. Qualitative assess-
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Figure 2.4: Standardization of H&E stained histopathology images. (a) The template
image used for extracting the parameters of the standardization algorithm. (b,c) The
standardization results for images shown in Figure 2.2(b,c).
Table 2.2: Standard deviation and coefficient of variation of NMI for all the images in
the three laboratories.
Algorithm
Laboratory 1 Laboratory2 Laboratory 3
NMI SD NMI CV NMI SD NMI CV NMI SD NMI CV
Original 0.0363 0.0450 0.0260 0.0317 0.0367 0.0484
Macenko 43 0.0251 0.0275 0.0207 0.0228 0.341 0.4520
Global standardization 44 0.0240 0.0277 0.0203 0.0238 0.0219 0.0256
Proposed algorithm 0.0068 0.0081 0.0077 0.0093 0.0094 0.0123
ment of the results show the efficacy of the algorithm in maintaining color constancy
of the histology images. The empirical results show that the proposed algorithm
outperforms the global standardization algorithm and the appearance normaliza-
tion method (based on automatic derivation of stain vectors) by yielding a lower
standard deviation and coefficient of variation of the normalized median intensity.
The algorithm presented in this paper can be applied to other histological stains and
tissues. This will be the subject of future work.
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Abstract
Variations in the color and intensity of hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained histo-
logical slides can potentially hamper the effectiveness of quantitative image analysis.
This paper presents a fully automated algorithm for standardization of whole-slide
histopathological images to reduce the effect of these variations. The proposed algo-
rithm, called whole-slide image color standardizer (WSICS), utilizes color and spa-
tial information to classify the image pixels into different stain components. The
chromatic and density distributions for each of the stain components in the hue-
saturation-density color model are aligned to match the corresponding distributions
from a template whole-slide image (WSI). The performance of the WSICS algorithm
was evaluated on two datasets. The first originated from 125 H&E stained WSIs of
lymph nodes, sampled from 3 patients, and stained in 5 different laboratories on
different days of the week. The second comprised 30 H&E stained WSIs of rat liver
sections. The result of qualitative and quantitative evaluations using the first dataset
demonstrate that the WSICS algorithm outperforms competing methods in terms
of achieving color constancy. The WSICS algorithm consistently yields the smallest
standard deviation and coefficient of variation of the normalized median intensity
measure. Using the second dataset, we evaluated the impact of our algorithm on
the performance of an already published necrosis quantification system. The perfor-
mance of this system was significantly improved by utilizing the WSICS algorithm.
The results of the empirical evaluations collectively demonstrate the potential contri-
bution of the proposed standardization algorithm to improved diagnostic accuracy
and consistency in computer-aided diagnosis for histopathology data.
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3.1 Introduction
Histopathology involves microscopic examination of stained histological slides to
study presence and characteristics of disease. Tissue sections are stained with mul-
tiple contrasting dyes to highlight different tissue structures and cellular features37.
This staining provides invaluable information to the pathologists for diagnosing and
characterizing various pathological conditions. Pathologists make diagnosis of the
disease based on features such as morphology and spatial arrangement of cells40.
This task is, however, laborious and prone to subjectivity38,39. Several previous stud-
ies have shown poor concordance among pathologists in histopathological grading
of prostate, cervical, and breast cancer51–53. Computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) can
potentially alleviate shortcomings of human interpretation. CAD can facilitate diag-
nosis by sieving out obviously benign slides and providing quantitative characteri-
zation of suspicious areas.
The appearance of the histological stains (e.g. the widely used hematoxylin and
eosin (H&E) staining) often suffer from large variability54. While pathologists can ef-
fectively cope with staining variability, the performance of CAD systems can be ham-
pered by color and intensity variations. Such variations in digital pathology images
may be attributed to a number of factors, including specimen preparation and stain-
ing protocol inconsistencies (e.g. temperature of solutions), variations in fixation
characteristics, inter-patient variation, and the scanner used to digitize the slides54.
The use of standardized staining protocols and automated staining machines may
improve staining quality by yielding a more accurate and consistent staining. How-
ever, eliminating all the underlying sources of variation is infeasible41. The problem
is more acute in studies in which different laboratories share digital images. As an
alternative, algorithms for automated standardization of digitized whole-slide im-
ages (WSI) have been published41,43,45,55–59 (described in detail below). Ideally, such
an algorithm takes as input an arbitrary WSI and yields a normalized version of the
image, with standardized appearance of the different dyes. The algorithm should be
able to eliminate all sources of variation.
Many color standardization algorithms, also referred to as color normalization
algorithms, are based on stain-specific color deconvolution42. Stain deconvolution
requires prior knowledge of reference stain vectors for every dye present in the WSI.
Ruifrok et al.42 suggested a manual approach to estimate color deconvolution vectors
by selecting representative sample pixels for each stain class. A similar approach
was used in55 for extracting the stain vectors. Manual interaction for estimation of
stain vectors, however, strongly limits its applicability in large studies. The method
devised by Macenko et al.43 enables automatic extraction of reference stain vectors
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by finding the fringe of pixel distributions in the optical density space. The method,
however, yields poor estimation of the stain vectors in the presence of strong staining
variations. Several other approaches have been suggested for automatic extraction
of stain vectors41,56. The major drawback of these methods is that the estimation of
the stain vectors relies solely on the color information present in the image. The out-
standing ability of a pathologist to identify stain components is not only because of
using the color information but also because of incorporating the spatial dependency
of tissue structures (e.g. cell nuclei have a near elliptic shape and in H&E staining
are mostly stained with hematoxylin while other tissue structures are mostly eosin
stained). Neglecting to take into account the spatial dependency of tissue struc-
tures for determination of the stain vectors significantly limits the robustness of these
methods in presence of severe staining variations.
Reinhard et al.57 proposed one of the first techniques to standardize image colors
with respect to a template image through the use of a color model. Their proposed
technique aligns each of the color channels of the Lab color model60 to the corre-
sponding channels of a predefined template image. However, the use of a single
transformation function for each channel will, in practice, rarely suffice. In general,
dyes have independent contribution to the final color in the image, as each dye has its
own specific reaction pattern. Consequently, using a single transformation function
may lead to improper color mapping of the stain components in the standardization
process. This problem can be addressed by applying separate transformations to dif-
ferent stain classes55,58 or different tissue classes45. The applicability of the approach
described in45 is limited to image patches that necessarily contain all the considered
tissue classes. Moreover, the use of Gaussian mixture model in45 and55 for segmen-
tation of tissue or stain classes lacks robustness to strong staining variations. The
performance of the algorithm described in58 also decreases when there is a consider-
able imbalance in the amount of different stain classes in the image. This is mainly
because the accuracy of the stain classification approach utilized (based on singular
value decomposition) decreases as the imbalance between the amount of different
stain components increases.
In addition to the limitations discussed above, the majority of these studies have
3 major shortcomings which limit their applicability to studies using large cohorts.
First of all, the efficacy of most of the algorithms was not evaluated on data from
multiple laboratories (preferably both academic and non-academic) with different
staining protocols, which potentially causes the most severe staining variations58.
Secondly, most of the proposed algorithms to date have been solely focusing on
standardization of patch images containing a small region within the WSI. Devel-
opment of a fully automated CAD system for large-scale digital pathology requires
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of selected steps of the WSICS algorithm. (a) Original WSI
of a lymph node tissue section. Several regions containing tissue are randomly se-
lected for automatic extraction of representative samples for the hematoxylin, eosin
and background class. (b) The selected regions of interest are classified into: pixels ab-
sorbing mostly hematoxylin, pixels absorbing mostly eosin, and background pixels.
(c) The chromatic distribution and density histogram of pixels are defined in theHSD
model to be transformed to match a template WSI. (d) The result of transforming the
chromatic and Density distributions after application of weights. (e) Reconstructing
the RGB image by applying reverse HSD transform using the standardized chro-
matic and density components.
algorithms that can deal with WSI data. Whole-slide extension of the existing patch-
based standardization algorithms may not be straightforward and requires auto-
matic extraction of training patches from the entire slide to define the required color
transformations. In59 an automated algorithm has been proposed for WSI standard-
ization which can handle variations caused by using different WSI scanners. How-
ever, variations caused by other sources such as staining protocols are more problem-
atic58 and can not be dealt with by this approach. Finally, although the major aim of
most published algorithms is to enhance the performance of CAD systems, the effi-
cacy of these algorithms was typically not evaluated on an existing CAD system. To
the authors’ knowledge no algorithm has been proposed to date that addresses WSI
standardization in a fully automated manner in presence of all sources of variation.
This paper presents and evaluates a novel fully automatic algorithm for stan-
dardization of whole-slide H&E stained histopathological images. The algorithm,
called whole-slide image color standardizer (WSICS), is based on transformation of
the chromatic and density distributions for each individual stain class in the hue-
saturation-density (HSD) color model46. While standardization strongly facilitates
accurate recognition of stain components, a good technique for determination of
stain components can help in developing a robust standardization algorithm. Such a
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technique should recognize different dye components in presence of various sources
of stain variation. Unlike the available supervised and unsupervised pattern recog-
nition techniques for dye recognition in the literature, which rely solely on color
features, the proposed algorithm makes use of spatial information, making it robust
against severe color and intensity variations. Standardization of the stain compo-
nents in the WSI is achieved by aligning the chromatic and density distributions
of the stain components to predefined corresponding histograms from a template
WSI. The WSICS algorithm is compared to three state-of-the-art standardization al-
gorithms both qualitatively and quantitatively. Empirical evaluation of the impact
of our standardization algorithm on the performance of an already published CAD
system for necrosis quantification61 is also presented.
3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Overview of the Proposed Whole-slide standardization Method
The WSICS algorithm takes as input a WSI and outputs a standardized image with
staining characteristics similar to a predefined template WSI. We interface our stan-
dardization algorithm with a 2D WSI, using our own developed open source li-
brary62 which is built on top of the OpenSlide library63. This library allows us to
read a large set of WSI file formats (e.g. .tif, .vsi, .mrxs, .svs, etc.).
Our proposed algorithm initially classifies the pixels in the WSI into different dye
classes and then applies standardization on the chromatic and density components
of the HSD model46. Figure 3.1 presents an overview of the WSICS algorithm. The
proposed algorithm has 6 basic steps:
1. Applying HSD transform.
2. Automatic extraction of samples for the hematoxylin, eosin and background
classes from the WSI and deriving the chromatic and density distributions of
these classes.
3. Transforming the 2D chromatic distribution for each dye class to match the
chromatic distribution of the corresponding class from a template slide.
4. Transforming the density distribution for each dye class to match the density
distribution of the corresponding class from a template slide.
5. Weighting the contribution of stains for each pixel and obtaining final chro-
matic and density transformations.
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6. Applying inverse HSD transform.
Detailed description of the WSICS algorithm’s steps are discussed below.
3.2.2 HSD transform
The algorithm first applies the hue-saturation-density (HSD) color transformation46.
In46 we showed that the HSD model is better-suited for analysis of transmitted light
microscopy compared to the RGB and HSI models. The HSD model transforms
RGB data into two chromatic components (cx and cy; which are independent of
the amount of stain) and a density component (D; linearly related to the amount
of stain). Theoretical RGB intensities obtained from varying stain densities should
result in a single point in the cxcy chromaticity plane of the HSD transform46. How-
ever, in practice, the use of broad-band camera filters and existence of pixel inho-
mogeneity (stain variability over the specimen area occupied by a pixel) lead to dis-
persion of chromatic data in this plane for each dye component. As a result, the
chromatic data of the pixels stained with a particular dye component will form a
distribution, which is represented by F (cx, cy). In H&E staining the chromatic dis-
tribution of the hematoxylin stain FH(cx, cy), and the chromatic distribution of the
eosin stain FE(cx, cy) have a significant overlap.
3.2.3 Deriving the chromatic and density distributions of hema-
toxylin, eosin, and background
WSIs are generally stored in a multi-resolution pyramid structure. Image files con-
tain multiple downsampled versions of the original image. Each image in the pyra-
mid is stored as a series of tiles, to facilitate rapid retrieval of subregions of the image
which enable us to quickly identify regions that are rich in tissue.
For a WSI, extraction of representative samples for hematoxylin, eosin and back-
ground classes starts with identifying the tiles containing more than 75% of tissue
(non-background pixels) on the lowest magnification. The pixel size of the image at
this magnification is 3.88µm × 3.88µm. Each tile is a 64 × 64 pixel image. A pixel is
classified as background if its overall density is lower than 0.2.
Next, we randomly select one of the tiles identified in the lowest magnification
and apply Restricted Randomized Hough Transform64 to detect candidate nuclei in
the corresponding area in the highest magnification. If the number of detected nuclei
surpasses a predefined threshold (200 nuclei) the image is classified into different dye
components, and the labeled pixel samples are stored. This process is repeated for
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a large number of randomly selected tiles until a predefined number of samples (in
this study 3 million pixels) are acquired for each class.
To make the sampling process robust against the inhomogeneities present in some
slides, it is possible to sample less pixels in each tile image but instead sample from
more random patches from the entire WSI. This, however, comes with an additional
computation cost.
Figure 3.2: Illustration of the classification steps. (a) Sample image of a lymph node
tissue section. (b) Utilizing Canny edge detector on the density image in conjugation
with the Restricted Randomized Hough Transform to detect and estimate the bound-
aries of the nuclei. (c) The result of detected nuclei overlayed on the original image
after artifact rejection. (d) Scatter plot showing cx, cy, and density features of samples
extracted from hematoxylin and eosin class. (e) Scatter plot after classifying the en-
tire image. Note that the data points associated with the background class have been
obtained by thresholding. (f) The classification result produced by our method.
Classification of pixels into different dye components requires prior knowledge
of cxcy color vectors for every dye in the WSI. To enable fully automated classifica-
tion, the algorithm automatically extracts training samples for each stain class (the
class absorbing mostly hematoxylin and the class absorbing mostly eosin) from the
image, thus obviating the need for manually labeled training data. Our technique
for generating training samples makes use of prior shape knowledge (cell nuclei
are usually ellipse shaped). Incorporating spatial information such as prior shape
knowledge into the classification problem provides robustness to color and intensity
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variations.
The process for classifying different tissue components is illustrated in Figure 3.2.
The first step involves locating the nuclei and estimating their boundaries with el-
lipses by utilizing the Restricted Randomized Hough Transform64 on the Canny
edge detected image over the density component of theHSDmodel (see Figure 3.2b).
To remove artifacts among the detected candidate nuclei, percentile thresholding is
applied on the average optical density of the red camera channel (Dr) and the aver-
age overall density (D). The optical density of a channel is defined as:
Dch = − ln
(
Ich
Io,ch
)
where Ich is the intensity of channel ch (which can be R, G, or B in RGB color
model), and Io,ch is the intensity of channel ch when no stain is present. The overall
density (D) refers to the density component of the HSD model. Among the detected
candidates, objects with very low average D (e.g. background) and objects present-
ing very low average Dr (e.g. red blood cells) are removed by applying these thresh-
olds. We found the 8th percentile to be a suitable threshold for both average Dr and
average D measures. A random selection of samples from the pixels belonging to
the detected nuclei constructs conservative representative training samples for the
tissue class mostly absorbing hematoxylin. As shown in Figure 3.2c, our algorithm
does not require exhaustive detection of all the nuclei, but rather a proportion of the
nuclei within the image.
In the next step, all the pixels with very low overall density (D < 0.2) are classi-
fied as background (devoid of stain). Provided that background pixels are white, the
optical density of the red, green, and blue camera channels of the pixel should each
be lower than 0.25 to be classified as background.
Training samples for the eosin class are obtained by first removing all the back-
ground pixels and the candidate pixels for the hematoxylin class (before artifact re-
jection) and then applying 5th percentile thresholding on the Dr of the remaining
pixels. Note that the training samples for the eosin class are randomly selected from
these pixels and are equal in number to the training samples from the hematoxylin
class. The pixels selected during the sampling process will serve as ground truth
data for a classifier. By applying a threshold on the optical density of the red chan-
nel, we deliberately avoid sampling weekly stained pixels in the eosin class and try
to retain samples that are as clean as possible.
Finally, a binary k-NN classifier (k = 7) is trained using the extracted samples
from the hematoxylin and eosin class. The chromatic information (cx and cy) and the
density of each pixel in the HSD color model are used as classification features. The
class labels for all the remaining pixels in the randomly selected training patches are
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predicted using the trained classifier, yielding the final pixel classification result.
The derived chromatic and density distributions for each of the stain classes (as
shown in Figure 3.2e) are used for subsequent chromatic and density transforma-
tions.
3.2.4 Non-Linear Transformation of chromatic information
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of the non-linear transformation of hematoxylin and eosin
chromatic distributions. Note that the transformation applied to the background class
is not shown in this figure. (a) The chromatic distribution of hematoxylin (blue) and
eosin (pink) staining for the template slide (top left) and the slide to be standard-
ized (bottom left). The angle (φi) and the mean (µi) of the H&E distributions are
extracted, where i ∈ {Hematoxylin,Eosin}. (b) Extraction of the scaling parameters
after translation of each distribution to the origin and rotation along φi. The extracted
parameters comprise of the minimum, 1st, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 99th percentiles, and
maximum of the projected values along each axis (for simplicity this is only shown
for parameters along the cy axis). (c) The result of scaling the hematoxylin and eosin
distributions by using the scaling parameters derived from the template slide. (d)
Rotation of the distributions along φtmpli and translating them to µ
tmpl
i . (e) The final
transformation obtained using the weighted combination of the two transformations
in (d).
To align the chromatic distribution of each of the classified dye components to
match the corresponding class distribution in a template slide, we perform 2D reg-
istration of the color information in the cxcy chromatic plane.
Let Fi(cx, cy) denote the chromatic distribution for class i in the image, where i ∈
{Hematoxylin, Eosin,Background}. We define the registration problem as finding
the transformation function Ti such that:
Fi(Ti(cx, cy)) ∼ F templatei (cx, cy) (3.1)
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The procedure for registration of the chromatic distribution has two steps: (1)
extraction of statistical parameters from the template slide and (2) aligning the 2D
chromatic distribution. Each of the steps are described in the following subsections.
Template Parameter Extraction
Training samples for the two stain classes in the template image are obtained auto-
matically as described in section A above. From these, 3 sets of parameters are calcu-
lated (two for the stain classes and one for the background class). These parameters
are the mean µtmpli , angle φ
tmpl
i , and scaling landmarks of the F
template
i distribution.
Let Σtmpli = cov(cx, cy) denote the covariance matrix of F
template
i . The angle φ
tmpl
i of
this distribution with respect to the cx axis is derived by calculating the major eigen-
vector of Σtmpli . To compute the scaling parameters, the entire F
template
i distribution
is translated to the origin. This is followed by a rotation step along φtmpli to maxi-
mize the variance along the cx axis. Finally, the scaling landmarks are defined after
projection of the rotated distribution onto each of the cx and cy axes, comprising the
minimum, 1st, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 99th percentiles, and maximum of the projected
values along each axis.
The only parameters for the background class are the mean values of the cx and
cy channels. This is mainly because the white background class does not require
major color standardization but rather density standardization which is achieved by
adjusting its density component in the HSD model.
Alignment of 2D Color Histogram
At this step, the 2D chromatic distribution for each of the three classes in the WSI
to be standardized are aligned with the chromatic distribution of the correspond-
ing class in the template WSI. Figure 3.3 illustrates different steps for the non-linear
transformation of chromatic information. Let F (cx, cy) denote the chromatic dis-
tribution of the WSI to be standardized. We apply three separate transformations
Ti(cx, cy), each time focusing at standardizing the chromatic distribution of a partic-
ular class i.
Let Fi(cx, cy) denote the chromatic distribution of the pixels belonging to class i
sampled from the slide to be standardized. For different pixel classes in this slide,
statistical parameters are extracted identical to those previously extracted from the
template slide. The process for standardization of each stain class i starts with trans-
lating the entire F (cx, cy) distribution by subtraction of the mean of Fi(cx, cy) distribu-
tion and rotation along the major eigenvector of Σi, where Σi denotes the covariance
matrix of Fi(cx, cy) (see Figure 3.3a and Figure 3.3b). Then we apply piece-wise lin-
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ear scaling to match landmarks from the current distribution to those of the template
slide. The result is shown in Figure 3.3c. In the next step, the scaled distribution is
rotated back along the φtmpli angle to be aligned with the major eigenvector of the the
corresponding distribution in the template WSI. The final step in the transformation
of the Fi(cx, cy) involves translation of the distribution to µ
tmpl
i . The standardized
chromatic distributions with focus on transforming hematoxylin and eosin classes
are shown in the first and second row of Figure 3.3d, respectively.
The color transformation of the background class is yielded by subtracting µb
from and adding µtmplb to the F (cx, cy) distribution, where µb, and µ
tmpl
b denote the
mean of the background class in F (cx, cy), and F template(cx, cy) distributions, respec-
tively. At the end of this step we have 3 separate transformation functions, one for
each class.
3.2.5 Weighing the Contribution of Classes
Provided that in H&E staining, pixels may contain a mixture of stains, it is impor-
tant to take into account the contribution of each stain for each pixel in our final
transformation. Therefore, we define the final transformation as the weighted com-
bination of the transformation functions associated for each class. To generate per
pixel weights accounting for relative absorption of each stain, a naive Bayesian clas-
sifier is trained. The ground truth data for training the classifier originates from the
automatically classified samples extracted in step 1 of the WSICS algorithm. By us-
ing the chromatic and density components of the HSD transform as features, we
calculate the posterior probability of each pixel in the WSI belonging to each class.
Finally, the weighted combination of the three transformations gives:
(c
′
x, c
′
y) =
3∑
i=1
ωi ∗ Ti(cx, cy) (3.2)
where i ∈ {Hematoxylin, Eosin,Background} and ωi denotes the weight for class i,
and (c′x, c
′
y) denotes the final transformed chromatic vector in the HSD model. The
result is shown in Figure 3.3e.
The naive Bayesian classifier was chosen to generate the membership degree of
each pixel to each of the stain classes because of its straightforward probabilistic
interpretation and its relative simplicity, requiring no parameter tuning in contrast
to more complex classifiers. Given the nature of the classification task (3 features and
millions of samples) a more complex classifier is not needed.
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3.2.6 Density Standardization
The density component of the HSD color model was also transformed to match the
density profile of the template image using a weighted combination of linear trans-
formations with respect to each class. Applying linear transformation of the densi-
ties for separate classes without using the weights may lead to severe artifacts. The
reason for this is that pixels lying in the vicinity of classification boundary but be-
longing to different classes will be standardized with separate transformation func-
tions, hence transforming into new density values which might differ significantly.
To address this problem, the weights generated by the naive Bayesian classifier in the
previous section were used to create a smooth density standardization. In the first
step a weighted mean and a weighted standard deviation were computed for each of
the density distributions corresponding to the hematoxylin, eosin and background
classes separately. For each of these classes, the distributions were standardized by
matching the mean and standard deviation of the distribution to the corresponding
class statistics in the template image. The transformed density distribution for class
i is therefore determined by:
D
′
i =
Di − µi
σi
× σtmpli + µtmpli (3.3)
where i ∈ {Hematoxylin, Eosin,Background}, µi and σi are the weighted mean and
the weighted standard deviation of the density distribution for class i in the WSI
to be standardized and µtmpli and σ
tmpl
i are the corresponding values in the template
WSI. Di and D
′
i denote the densities before and after transformation.
By using the weights obtained from the naive Bayesian classifier, a weighted com-
bination of the linear transformations for the three classes were computed to yield
the final density transformation:
D
′
=
3∑
i=1
ωi ×D′i (3.4)
where ωi denotes the posterior probability of class i, D
′
i denotes the standardized
density associated with the distribution of class i, and D′ is the final standardized
density component.
3.2.7 Inverse HSD transform
In the final step, the standardized chromatic components c′x and c
′
y, and the stan-
dardized density component D′ were used to get back to RGB model. This was
achieved by following the reverse HSD transformation illustrated in46. The output
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of this step is the standardized WSI with the staining characteristics similar to the
predefined template WSI.
3.3 Empirical evaluation
3.3.1 Histopathology Image dataset
Two histopathological image datasets were used for empirical evaluation of the pro-
posed algorithm. The first dataset consisted of 125 digitized H&E stained WSIs of
lymph nodes from 3 patients. These slides were serially sectioned and stained in 5
different Dutch pathology laboratories, each using their own routine staining proto-
cols. The set up included staining of slides on different days of the week. Staining
protocol variations between laboratories include temperature, concentration, stain-
ing time and manufacturer of different solutions. Frequency of refreshing staining
solutions may also differ between laboratories. All slides were digitized using a
CCD RGB camera (Zeiss AxioCam HRC) mounted on a light microscope (Zeiss Ax-
ioPlan 2im) with a 40× objective lens. Each image has square pixels of size 0.256µm
× 0.256µm in the microscope image plane.
The second image dataset comprised three batches, each containing 10 H&E stained
histological slides of rat liver with different amounts of confluent necrosis. The slides
were stained in University Hospital Jena, Germany, and scanned with a Hamamatsu
Nanozoomer Scanner at 40× objective magnification. A human expert generated
ground truth data on this dataset by annotating necrotic tissue in each section at
small tile levels of size 256× 256 pixels in the highest resolution.
3.3.2 Experiments and Results
To evaluate the performance of the WSICS algorithm three experiments were per-
formed:
1. A quantitative, comparative evaluation of the performance of the proposed
algorithm versus two competing algorithms in calculating stain vectors
2. A qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the performance of the proposed
standardization algorithm in comparison with other methods in achieving color
constancy
3. A quantitative evaluation of the effect of employing the proposed whole-slide
standardization algorithm on the performance of a necrosis quantifying CAD
system61
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Experiment 1
The aim of this experiment was to quantitatively evaluate the performance of each
standardization algorithm in extracting stain vectors using a subset of the lymph
node dataset. For the experiment, we randomly selected 5 different slides for each
laboratory and took one sample FOV image from each slide. This yielded a total
of 25 images from 25 slides. For each of the images, a large number of pixels were
manually annotated to give representative ground truth pixels for hematoxylin and
eosin classes. Subsequently, hematoxylin and eosin stain vectors were calculated
using Ruifrok’s color deconvolution method42.
The performance of our proposed algorithm is compared to that of two state-of-
the-art algorithms for stain deconvolution: the appearance normalization algorithm
by Macenko at al.43, and the nonlinear mapping approach to stain normalization
by Khan et al.56. The algorithm by Macenko at al.43 tries to find the fringe of pixel
distribution in the optical density space to determine the stain vectors. The algorithm
by Khan et al. utilizes a pretrained relevance vector machine (RVM) classifier to
classify the pixels in the image into different stain components in the image. The
stain vectors are then calculated from the set of labeled pixels for each stain class.
In this regard, this method works similar to our proposed algorithm, however, our
algorithm does not require manual training of the classifier. The other fundamental
difference of our method is that it mainly uses shape information for identifying
hematoxylin pixels, and samples from pixels outside of ellipse-shaped objects for
eosin.
Figure 3.4 shows the results of classifying pixels as hematoxylin, eosin, or back-
ground, which are intermediate steps in our color standardization algorithm and
that of Khan et al.56. As seen in this figure, the algorithm by Khan performs poorly
on the third and fourth example which can be related to the fact that the staining
colors in these images deviate from the image batches that were originally used for
training the RVM classifier. Contrary to this approach, our fully automatic algorithm
effectively derives the hematoxylin and eosin distributions and classifies the pixels
very accurately mainly due to using shape information.
The mean and the standard deviation (SD) of the Euclidean distances between
the stain vectors from the annotated data and the stain vectors derived by each of
the algorithms is used as a measure to compare the efficacy and robustness of the
algorithms in extracting the correct stain vectors. Table 3.1 presents the results. Our
proposed algorithm is performing considerably better in calculating stain vectors for
both hematoxylin and eosin stains.
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of the pixel classification performances between the method
by Khan et al.56 and our proposed algorithm. (a) - (d) show 4 different classification
results produced by the two algorithms. For each sub-figure the image on the left is
the original image to be classified. The middle image presents the classification result
by our algorithm and on the right is the result produced by the algorithm of Khan et
al.56.
Table 3.1: Average Euclidean distances between the manually determined stain vec-
tors in the original images and the stain vectors computed by different algorithms. dH
and dE denote the average Euclidean distances for the hematoxylin and eosin vectors,
respectively.
Method dH (mean ± SD) dE (mean ± SD)
Mackenco 43 0.2120 ± 0.0314 0.1764 ± 0.0296
Khan 56 0.0393 ± 0.0134 0.1187 ± 0.0297
Proposed 0.0135 ± 0.0093 0.0186 ± 0.0225
Experiment 2
The aim of this experiment was to qualitatively and quantitatively evaluate the per-
formance of the WSICS algorithm. We focus on inter-laboratory variations of the
H&E staining in the lymph node dataset, as this is a major concern in large scale
application of CAD in pathology. The performance of our proposed algorithm is
compared to that of three previously published algorithms: global standardization
(GS) by bagci et al.44, the appearance normalization algorithm by Macenko et al.43,
and the nonlinear mapping approach to stain normalization by Khan et al.56. Five
representative field-of-view (FOV) images were acquired from each WSI yielding a
total of 625 images. Each image is of size 1388 × 1040 pixels. The results of the
standardization performed by different algorithms are shown in Figure 3.5. The im-
age shown in the top left of Figure 3.5.a was used as the template image to extract
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 3.5: Illustration of the performance of different stain standardization algo-
rithms. The top left image has been used as the template image. Column (a) three
original images sampled from different slides stained in different laboratories. (b) the
result of standardization using the WSICS, (c) the algorithm devised by Macenko et
al.43, (d) Bagci et al.44, and (e) the algorithm by Khan et al.56.
Table 3.2: Standard deviation and coefficient of variation of NMI for all the images in
the five laboratories.
Laboratory 1 Laboratory 2 Laboratory 3 Laboratory 4 Laboratory 5
Method NMI SD NMI CV NMI SD NMI CV NMI SD NMI CV NMI SD NMI CV NMI SD NMI CV
Original 0.0206 0.0405 0.0254 0.0485 0.0305 0.0641 0.0279 0.0466 0.0201 0.0348
Bagci 44 0.0157 0.0294 0.0184 0.0336 0.0163 0.0307 0.0256 0.0422 0.0172 0.0303
Macenko 43 0.0180 0.0285 0.0161 0.0256 0.0092 0.0148 0.0203 0.0317 0.0127 0.0200
Khan 56 0.0154 0.0313 0.0194 0.0385 0.0199 0.0390 0.0214 0.0398 0.0139 0.0254
WSICS 0.0083 0.0147 0.0075 0.0131 0.0081 0.0141 0.0087 0.0155 0.0052 0.0092
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parameters required by different standardization algorithms. The three standard-
ized images by the method proposed by Macenko et al.43 have more color variability
compared to the other methods. Moreover, it can be seen that the color of the images
standardized by the WSICS algorithm have the highest similarity to the color of the
template image as compared to the other approaches.
In this experiment, the choice of the template slide was based on the opinion of
two pathologists, who studied a large number of slides from each laboratory. The
major criteria for them to select a high quality staining are: (1) high contrast between
hematoxylin and eosin staining (2) visibility of the nuclear texture. The majority of
the slides stained in Lab 1 were found to meet these criteria and therefore a slide
from this batch was selected as the template slide in this experiment.
Quantitative analysis of standardization results is based on color constancy of
nuclear staining and eosin staining independently. To evaluate the color constancy
of the nuclear staining, nuclei were first detected using fast radial symmetry trans-
form65. The detected candidate nuclei were subsequently segmented using a marker-
controlled watershed algorithm as illustrated in66. Quantitative measures of the area
and elliptical shape were computed for each candidate nucleus. The elliptic variance
descriptor (Evar)67 was used to measure how closely the borders of a fitted ellipse
agree with those of the segmented nucleus-like object. Objects that were too small
(area < 200) or irregular (Evar > 0.13) were rejected as artifacts. The normalized me-
dian intensity (NMI) measure45,50 was then chosen to evaluate color constancy of the
nuclei. This measure enables comparison of the intensity statistics over a population
of images. The NMI measure is defined as:
NMI (I) =
Median
i∈I
{U (i)}
P95
i∈I
{U (i)} (3.5)
where U (i) denotes the average of the R, G, B values for the pixel i in image I ,
and P95 denotes the 95th percentile. Note that to increase the robustness of the NMI
measure against noisy pixels in the image, instead of dividing the median term by
the maximum, we divide it by the 95th percentile. The standard deviation of the
NMI values (SDN) and coefficient of the variation (i.e. standard deviation divided
by mean) of the NMI values (CVN) were computed for the images in different lab-
oratories before and after standardization using different methods. The results are
shown in Table 3.2. Note that small values for SDN and CVN indicate that nuclei in
images from different laboratories have similar color distributions (i.e. qualitatively
look the same) after stain standardization. In all cases, the WSICS algorithm yielded
the smallest SDN and CVN. The box plots of the NMI values for each laboratory is
shown in Figure 3.6. The box plot shows that the spread of NMI values about the
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Figure 3.6: Box plots of the normalized median intensity values of the slides stained
in five laboratories for all the methods in Experiment 3.
median (inter-quartile range) is the smallest for the proposed algorithm compared
to the competing state-of-the-art algorithms. In addition, the distribution of NMI
values across different laboratories is considerably more stable for the WSICS algo-
rithm.
To evaluate the color constancy of the eosin staining we used part of the lymph
node dataset that was used in experiment 1. Provided that automatic segmentation
of eosin stained tissue structures is more complicated, we evaluate the color con-
stancy of eosin staining within regions that were manually annotated as such. The
results are shown in Table 3.3. Note that the SDN and CVN are computed over all
the 25 images from the 5 laboratories. Overall, WSICS yielded the smallest SDN and
CVN.
Table 3.3: Standard deviation and coefficient of variation of NMI for the eosin dye for
the 25 images considered.
Method NMI SD NMI CV
Original 0.0563 0.0748
Bagci 44 0.0200 0.0247
Macenko 43 0.0362 0.0439
Khan 56 0.0434 0.0555
WSICS 0.0191 0.0220
The computation time for each algorithm to standardize an image of size 1388 ×
1040 (averaged over 20 images) is presented in Table 3.4. The computation time
required by WSICS to create a look-up table for standardizing a WSI of lymph node
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is 10± 1 minutes.
Table 3.4: Computation time (in seconds) for presented methods for standardizing an
image of size 1388× 1040.
Method Mackenco 43 Khan 56 Bagci 44 WSICS
Processing time 1.89 123.73 0.87 18.94
Experiment 3
In this experiment, the performance of an already published CAD system61 for quan-
tifying necrosis was evaluated before and after standardization of the slides. A
dataset comprising three batches of H&E stained histological WSIs of rat liver sec-
tions with different amounts of confluent necrosis was available. The CAD system
described in61 using a Random Forest classifier was used to detect necrotic tissue in
WSI. This system utilizes local binary pattern (LBP)68 and pixel value statistics fea-
tures for each of the individual channels of the RGB and HSV color models. The per-
formance of this system was assessed using a leave-one-batch-out cross-validation
scheme. At each cross-validation round, CAD was trained with all slides from two
of the batches and validated on the third batch. The same assessment was carried
out after standardizing the entire slides using one of the slides in the training set as
template image. The performance of the CAD system was then assessed for each
cross-validation round in terms of the area under the receiver operating characteris-
tic (ROC) curve69 at the patch level of size 256×256. Figure 3.7 shows the ROC curves
for each cross-validation round. The area under ROC curves with and without em-
ploying WSICS were compared using the bootstrap test70. This test was used to test
the null hypothesis that the CAD system performs equally well with and without
standardization, versus the alternative hypothesis that it does not. The AUC results
for each cross-validation round and the corresponding p-values are summarized in
Table 3.5. The p-value for the test was smaller than 0.01 for all the 3 ROC curve pairs,
thus providing evidence that CAD performance is increased by applying the WSICS
algorithm.
3.4 Discussion and conclusion
In this paper, we presented a novel algorithm, called whole-slide image color stan-
dardizer (WSICS), for standardization of whole-slide histopathological images. We
showed that the WSICS algorithm outperforms previously published algorithms.
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Table 3.5: Summary of the AUC results for each cross-validation round of experiment
3 and the corresponding p-values of the bootstrap test to compare AUCs
Train set Test set AUC AUC with WSICS p-value
1 and 2 3 0.939 0.963 < 0.01
1 and 3 2 0.930 0.985 < 0.01
2 and 3 1 0.310 0.944 < 0.01
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Figure 3.7: Performance of the CAD system with and without standardization for
different cross-validation rounds
Even more importantly, we showed that the algorithm was capable of significantly
improving the quality of an existing CAD system, rendering it applicable even for
specimens exhibiting staining characteristics which strongly deviated from the spec-
imens it was trained on.
The main characteristics of our algorithm are: 1) fully automated detection of
stain components in WSIs enabling unsupervised operation, 2) robust stain classifi-
cation by making use of spatial information, 3) theHSD color model for transforma-
tion of chromatic and density distributions, and 4) application of weights to create a
smooth and artifact-free whole-slide standardization. The algorithm was shown to
be very robust against all sources of staining variation.
Our algorithm for classification of tissue components avoids manual training of
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the classifier by learning samples of each class from the image at hand using prior
shape information. This yields fully automated, objective and reproducible classifi-
cation results on image data with various sources of variation. Unlike the algorithms
in the literature which rely solely on color information to identify stain components
our algorithm incorporates spatial information which makes it significantly more
robust. Figure 3.4 compares the classification result obtained by our proposed algo-
rithm and the algorithm by Khan et al. Our approach performed remarkably well
on the entire image data provided by 5 different (academic and non-academic) lab-
oratories containing severe staining variation. We observed no classification failure
over the entire dataset. In the classification approach in55, in contrast, the automat-
ically extracted reference stain vectors had to be replaced in more than 10% of the
images due to segmentation failures. Our previous experience with unsupervised
approaches such as EM-based segmentation45,58 shows that segmentation may occa-
sionally fail. This failure is mainly due to the cases in which the chromatic distribu-
tion of the channels overlap significantly. The algorithm proposed by Macenko et
al.43, moreover, becomes unstable in images with poor contrast and insufficient data
for each stain.
Existing color transformation approaches align different channels of a particu-
lar color model, independently, using separate 1D transformations45 55 57. These ap-
proaches, however, assume that the channels of the color model utilized are inde-
pendent which generally does not hold. The use of a more advanced color model
called HSD which was specifically designed for transmission light microscopy en-
ables independent transformation of chromatic and density information. We per-
formed non-rigid registration of 2D chromatic distribution using several transforma-
tions which provides better aligning of the color information compared to separate
1D transformation of each channel. The use of class-dependent weights in combin-
ing these transformations yields a smooth standardization result. Consequently, our
method consistently shows improved color constancy compared to existing meth-
ods.
We presented 3 experiments to evaluate the efficacy of the WSICS method. In the
first experiment, we presented a quantitative, comparative evaluation of the perfor-
mance of the proposed algorithm versus two state-of-the-art algorithms in extracting
stain vectors by Macenka et al.43 and Khan et al.56. The results show that for both
hematoxylin and eosin dyes, the derived stain vectors by the WSICS algorithm are
substantially more accurate and highly comparable with the stain vectors computed
from manually annotated regions in the image.
In the second experiment we presented qualitative and quantitative evaluations
of our method relative to three state-of-the-art methods: global standardization (GS)
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by Bagci et al.44, the appearance normalization by Macenko et al.43, and the nonlinear
mapping approach by Khan et al.56. Qualitative assessment of the results show the
efficacy of our algorithm in enhanced color constancy of the histology images.
The results shown in Figure 3.5 demonstrate that the images with severe stain-
ing variation can be standardized to resemble the template image using the WSICS
algorithm. Compared to the three state-of-the-art methods, our method performs
considerably better in standardizing eosin staining which is in correspondence with
the results achieved in experiment 1. The algorithm devised by Macenko43 yields
poor result with artifacts in the third example which is due to wrong estimation of
the stain vectors. This algorithm tries to find the fringe of pixel distribution in the
optical density space to determine the stain vectors. As seen in the third example
shown in Figure 3.5.a there is a significant difference in the staining of blood cells
compared to cytoplasmic/stromal staining. The poor contrast between nuclear stain-
ing and cytoplasmic/stromal staining has led to poor standardization results by this
method. The Global Standardization algorithm, on the other hand, achieves smooth
standardization output without any artifacts (see Figure 3.5.d). However, the algo-
rithm is clearly unable to match the staining quality to the template image. This is
mainly due to the usage of a single transformation function for standardizing the
image which does not correspond with the existence of multiple components in the
data. The algorithm proposed by Khan et al.56 yields artifact-free standardized im-
ages. However, the quality of the standardized images by this method significantly
deviate from the template image. This algorithm uses an RVM classifier to classify
the pixels into different stain components in the image. Using a pretrained classifier
makes this algorithm unstable in case where the color of the dyes in the test spec-
imen deviate from the image batches that the RVM classifier was initially trained
on. As a result, the estimation of stain vectors may fail. This was also observed in
experiment 1. As shown in Figure 3.4, heavy pollution of the hematoxylin popu-
lation with pixels from connective tissue and cytoplasm leads to wrong estimation
of the stain vectors by this algorithm. As a result, all the eosin stained structures
will have a purplish-blue color after standardization. Contrary to this approach, our
algorithm effectively defines the hematoxylin and eosin distributions by incorporat-
ing spatial information. This, in turn, leads to better standardization performance
by our proposed algorithm.
The results of the quantitative assessment, as summarized in Table 3.2 and Ta-
ble 3.3, show that for the entire lymph node dataset stained in 5 different laboratories,
the algorithm proposed here outperformed the competing standardization methods
by yielding the lowest standard deviation and coefficient of variation of the NMI
measure.
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The application of whole-slide standardization to computer-aided diagnosis of
histopathology data has so far remained elusive in the literature due to technical
complexities in dealing with whole-slide images. The focus has been limited to in-
vestigating the contribution of standardization algorithms that work at the small
image patch level. In the third experiment, we evaluated the impact of our proposed
whole-slide standardization algorithm on the performance of a necrosis quantifica-
tion CAD system. The performance of the CAD system for quantifying necrosis was
assessed in a leave-one-batch-out cross validation experiment, before and after stan-
dardization. The performance of the CAD system was better in all cross-validation
rounds after utilizing the WSICS algorithm. In particular, the performance was sig-
nificantly improved for the case that the CAD system was trained on batch 2 and 3
and tested on the first batch. The ROC curve shown in Figure 3.7, illustrates that the
performance without standardization is worse than random guessing. The reason
for this can be related to the significant difference in the staining color of the slides
in batch 1 relative to other batches which results in the viable tissue having inten-
sity and color ranges similar to necrotic tissue in other batches, and vice-versa. This
is, however, effectively addressed using the proposed method. Hence, the substan-
tial impact of employing the proposed whole-slide standardization algorithm on the
performance of an already published CAD system further demonstrates its efficacy
and reliability.
One limitation of the current study is that although the WSICS algorithm has been
designed to standardize whole-slide images, the comparison of the color constancy
of the images standardized by different algorithms in experiment 2 is limited to im-
age patches (sub-images from the WSI). This is because the competing algorithms
have been designed to standardize patch images only.
The WSICS algorithm has been specifically described for standardization of H&E
stained images. The algorithm, however, can be adapted to work with other histo-
logical staining techniques such as immunohistochemistry (IHC). Identification of
the stain components is more straight forward in IHC. The major reason is that in
IHC, in contrast to H&E staining, the chromatic distribution of the stain components
have a small overlap in the chromatic plain of the HSD model. In future work, we
will concentrate on adapting the proposed algorithm to be utilized on other staining
techniques and investigate the possibility of extending our method for standardizing
WSIs with more than two stain components.
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Abstract
This paper presents a new algorithm for automatic detection of regions of interest in
whole-slide histopathological images. The proposed algorithm generates and clas-
sifies superpixels at multiple resolutions to detect regions of interest. The algorithm
emulates the way the pathologist examines the whole-slide histopathology image
by processing the image at low magnifications and performing more sophisticated
analysis only on areas requiring more detailed information. However, instead of
the traditional usage of fixed sized rectangular patches for the identification of rele-
vant areas, we use superpixels as the visual primitives to detect regions of interest.
Rectangular patches can span multiple distinct structures, thus degrade the classi-
fication performance. The proposed multi-scale superpixel classification approach
yields superior performance for the identification of the regions of interest. For the
evaluation, a set of 10 whole-slide histopathology images of breast tissue were used.
Empirical evaluation of the performance of our proposed algorithm relative to expert
manual annotations shows that the algorithm achieves an area under the Receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curve of 0.958, demonstrating its efficacy for the de-
tection of regions of interest.
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4.1 Introduction
Automated detection of clinically meaningful Regions of Interest (ROIs) in whole-
slide histopathological images is an important initial step in the development of
an automated computer-aided diagnosis system. Accurate extraction of these ROIs
would allow performing complex image analysis tasks only on specific relevant ar-
eas within the whole-slide image (WSI). This is in particular of utmost importance
for an efficient analysis of large histopathological images. Two major approaches
have been utilized in the literature for the development of automated CAD systems
to detect cancer in whole-slide histopathological images. The first is to perform im-
age analysis operations at a single specific image resolution to classify different tis-
sue structures71,72. The second utilizes a multi-resolution scheme to classify high-
resolution WSI73–76. Contrary to the first approach which does not correspond to
the multi-scale approach used by the pathologists, the second approach emulates
the way pathologist examines a histology slide. The multi-resolution approach sig-
nificantly reduces the computational time required to analyze the whole-slide by
processing the image tiles at low magnifications with the least computational bur-
den and performing more sophisticated analysis of the corresponding tiles in higher
magnification only when the decision for the classification requires more detailed
information76. To achieve this, these algorithms make use of small fixed-size rect-
angular patches and try to classify them into different tissue classes. Fixed sized
patches, however, can span multiple distinct tissue structures, thus degrading the
classification performance.
Superpixels are alternative visual primitives which can compensate for the short-
comings of pixels and patches. A superpixel is a perceptually meaningful atomic
region that aggregates visually homogeneous pixels while respecting object bound-
aries. Superpixels are obtained from the over-segmentation of the image. As bound-
ary information is respected during partitioning the image into superpixels, more
accurate segmentation results can be obtained by allocating superpixels to the ap-
propriate target class. Superpixels have been increasingly used in medical imaging
applications and greatly reduce the complexity of image processing tasks. Super-
pixel classification approaches have been successfully applied in several applications
such as segmentation of brain MRI images77, and prostate cancer detection and clas-
sification78.
In this paper, we propose a multi-resolution superpixel classification approach to
detect ROIs in whole-slide histopathology images. The proposed system, initially
partitions the image, in the lowest magnification, into a set of non-overlapping su-
perpixels. At the lowest magnification, superpixels are classified into regions con-
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taining tissue and regions belonging to the background. New superpixels are con-
structed at the intermediate magnification within the areas containing tissue and
are classified into a particular tissue component (e.g. stroma, background, epithe-
lial nuclei). Finally, a new set of high-resolution superpixels is built at the highest
magnification only in the areas where the classifier, at the lower level, yielded a low
confidence in assigning the output label. A second stage classifier is then employed
to classify those superpixels more accurately. We present an empirical evaluation of
the performance of our algorithm on H&E stained WSIs of breast tissue and present
a comparison with the traditional tile analysis algorithm for finding ROIs.
4.2 Methods
Our algorithm for the detection of regions of interest has three main components.
The first is identification of areas containing tissue by classifying superpixels built
on the lowest magnification. The second constructs new superpixels at the interme-
diate magnification on the areas containing tissue and classifies them into different
tissue components. The third classifies newly built superpixels at the highest mag-
nification for the regions requiring more detailed information for accurate classifica-
tion. Detailed description of different steps of the proposed algorithm are discussed
below.
4.2.1 Tissue identification in low magnification
In this paper, the Simple linear iterative clustering (SLIC)79 algorithm was used to
generate superpixels. SLIC algorithm offers strong performance in terms of adher-
ence to edges and segmentation speed, hence very well suited to histopathological
image analysis. The proposed implementation of the SLIC algorithm performs im-
age clustering in the CIELAB color space. However, we performed a transformation
into the hue-saturation-density (HSD) color model, which was specifically designed
for absorption light microscopy46. The HSD model transforms RGB data into two
chromatic components (cx and cy; which are independent of the amount of stain)
and a density component (D; linearly related to the amount of stain). Tissue iden-
tification is achieved by first partitioning the image into superpixels at the lowest
magnification. This is followed by a classification phase to distinguish between fore-
ground objects (tissue) and background. A pixel inside a superpixel is classified into
the background class if its overall density is lower than 0.2 and the density of its
r, g, and b channels is lower than 0.25. Superpixels containing more than 90% of
background pixels are classified as background objects. At the end of this stage, a
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whole-slide mask is generated for areas comprising of tissue.
4.2.2 Tissue component classification at the intermediate magnifi-
cation
For computer-aided diagnosis of breast cancer the epithelial regions of the tissue
are of major clinical importance25. Although the importance of the stromal features
for prognosis of breast cancer has been recognized80, focusing on the detection of
epithelial regions does not limit the applicability of such features. Stromal features
can still be computed from the stromal areas surrounding the suspicious epithelial
tissue. Therefore, automated diagnosis of cancer requires identification of epithelial
regions as its initial step. For this reason, the tissue was classified into three compo-
nents: epithelium, stroma, and background. To classify the entire WSI into these tis-
sue components, superpixels were generated at the intermediate magnification over
the entire regions which contain tissue. In practice, computational resource require-
ments do not allow to generate superpixels on the entire WSI at once. Therefore we
need to generate superpixels separately on small image tiles containing tissue. How-
ever, this will lead to undesirable superpixel structures at the borders of the image.
Figure 4.1 illustrates the result of generating superpixels on two consecutive tiles. As
can be seen, the shape of the superpixels in the transition area between the two tiles
is affected by the tile boundary. In the following section, we illustrate our proposed
method for generating continuous superpixels over the entire WSI.
(a) (c) (d)(b)
Figure 4.1: Illustration of generating superpixels on consecutive image tiles. (a), (b)
Original images of the first and second tile. (c), (d) the output of superpixel generation
on (a), and (b).
Generation of continuous superpixels over the WSI
To address the problem associated with undesirable superpixel boundaries at the
edge of each tile, superpixels are generated on overlapping tiles. The size of the over-
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lap area is determined in such a way that covers at least 2 layers of superpixels from
the previous tile. Figure 4.2 illustrates how the generation of continuous superpix-
els on overlapping tiles is performed. First, the original image shown in Figure 4.1a
is extended by the addition of the overlapping area from the next tile. Superpixels
are then generated on this image yielding the image shown in Figure 4.2a. To build
superpixels on the next overlapping tile, we replace the overlapping area (on the
left side) of the second tile image using the mask shown in Figure 4.2b. This mask
is extracted from the overlapping area from Figure 4.2a, in which the values of the
superpixels attached to the image boundary (on the right side) are set to one and the
rest to zero. By multiplying this mask with the corresponding overlapping area of
the second tile image and building new superpixels on the image the result in Fig-
ure 4.2c is obtained. As shown in this Figure, the black area creates a strong transition
of pixel intensity values in this image which will consequently force the superpixels
to adhere to the strong artificially created boundaries hence yielding a continuous
superpixel arrangement in the transition area of the two tiles. The final result after
stitching the tiles is presented in Figure 4.2d. In practice, the same technique is ap-
plied to the other sides of each patch, to preserve the superpixel continuity from all
sides.
Superpixel classification at the intermediate magnification
In the next stage, a classifier is constructed which operates on the regions defined
by the superpixels at the intermediate magnification. A total of 54 features were
extracted for the classification task including local binary patterns and statistics de-
rived from the histogram of the three channels of the HSD color model. Training
data was acquired from a set of superpixels which were annotated as epithelium,
stroma, and background. Identifying superpixels belonging to the background class
was done by setting a threshold on the median density of the superpixels. The re-
maining superpixels were classified as epithelium or stroma using a random forest
classifier. To defy the curse of dimensionality and to reduce the feature computation
time, a feature selection experiment was carried out. Two feature selection methods
were utilized: multiple support vector machines with recursive feature elimination
(MSVM-RFE)81 and guided regularized random forest (GRRF)82. Feature selection
by these two methods was achieved by 100 iterations of 5-fold cross validation, each
iteration with random combinations of samples in the training and the test set. The
output from both methods showed that Local binary patterns of the three channels
do not contribute significantly to the classification accuracy, hence excluded from
the classification task in the intermediate level. The random forest classifier was
therefore built on the training data using the selected features. Non-background su-
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of generating continuous superpixels on overlapping tiles.
(a) and (b) show the results for building superpixels on the image patches shown in
Figure 4.1a and Figure 4.1b. (c) Generating superpixels on Figure 4.1a by the inclusion
of the overlapping area (rectangle in red) from the next tile. (b) The mask extracted
from the overlapping area in (a) is achieved by setting the value of the superpixels
attached to the right border of the image to 1 and the rest of pixels to 0. (c) Building
superpixels on the next overlapping tile. The overlapping area of the tile is replaced
using the mask generated in (b) before generating the superpixels. (d) The result of
stitching the tiles yielding continuous superpixels over the entire WSI. Note that the
last layer of the superpixels attached to the right side of the image in (a) and the
first layer of superpixels attached to the left side of the image in (c) are removed for
stitching the two tiles.
perpixels were classified using the trained model. Based on the confidence of the
classifier for assigning a label to the superpixel, we decide if more detailed informa-
tion is needed to classify the region. If the probability of the superpixel belonging to
a specific tissue class exceeds 90%, no further analysis is required. We perform more
detailed analysis not only when the classifier has a low confidence (lower than 90%)
but also when the classifier assigns the epithelium label to a superpixel. The reason
for this is that we want to classify epithelium regions with more accurate boundaries
which are often achievable at higher magnifications.
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4.2.3 Tissue component classification at the highest magnification
A second stage classifier was constructed to classify only the areas which were marked
as requiring more detailed analysis. For this purpose, a new set of superpixels were
generated at the highest magnification on these areas. Figure 4.3b shows how the
new set of superpixels are generated in areas requiring more detailed analysis. The
newly built superpixels were classified into epithelium, stroma, and background
class with the same approach illustrated in lower magnification using a second ran-
dom forest classifier trained on superpixels annotated in higher magnification. A
similar feature selection experiment was carried out for the classifier at this magni-
fication. Unlike the intermediate level classification problem, local binary patterns
had discriminatory power for the classification. All of the 54 extracted features were
therefore used for the second random forest classifier. Finally, we performed a post-
processing for the superpixels which were classified with a low confidence on the
highest magnification. The new probability for these superpixels was calculated us-
ing the average probabilities of their neighboring superpixels.
4.3 Empirical evaluation
4.3.1 Histology images
The image data used in this study originate from a set of 10 digitized H&E stained
histopathology slides of Breast tissue sampled from 10 patients. Each slide was re-
viewed by a pathologist and assigned a pathological diagnosis. The dataset contains
two samples from each of the following cases: Normal, Ductal carcinoma in situ,
Invasive ductal carcinoma, Lobular carcinoma in situ, and Invasive lobular carci-
noma. The whole-slide histopathology images were acquired using 3DHistech Pan-
noramic 250 Flash II scanner at 20X magnification. To generate ground truth data
for evaluating the performance of the algorithm, two trained subjects were recruited
to delineate epithelial regions within the entire slide using ImageScope viewer tool.
4.3.2 Experiments and results
To evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithm, a comparison was made
against the traditional tile analysis. The exact same scheme was employed to identify
ROIs by this method. The ability of the SLIC algorithm to generate approximately
equal sized superpixels enables us to make a fair comparison with the tile analy-
sis method. Consequently, each tile image was divided into rectangular arranged
square patches which have the same size as the average superpixel size in SLIC al-
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.3: Illustration of multi-scale superpixel classification. (a) The original tiles.
(b) Generation of superpixels in multiple levels. (c) Likelihood map showing the
probability of a superpixel to belong to the epithelium class. Larger superpixels were
classified with high confidence in low magnification. Smaller superpixels are gen-
erated at highest magnification and classified using the second stage classifier. (d)
The result of hard classification by incorporating context information for superpixel
having low confidence in their classification output.
gorithm. Tiles were classified at different magnification using the same classifiers
used by the multi-scale superpixel classification algorithm.
The performance of the two systems was evaluated in terms of the area under
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the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. Figure 4.3 illustrates the selected
steps for the classification process with our proposed algorithm for 4 neighboring
tiles stitched together and the likelihood map of the classifier probability output. The
superpixels classified as the background class have been excluded from the analy-
sis because the classification task for this class is very simple and including them
might result in an optimistic measure for the false positive rate. The area under the
ROC curve (AUC) reflecting the overall performance of the multi-scale superpixel
classification algorithm was 0.958. The AUC for the tile analysis in comparison was
0.932
4.4 Discussion and conclusion
This paper presented a novel multi-scale superpixel classification approach to detect
regions of interest relevant to the diagnosis of breast cancer in whole-slide histopathol-
ogy images. The multi-resolution whole-slide analysis allows identification of ar-
eas easy to classify in low magnifications and classifications of areas requiring more
detailed analysis in higher magnifications. This approach significantly reduces the
computational time required to analyze the whole-slide compared to pixel classifica-
tion methods but comes with an additional computation cost of calculating the su-
perpixels compared to rectangular patch classification approaches. However, com-
pared to traditional rectangular patch based algorithm, the proposed algorithm yields
better performance, as boundary information is respected during partitioning the
image into superpixels. The empirical evaluation of the multi-scale superpixel classi-
fication algorithm shows that it yields very high classification performance in terms
of area under ROC curve. Although the evaluation of the performance of our al-
gorithm has been on a breast tissue dataset, the technique described here can, in
essence, be applied to other tissue types as well. Moreover, the multi-resolution su-
perpixel classification approach can potentially be utilized to discriminate between
cancerous and normal regions. This will be the subject of future work.
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Abstract
This paper presents and evaluates a fully automatic method for detection of ductal
carcinoma in situ (DCIS) in digitized hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained histopatho-
logical slides of breast tissue. The proposed method applies multi-scale superpixel
classification to detect epithelial regions in whole-slide images (WSIs). Subsequently,
spatial clustering is utilized to delineate regions representing meaningful structures
within the tissue such as ducts and lobules. A region-based classifier employing a
large set of features including statistical and structural texture features and archi-
tectural features is then trained to discriminate between DCIS and benign/normal
structures. The system is evaluated on two datasets containing a total of 205 WSIs
of breast tissue. Evaluation was conducted both on the slide and the lesion level
using FROC analysis. The results show that to detect at least one true positive in
every DCIS containing slide, the system finds 2.6 false positives per WSI. The results
of the per-lesion evaluation show that it is possible to detect 80% and 83% of the
DCIS lesions in an abnormal slide, at an average of 2.0 and 3.0 false positives per
WSI, respectively. Collectively, the result of the experiments demonstrate the effi-
cacy and accuracy of the proposed method as well as its potential for application in
routine pathological diagnostics. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first DCIS
detection algorithm working fully automatically on WSIs.
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5.1 Introduction
Breast cancer is the second leading cause of cancer death among women83. Ap-
proximately 80% of breast cancers arise from epithelial cells lining the ducts (ductal
carcinoma). Pathological diagnosis for intraductal proliferative lesions comprise a
spectrum with increasing malignant potential, ranging from usual ductal hyperpla-
sia (UDH), atypical ductal hyperplasia (ADH), ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS), to
invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC)84. In this spectrum, DCIS (with cancer cells still
being contained within the glandular tissue) and IDC (cancer cells invading the sur-
rounding tissue) are considered malignant, prompting for immediate treatment83.
DCIS encompasses a heterogeneous group of lesions with highly variable mor-
phology, biomarker expression, genomic profile, and natural progression85. Whereas
the extremes of the spectrum are easily discernible, the difference between UDH,
ADH, and low-grade DCIS is subtle and the classification of such lesions suffers from
significant inter-observer variability even among expert pathologists. Introduction
of computer aided diagnosis (CAD) systems for breast pathology will be success-
ful if these difficult cases can be handled, with sufficient accuracy. CAD can assist
the pathologist in two ways: (1) by detecting all the clinically relevant regions of in-
terest (ROIs) per slide, allowing the pathologist to only focus on the interpretation
of these regions, or (2) by providing an accurate assessment of suspicious regions
and reducing the variability in pathologists’ interpretations. Several recent studies
have focused on automated discrimination of DCIS from benign intraductal breast
lesions86–88. Two approaches, based on identification and segmentation of nuclei
and the quantification of nuclear features by Dong et al.86 and Dundar et al.87 could
discriminate DCIS from UDH with area under the receiver operating characteristic
curve (AUC) of 0.86 and 0.93, respectively. Srinivas et al.88 proposed a simultane-
ous sparsity model to automatically evaluate intraductal breast lesions for cancer
diagnosis.
One of the major drawbacks of many published studies on CAD in pathology is
the fact that only manually selected ROIs (mostly selected by expert pathologists)
were used. A fully automated algorithm that can be used in large-scale histopatho-
logical image analysis should automatically identify ROIs in the whole-slide-image
(WSI) and discriminate DCIS from different types of benign lesions. This task is
particularly challenging for two main reasons: (1) WSIs are large and may contain
hundreds of structures which need to be analyzed. Therefore, obtaining a small
false positive rate while still retaining a high sensitivity can be hard, and (2) A CAD
system that operates on the WSI level should be able to handle a larger set of het-
erogeneous benign structures (e.g. adenosis, UDH, cysts, etc.) and artifacts (due to
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5.1: Overview of the proposed DCIS detection system. (a) Original WSI of a
breast tissue slide. (b) Application of multi-scale superpixel classification to classify
the image into epithelium, stroma, and background. (c) Graph-based clustering of
the epithelium labeled superpixels for delineation of ROIs. (d) Feature extraction and
classification of each of the candidate ROIs.
staining/cutting) to detect DCIS.
In this paper, we present a fully automated CAD system that can discriminate
DCIS from normal/benign conditions in WSI. Our proposed system initially detects
epithelial regions in the WSI.A common approach to localize important structures
in WSIs is to divide the image into rectangular patches and classify them (possibly
at multiple resolutions)74,76,89. However, these rectangular patches may contain mix-
tures of class types which will lower the accuracy of the classification. To tackle this
problem, our system uses a multi-scale superpixel classification approach90 to de-
tect epithelial regions in the WSI. Superpixels are classified at multiple resolutions to
efficiently detect regions containing epithelium. The superpixels labeled as epithe-
lium are then grouped into histopathologically meaningful regions by application of
a graph clustering algorithm. A set of texture and spatial distribution features is then
extracted from each candidate region, after which a classifier classifies the region as
either DCIS or benign/normal.
Empirical evaluation of the performance of the proposed system is presented
in two experiments using two separate datasets. The first dataset comprises 150
WSIs of breast tissue sampled from 150 patients (75 benign/normal and 75 contain-
ing DCIS). The second comprises 55 WSIs of breast tissue sampled from 43 patients
which are representative of the daily clinical routine samples examined by a pathol-
ogist during a specific period of time. The first experiment evaluates the efficacy of
the proposed system in detecting and localizing DCIS regions in WSIs using the first
dataset. The Dice coefficient is used to evaluate the accuracy of the DCIS segmen-
tation. The second evaluates the performance of the system in classifying a WSI as
DCIS at the slide level using the second dataset. This is an important aspect in eval-
uating the merit of the proposed CAD system because it highlights its potential for
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application in routine pathological diagnostics.
5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Detailed description of the proposed DCIS detection system
The proposed DCIS detection system takes as input an H&E stained WSI and yields
as output the segmentation of the potential DCIS lesions together with a likelihood
estimation for each lesion to be DCIS. Figure 5.1 presents an overview of the pro-
posed DCIS detection system. The proposed algorithm has 3 basic steps:
(a) Multi-scale superpixel classification to find epithelial areas in the WSI.
(b) Graph-based clustering of the superpixels labeled as epithelium and delin-
eation of ROIs.
(c) Classification of the segmented regions as benign/normal or DCIS.
Detailed description of the proposed algorithm’s steps are discussed below.
5.2.2 Multi-scale superpixel classification to find epithelial areas
Detection of epithelial regions in the WSI is based on the multi-scale superpixel clas-
sification algorithm90. This algorithm enables subdivision of the WSI into regions
which adapt to the underlying image data, such that every superpixel is mostly
homogeneous. Accurate classification of the tissue components within the WSI is
thereby facilitated. The algorithm initially partitions the image at 1.25X magnifica-
tion (with pixel size of 3.88µm × 3.88µm) into a set of non-overlapping superpixels
using the simple linear iterative clustering (SLIC) algorithm79. The generated su-
perpixels each contain approximately 5000 pixels. Image regions containing mainly
epithelium or stroma are identified by excluding all the superpixels whose content is
more than 90% background. A pixel within a superpixel is classified as background
if its overall optical density (i.e. − log( I
I0
) where I0 denotes the intensity of the light
source) is lower than 0.2 and the density of its r, g, and b channels is lower than 0.25.
Figure 5.2 presents the next steps in the multi-scale superpixel classification algo-
rithm. New superpixels are constructed at 5X magnification (pixel size of 0.97µm ×
0.97µm) within the areas classified as epithelium or stroma in the previous step (see
Figure 5.2(b)). These are then again classified into three distinct components: stroma,
epithelium, and background (non-tissue containing regions as well as regions con-
taining fat cells and fluid). The size of each superpixel at this magnification was
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e)
Figure 5.2: Illustration of multi-scale superpixel classification. (a) Original Image.
(b) Generation of superpixels in the intermediate magnification (5X). (c) Classifica-
tion of the superpixels into background (white), stroma (pink), or epithelium (blue).
Note that gray-colored superpixels are the ones for which the probability score of
the classifier for all of the classes was below 0.7. (d) Generating superpixels on the
areas requiring more detailed information in higher magnification (20X). Note that
the smaller superpixels are built on the highest magnification image while the larger
ones are the same superpixels computed in the intermediate magnification. (e) Final
classification result.
set to be approximately 2000 pixels. Identification of background superpixels is per-
formed similarly to the previous step. For the classification of the remaining super-
pixels into stroma or epithelium, a set of 54 features were extracted for each super-
pixel s, including 8 pixel value statistics (minimum, maximum, sum, mean, standard
deviation, lower quartile, median, and upper quartile) and 10 uniform local binary
pattern features for radius 1 derived from each of the channels of the hue-saturation-
density (HSD) color model46. In addition, the mean and standard deviation of all of
these features for the set of all neighboring superpixels to the superpixel s was in-
cluded, yielding a total of 162 features. A random forest classifier using 100 decision
trees trained on approximately 20,000 manually annotated superpixels (generated on
sample patches taken from 30 WSIs in the training set) was employed for classifying
the superpixels. Figure 5.2c shows the results of the classification at the intermediate
magnification.
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Finally, to achieve a more accurate delineation of histopathological structures, a
new set of superpixels was built and classified at the highest magnification (20X)
within the areas requiring more detailed information (see Figure 5.2(d)). A region
required more accurate classification (using the highest magnification image) if it
satisfied either of these two conditions: (1) The classifier used to classify the region
at the intermediate magnification yielded a low confidence in assigning the output
label. The level of uncertainty was assigned according to the output probability for
the superpixel classification. Superpixels having a likelihood probability lower than
0.7 for all of the classes were considered uncertain. (2) The region was labeled as
epithelium by the classifier in the intermediate magnification. The first condition
ensures that a more accurate classification is achieved by using more detailed infor-
mation present in the higher magnification. The second is to obtain more detailed
contouring of the areas that were labeled as epithelium.
The newly generated superpixels in the corresponding areas satisfying the two
conditions mentioned above had an approximate size of 1000 pixels. The set of 54
features described previously were extracted for each superpixel in this magnifica-
tion. Moreover, to incorporate more contextual information for the superpixel s, the
set of 162 features previously computed for the parent superpixel s′ in the intermedi-
ate magnification was appended to the feature list, where s′ is the superpixel which
has the largest overlap with the corresponding area occupied by the superpixel s.
A second stage random forest classifier with 100 decision trees was subsequently
utilized to classify these superpixels more accurately. Figure 5.2(e) shows the final
classification result by the multi-scale superpixel classification approach.
5.2.3 Graph-based clustering of superpixels for delineation of ROIs
The output of the multi-scale superpixel classification algorithm is a set of super-
pixels with three possible labels (stroma, background, and epithelium). To create
regions representing anatomically meaningful structures within the tissue such as
ducts or lobules, the superpixels have to be clustered. The aim of this step is not
only to merge the superpixels neighboring each other but also splitting distinctive
structures lying in the vicinity of each other. To perform the clustering, we pro-
pose an algorithm based on local graph structure that models the spatial distribution
of the labeled superpixels in the image. Our proposed spatial clustering algorithm
prunes the edges of a region adjacency graph built on the centroids of the epithelium-
labeled superpixels to cluster them into meaningful tissue regions in the WSI, while
still maintaining the overall connectivity of each cluster. The entire algorithm for
delineating ROIs can be summarized in three major steps:
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1. Step 1: Using a relative neighborhood graph to identify coarse clusters of neigh-
boring superpixels.
2. Step 2: Applying spatial clustering to find spatially homogenous sub-clusters
within clusters from the first step.
3. Step 3: Finding the concave-hull of each sub-cluster as the outer boundary of
the identified ROI.
Detailed description of each of the steps is discussed below.
Figure 5.3: Graph-based clustering of superpixels for delineation of ROIs. (a) Original
Image. (b) Delaunay triangulation built on the set of epithelium labeled superpixels.
(c) Application of the graph-clustering algorithm to cluster the graph into several
meaningful sub-graphs. (d) Calculating the concave hull for each of the sub-graphs.
(e) Final contouring of each ROI.
Step 1: Identifying coarse clusters
The algorithm for identifying several isolated groups of coarse clusters can be de-
scribed as follows:
(a) Apply the multi-scale superpixel classification algorithm to the input WSI to
obtain labeled superpixels as described in section 5.2.2.
(b) Construct the relative neighborhood graph RNG(V )91 of the pointset V con-
taining the centroids of the n superpixels with epithelium label in Euclidean
space. In the relative neighborhood graph two points vi and vj are neighbors if
d(vi, vj) ≤ max [d(vi, vk), d(vj, vk)], ∀k = 1, ..., n and k 6= i, j.
(c) Apply a threshold (T = 200, equivalent to the diameter of two superpixels) on
the maximum edge length of the graph to partition RNG(V ) into several local
sub-graphs (Gk) and label the entire group of subgraphs using the depth-first
search (DFS) algorithm92.
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The threshold on maximum edge length was determined based on the assumption
that two superpixels lying further than the diameter of two superpixels away should
not be considered neighbors.
Step 2: Spatial clustering of coarse clusters into anatomically meaningful sub-
clusters
The identified coarse clusters in the previous step may contain multiple anatomically
meaningful structures which are lying in the vicinity of each other. In this step we
cluster each of the identified Gk = (N,E) into several anatomically meaningful tis-
sue regions such as ducts or lobules, whereN andE are the set of vertexes and edges
of Gk respectively. Figure 5.3 shows the processes involved in the proposed spatial
clustering algorithm. Our spatial clustering algorithm utilizes Delaunay triangula-
tion (DT ), which is a suitable tool for spatial clustering as it implicitly encapsulates
vast amount of proximity information (see Figure 5.3(b)). The proposed clustering
algorithm eliminates the extra simplexes of the triangulation according to a local het-
erogeneity measure. A DT built on a cloud of points may have both inter- or intra-
cluster simplexes. Inter-cluster simplexes are the ones connecting two or multiple
anatomically meaningful regions (e.g. ducts or lobules) to each other. Intra-cluster
simplexes, however, are the ones connecting multiple vertexes inside a single sub-
cluster. Our objective is to extract measures from each simplex in a constructed DT
to discriminate between inter- and intra-cluster simplexes and consequently identify
separate clusters of points each belonging to separate regions. For this purpose, we
define three measures to describe spatial heterogeneity of the simplexes.
The perimeter of the simplex is taken as the first measure describing local to-
pography of DT . According to the density-based definition of clusters, intra-cluster
edges are much shorter compared to inter-cluster edges93,94. Consequently, it can
be inferred that inter-class simplexes have higher perimeter values than the intra-
cluster ones.
The second measure quantifies the elongation of the simplex. Inter-cluster sim-
plexes of a DT tend to have more elongated shapes. To measure the elongation
EL(s) of the triangle s, we compute the ratio between the major and minor axes of
s’s Steiner circumellipse95. Steiner’s Circumellipse is a unique ellipse whose center
coincides with the centroid of the triangle and passes through the vertexes of the tri-
angle. For equilateral triangles, the measure EL(s) = 1, and for all other conditions
EL(s) > 1.
Our final measure quantifies the local shape heterogeneity around the simplex. In
this way we can evaluate the tendency of the current simplex to be in the same cluster
as its neighboring ones. For this purpose, we compute the standard deviation of the
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Figure 5.4: Illustration of the selected steps required for computation of some of the
architectural features. (a) Original image of a DCIS region. (b) The result of pixel clas-
sification using the algorithm proposed in96. (c) Euclidean distance transform of the
inverse DCIS mask. The mask is computed using the output of the ROI delineation
algorithm in step 5.2.3. (d) Portions of (c) cut-out by the mask of the hematoxylin
stained pixels. These cut-out distances are subsequently used for computation of
margination features. (e) Division of the DCIS mask into 10 zones. The ratio between
the area of the hematoxylin stained pixels in each zone to the area of that zone are
used as measures to characterize the distribution of the nuclei within the candidate
ROI.
elongation measures over the set s∪N(s), whereN(s) denotes the set of neighboring
simplexes of simplex s. Finally, the entire simplex analysis is captured in a criterion
function F (s), which is defined as: F (s) = Perimeter(s) × EL(s) × Std(1 + EL(s ∪
N(s)). This function takes into account spatial heterogeneity of the simplexes and
primarily penalizes large simplex perimeters. The two elongation terms are used as
weighting factors that further penalize simplexes that have large elongation and/or
neighboring simplexes with heterogeneous elongations. For each simplex s in DT ,
if F (s) is bigger than a predetermined threshold the simplex is removed from the
graph. We found the threshold value of 250 suitable. After eliminating inter-class
simplexes and noises, only positive nodes and edges of the graph remain. Through
depth-first search we then infer the number of isolated clusters and correspondingly
the list of points in each cluster.
As a result of pruning the inter-cluster simplexes we may lose the points lying on
the hull of each cluster. To reassign these points to the appropriate cluster we start an
iterative graph growing process. Let Sj ⊂ Gk be a clustered graph within the local
sub-graphGk = (N,E), and let V (i), {i ∈ N} denote the set of points neighboring the
vertices at the hull of Sj . At each iteration, a point i in V (i) is assigned to Sj under
two conditions; (1) if the Euclidean distance between the node i and it’s neighboring
node in Sj is less than the maximum edge length in Sj . (2) if i is not neighboring
the hull of another clustered graph Sj′ ⊂ Gk. The first rule reduces the possibility
of assigning a noisy node to a cluster, and the second will prevent the merging of
two isolated clusters. The assignment of new nodes to the graph is repeated for 3
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iterations. Because of the two constraints applied, mostly there are no new nodes
added to the sub-graphs after 2 or 3 iterations.
Step 3: Finding the outer contour of each sub-cluster
The final step is to extract the boundary of the clustered graphs. Let Gk = (N,E)
denote a sub-graph created in step 1 of our algorithm and let Sj = (N(j), E(j))
denote a clustered graph obtained in step 2 satisfying Sj ⊂ Gk. To find the actual
boundary of the Sj graph which corresponds to the concave hull created by the edges
E(j) on the point set N(j) we first compute DT of the point set N(j). The boundary
of the exterior face of the DT is the convex hull of the point set. Let ΓDT denote the
set of edges of the convex hull. By traversing along the edges of ΓDT and removing
and replacing the edges not present inE(j) with the other two edges of the simplexes
in DT to which the removed edges belong to, we can find the concave hull of the Sj
graph. Traversing along the edges in ΓDT is continued until the condition ΓDT ⊂
E(j) is met. The edges remained in ΓDT correspond to the outer boundary of the Sj
graph. At the end of this step, a more accurate delineation of the ROI is obtained
by taking the union of the binary masks of the superpixels lying on the concave hull
and within the binary mask of the concave hull itself.
5.2.4 Region-based feature extraction and classification
Cellular and architectural features are the major characteristics considered by a pathol-
ogist for diagnosing DCIS. Therefore, the features used in this study to distinguish
DCIS from different benign/normal regions are a combination of statistical and struc-
tural texture features, and features describing the spatial distribution of the compo-
nents inside the ROI. A classifier is employed to classify each of the segmented ROIs
using the extracted features.
Texture features
To extract texture features, each candidate region identified through our spatial-
clustering method is first divided into several superpixels having an approximately
equal size of 5000 pixels using the SLIC algorithm (the analyzed image has pixel size
of 0.486µm × 0.486µm). For each of the superpixels 5 different types of texture fea-
tures are extracted from the gray-scale intensities of the image. These features are
statistics of the gray level histogram (mean, standard deviation, median, first and
third quartiles, interquartile range), 14 statistics calculated from the co-occurrence
matrix97, uniform local binary patterns for radii 1 and 298, and gray level histogram
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statistics extracted from responses to filter banks in particular Laplacian of Gaus-
sian (LoG) at 5 scales, and Gabor filters at 4 scales and 8 orientations are extracted.
These texture features have shown strong discriminatory power in characterizing
histopathology images89,99,100. In total 256 features were extracted for each super-
pixel. The mean, standard deviation, 5th and 95th percentile of each feature over all
superpixels in an ROI yielded a total of 1024 region-based features. Computation of
the texture features at the superpixel level rather than pixel level was done to reduce
the computation cost of the statistics which are finally derived from them. More-
over, using super-pixels it is possible to extract regions that contain homogeneous
tissue structures, therefore the extracted features from these regions tend to be more
meaningful and discriminative.
Architectural features
An initial step before computation of the architectural features is classifying the re-
gion into different tissue components. For this purpose, we use our recently pro-
posed algorithm96 for robust stain classification which makes use of spatial informa-
tion. This algorithm operates at the WSI and automatically extracts training samples
for each stain class (the class absorbing mostly hematoxylin and the class absorbing
mostly eosin) from the image, obviating the need for manually labeled training data.
This algorithm is an intermediate step in the published stain standardization algo-
rithm96. Figure 5.4(b) shows an example classification result for a detected ROI. The
classified image is median filtered (kernel size 5× 5) for removing noisy labels from
the result.
Following extraction of the masks for different stain classes, we compute the area
of the hematoxylin stained, eosin stained and background pixels. These three area
measures implicitly include information about the size of the ROI. For this reason,
three additional features were included that were normalized to the total area of the
ROI.
A subset of features were designed to measure the margination of the nuclei. The
margination features characterize the distances of the nuclei to the ROI boundary.
The steps required for computation of the margination features are illustrated in
Figure 5.4. First, the Euclidean distance transform of the inverse mask of the ROI is
computed as shown in Figure 5.4(c). Next, portions of this image are cut out by the
mask of the hematoxylin stained pixels (see Figure 5.4(d)). The distribution of the
cut-out distances were quantified at five percentiles (10th to 90th in ten percentile
steps). Five additional features were included by normalizing the percentile values
to the maximum value of the distance transform of the ROI.
A subset of architectural features have been computed to describe the distribution
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of the nuclei within the ROI. To compute these features, the area inside the ROI is first
divided into ten different zones Zk =
{
i ∈ ROI | Dmax∗(k−1)
10
< D(i) < Dmax∗k
10
}
where
i is an arbitrary pixel inside the ROI, k ∈ {1, 2, 3, ..., 10}, D(i) denotes the distance
of the pixel i to the boundary of the ROI and Dmax the maximum distance from the
ROI boundary. Figure 5.4(e) shows example of the division of the DCIS mask into
10 zones using this approach. The ratio between the area of the hematoxylin stained
pixels in region Zk to the area of Zk are defined to characterize the distribution of the
nuclei within the ROI.
The final subset of architectural features include three measures to quantify the
clustering of background and eosin stained pixels. These features are the maximum
of the distance transform of the inverse eosin mask, inverse background mask, and
the inverse of the union of the two masks.
Classification of anatomically meaningful regions
The extracted texture and architectural features yielded a total of 1054 features. The
performance of three classifiers were evaluated: logistic regression (LR) with L1 reg-
ularization (λ = 1), support vector machine (SVM) with a radial basis function (RBF)
kernel (gamma = 10−5 and cost = 104), and gradient boosted classifier with decision
trees (GBC)101 (with 1000 estimators and learning rate of 0.1). The three classifiers
were trained and evaluated on separate training and test sets. The parameters of the
classifiers were optimized with cross-validation on the training set. All the param-
eters of the multi-scale superpixel classification algorithm and the graph-clustering
algorithm were defined using a subset of images in the training set.
5.3 Empirical evaluation
5.3.1 WSIs of breast tissue and ground truth
Two image datasets were used in this study for empirical evaluation of the proposed
DCIS detection system. The first dataset originates from 150 digitized H&E stained
breast tissue slides sampled from 150 patients. Each slide was reviewed indepen-
dently by two expert breast pathologists (RH and PB) and assigned a pathological
diagnosis. 75 of the WSIs contained DCIS (grade I (9), grade II (35), grade III (31))
and 56 contained different types of benign lesions (usual ductal hyperplasia (11),
adenosis (8), fibrosis (7), duct ectasia (5), fibrocystic (5), hamartoma (4), pseudoan-
giomatous stromal hyperplasia (3), sclerosing lobular hyperplasia (2), fibroadenoma
(1), and mixed benign lesions (14)) and 19 normals. This dataset was taken from the
archives of the department of Pathology. To be able to train and test our algorithm
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on different benign lesions that may occur in routine diagnostics, we enriched the
benign class with cases containing all types of benign lesions as listed in the national
Dutch breast cancer guidelines. Relative occurrence of these lesions in our dataset is
comparable to that encountered in routine diagnostics.
The second dataset used in this study is representative of the daily clinical prac-
tice of breast pathology examined by a pathologist during a specific period of time.
We took all cases from routine diagnostics of one breast pathologist involved in this
study (PB) during the period June 2015 to September 2015, containing either DCIS
or normal/benign conditions. This dataset consisted of 55 digitized H&E stained
breast tissue slides sampled from 43 patients. This dataset contained 20 slides with
DCIS diagnosis (grade I (5), grade II (7), grade III (8)) and 35 benign/normal slides
(normal (12), calcification (9), usual ductal hyperplasia (5), fat necrosis (5), cyst (4)).
Because the second dataset is taken consecutively from our routine diagnostics, in
comparison to the first set which is enriched for benign abnormalities, the second set
contains much fewer of the various benign lesion categories present in the first set.
In this study, we excluded the slides containing atypical ductal hyperplasia (ADH).
The major problem with ADH is the difficulty in achieving acceptable levels of con-
cordance or consistency in diagnosis102. Due to the use of different criteria for defin-
ing the characteristics of ADH in the literature103–105 and the difficulty in obtaining
reliable ground truth, we chose to exclude this category in our study.
All slides were stained in our laboratory and digitized using the 3DHISTECH
Pannoramic 250 Flash II digital slide scanner with a 20X objective lens. Each image
has square pixels of size 0.243µm× 0.243µm in the microscope image plane.
A total of 823 regions containing DCIS in abnormal slides from the first dataset
were annotated. All the annotations were verified by two pathologists (RH and PB)
independently. We included a lesion as ground truth in case both pathologists were
in agreement. No annotation was provided for the slides with benign/normal diag-
nosis, as the training samples from these slides were automatically extracted using
our automatic ROI detection algorithm. The ground truth data for the second dataset
is only available at the slide level.
5.3.2 Experiments
To evaluate the performance of the proposed DCIS detection system two experi-
ments were performed. The first experiment evaluates the efficacy of the proposed
system in detecting and localizing DCIS regions in WSIs using the first dataset. The
second evaluates the performance of the system in classifying a WSI as DCIS at the
slide level using the second dataset.
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Experiment 1
For this experiment, the first dataset was split into two independent subsets for
training and testing. The train set comprises of 50 DCIS slides and 50 benign/nor-
mal slides (attempting to balance different DCIS grades and benign lesion categories
over train and test sets). The test set comprises 25 DCIS slides and 25 benign/normal
slides.
The training samples from the benign/normal category were automatically ex-
tracted using the ROI detection and delineation step of our proposed system. The
training samples for the DCIS lesions, however, were taken directly from the anno-
tated ROIs.
The performance of the proposed system was evaluated in terms of detecting
and localizing the lesion in the slide. A ground truth DCIS lesion was deemed to
have been detected if its intersection with the segmentation of the DCIS region per-
formed by the proposed algorithm was non-empty. For the evaluation, free-response
receiver operating characteristic (FROC) curve106 was used. The FROC curve is de-
fined as the plot of sensitivity versus the average number of false positives per im-
age. The FROC curve is computed by varying thresholds on DCIS classification con-
fidence. Considering that not all the DCIS lesions present in abnormal slides may
have been annotated, the false positives were only counted in benign/normal slides.
In this experiment, we also evaluate the segmentation performance of the pro-
posed system by computing Dice’s overlap measure at the slide level.
Experiment 2
The aim of this experiment was to evaluate the performance of the proposed de-
tection system on an independent dataset representing the daily clinical practice of
breast pathology examined by a pathologist. Each of the classifiers was trained inde-
pendently on the entire slides present in the first dataset and evaluated on the second
dataset. The parameters of the classifiers were kept the same as the first experiment.
This experiment evaluates the performance of the system in differentiating be-
tween the slides containing DCIS and benign/normal slides. To achieve a slide-
based score, the highest scored region in a slide is used as the likelihood score that
the case contains DCIS.
Slide-based FROC analysis was performed to evaluate the efficacy of the system.
The FROC curve in this experiment plots the fraction of slides classified as DCIS
divided by the total number of slides with DCIS versus the average number of false
positives per WSI.
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Figure 5.5: Lesion-based FROC curve of the proposed DCIS detection system for ex-
periment 1.
5.3.3 Results
Figure 5.5 presents the FROC curve of experiment 1 for the three classifiers. Note that
the false positive rate plotted on the horizontal axis is counted on benign/normal
slides only. The FROC curve for the GBC is also presented when only texture fea-
tures or architectural features were used. Table 5.1 summarizes the DCIS detection
(sensitivity) levels at different average numbers of false positives per WSI, for differ-
ent classifiers. Overall, the three classifiers achieved comparable performance. SVM
and GBC yielded higher sensitivities at smaller numbers of false positives while LR
performed better at larger number of false positives. Figure 5.6 shows examples of
true positives, false positives, as well as false negatives obtained by the CAD system
trained by GBC when the performance was fixed at 80% sensitivity.
For the evaluation of the performance of the segmentation algorithm we used
Dice’s overlap measure. The Dice score at the slide level when considering only the
detected DCIS lesions (sensitivity was fixed at 80% in experiment 1) was 0.9243 ±
0.0187 (mean ± std) over the entire slides in the test set of the first dataset.
In the second experiment GBC yielded the best performance. The FROC curve
of Experiment 2 for GBC is shown in Figure 5.7. The 95% confidence interval was
generated using patient-stratified bootstrapping with 1000 replications. Table 5.2
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Figure 5.6: Examples of true positives, false positives, as well as false negatives. (a)
Shows examples of two correctly detected DCIS lesions. (b) Two false positive exam-
ples. (c) Examples of two missed DCIS lesions. The image on top shows a DCIS lesion
with large amount of necrosis, and the image in bottom shows an example of a DCIS
lesion (lobular cancerization) surrounded by lymphocytes.
Table 5.1: Results of the experiment 1: Sensitivity of DCIS lesion detection is provided
at five levels of average numbers of false positives (FPs) per WSI
FPs/WSI 1/2 1 2 3 4
GBC 0.66 0.73 0.80 0.81 0.81
SVM 0.68 0.73 0.78 0.80 0.80
LR 0.50 0.63 0.76 0.83 0.84
summarizes the slide-based DCIS classification sensitivity at different average num-
bers of false positives per WSI, for different classifiers. Overall, GBC yielded the best
performance, achieving a sensitivity of 95% and 100% at average false positive rates
of 2 and 2.6, respectively.
5.4 Discussion and conclusion
In this paper, we presented a CAD system for DCIS detection in digitized H&E
stained histopathological breast tissue slides. The proposed algorithm is fully au-
tomated, does not require any human interaction, and therefore yields objective and
reproducible results. Lesion-based and slide-based evaluation of the performance
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Table 5.2: Results of the experiment 2: Slide-based sensitivity of DCIS detection is
provided at five levels of average numbers of false positives (FPs) per WSI
FPs/WSI 1/2 1 2 3 4
GBC 0.55 0.80 0.95 1.0 1.0
SVM 0.70 0.70 0.85 0.85 0.85
LR 0.55 0.75 0.90 0.95 0.95
of the proposed CAD system was presented. Collectively, the results of the experi-
ments demonstrate the efficacy and accuracy of the proposed CAD system as well
as its potential for application in routine pathological diagnostics.
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first fully automated DCIS
CAD system that operates at the WSI level and has been evaluated on a dataset
collected from routine clinical practice. WSI analysis of histopathological slides re-
mains a challenging medical image analysis problem due to technical complexities
in dealing with large WSIs and the requirement to have highly specific algorithms
to avoid large numbers of false positives. The focus in developing CAD systems for
histopathological images, in particular for the task of recognizing DCIS from differ-
ent types of benign abnormality, has been mainly limited to analyzing small patch
images selected by a pathologist86–88. Existing approaches to localize diagnostically
relevant regions in WSIs either analyze the WSI at lower magnification or divide
the image into rectangular patches and classify them (possibly at multiple resolu-
tions)74,76,89. In this study we proposed a multi-scale superpixel classification scheme
for finding epithelial areas in WSIs.
Detection and contouring of diagnostically relevant regions was based on a spa-
tial clustering approach operating on the graphs built on the centroids of epithelium
labeled superpixels. Several algorithms have been published for the segmentation
of glandular structures with application to prostate and colon tissue107–110. All of
these methods assume an architectural regularity in glandular structure and have
detection of lumen as an essential step for segmenting the gland. The intraductal
proliferation in the breast, however, usually obliterates and distends the ductal lu-
men111 which limits the effectiveness of these methods in detecting DCIS lesions of
the breast. The approach proposed by Sirinukunwattana et al.112 does not have this
limitation as it does not necessitate any strict assumption regarding the arrangement
of granular components. However, inferring the number of glands in a clustered
population of glands is based on the number of isolated connected components re-
sulted from thresholding the glandular probability map. This means partially con-
nected glands may fall in the same connected component and there is no mechanism
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Figure 5.7: Slide-based FROC curve and the 95% confidence intervals of the proposed
DCIS detection system for experiment 2.
in the utilized random polygon model (RPM) to further split these glands. More-
over, although the proposed algorithm yields good results in segmenting glands in
colon tissue, due to the stochastic modeling nature of RPM, the proposed model
has high computational complexity and may not be suitable for application to WSIs.
Our proposed spatial clustering algorithm, in contrast, is robust, efficient and well
suited for accurate detection and delineation of breast glandular structures in WSIs.
Evaluation of the segmentation performance in experiment 1 demonstrate that our
spatial clustering algorithm yields a Dice score of 0.9243 ± 0.0187 for segmenting
DCIS regions.
Following the segmentation of the diagnostically relevant regions in the WSI, a set
of texture-based and architectural features were extracted from the epithelial struc-
ture. Figure 5.5 presented the contribution of the proposed architectural features
to the performance of the detection system. Our proposed features are efficient to
compute and obviate the need to perform nuclear segmentation for describing the
distribution of the structures inside the potential DCIS region. Our evaluations on
the first dataset demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed method in detecting and
localizing DCIS. Using the proposed system, it is possible to detect 80% of the DCIS
lesions in an abnormal slide at an average number of 2 false-positive per WSI. Prac-
tically, we expect the time gain in automatically detecting 80% of the DCIS lesions in
WSIs outweighs the time lost for looking at the false positives.
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In this study, we also presented an evaluation on a dataset collected from routine
clinical practice during a four month period. This dataset contains large categories
of benign lesions that the pathologist encounters in routine diagnostics. Unlike the
previous studies which mainly focus on discrimination of DCIS from UDH, the pro-
posed system was designed to handle a large set of heterogeneous benign categories.
Evaluation of the slide-based DCIS detection on this dataset shows that at an average
number of 2.6 false-positive per WSI, 100% of the slides that contained DCIS could
be detected. This suggests the potential of the proposed method for application in
routine pathological diagnostics. Moreover, further reduction of the average number
of false positives per WSI can significantly reduce the workload of the pathologist as
it would mean that a large number of normal/benign slides can be put aside without
the risk of missing slides containing DCIS.
The proposed system has several components, of which only a small number
may impact the performance. The multi-resolution superpixel classification algo-
rithm utilizes two classifiers trained on manually labeled superpixels. By using our
recently proposed algorithm for standardization of WSIs96, we can obviate the need
for re-training these classifiers when applied to new datasets. However, the images
in this study were not standardized as the slides were stained using the same pro-
tocol and scanned using the same scanner. We have found that the specific choice
of parameters for many components of our system such as the threshold applied to
determine the uncertainty of the classification of superpixels, the number of itera-
tion for graph growing operation, and the threshold applied for coarse clustering
the structures in the WSI, are relatively unimportant, and serve mainly to reduce
computational cost. Moreover, the designed architectural features are based on an
initial classification of the image into different stain classes. The utilized method is
an intermediate step in our whole slide standardization algorithm and as shown in
our paper96 it is very robust against variations in histopathological images.
The computation time for different steps of the proposed system to analyze a WSI
is as follows. The multi-scale superpixel classification algorithm for finding epithe-
lial regions on the WSI takes between 20 to 45 minutes depending on the amount of
tissue (in particular epithelial tissue) on the slide. The graph-clustering algorithm
is very efficient and takes on average less than two minutes to generate segmented
ROIs. The feature extraction and classification stage together take on average 10
minutes. The implementation is done in C++ and the experimental platform was a
laptop with an Intel Core i7 CPU (2.4 GHZ) and 16 GB of Ram.
Several limitations of the proposed method must be acknowledged. First, the
multi-scale superpixel classification algorithm puts lymphocytic infiltrates within
the same category as the epithelial class. This may occasionally cause the system
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to classify the lesions surrounded by lymphocytes as normal. The major reason for
this is that the graph clustering algorithm for delineation of the candidate may re-
sult in a region including both lymphocytes and DCIS nuclei, hence polluting the
statistics of the DCIS region. Lymphocytes are frequently abundant in benign slides,
and less-existent in the annotation of the DCIS regions. A region containing a large
number of lymphocytes may therefore be characterized as normal by the system
(see Figure 5.6(c) for a false negative). Another limitation of the proposed system
is in dealing with lesions having large areas of necrosis and very little epithelium.
Figure 5.6(c) shows an example of a DCIS lesion with such characteristics. Possi-
ble reasons explaining the difficulty of the proposed system in dealing with these
lesions are the lack of training data for such lesions and the significant deviation of
the characteristics presented by these lesions compared to the majority of the DCIS
lesions.
The proposed system was primarily designed to aid the pathologist in detecting
and localizing the lesions in the WSI and giving a second opinion on the malignancy
likelihood of the findings. The proposed system, however, has the potential to be ap-
plied to related problems, such as detecting and classifying glands in prostate tissue
WSIs. In addition, it has provided another important implication for future research.
The proposed system can serve as an important first step for development of systems
that aim at finding prognostic and predictive biomarkers within malignant lesions,
requiring an accurate delineation of such regions. This will be the major direction
for future research.
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Student: Dr. Einstein, Aren’t these the same questions as last year’s
[physics] final exam?
Dr. Einstein: Yes; But this year the answers are different.
Albert Einstein
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Abstract
Currently, histopathological tissue examination by a pathologist represents the gold
standard for breast lesion diagnostics. Automated classification of histopathological
whole-slide images (WSI) is challenging owing to the wide range of appearances of
benign lesions and the visual similarity of ductal carcinoma in-situ (DCIS) to inva-
sive lesions at the cellular level. Consequently, analysis of tissue at high resolutions
with a large contextual area is necessary.
In this paper, we present context-aware stacked convolutional neural networks
(CNN) for classification of breast WSIs into normal/benign, DCIS, and invasive duc-
tal carcinoma (IDC). We first train a CNN using high pixel resolution to capture cellu-
lar level information. The feature responses generated by this model are then fed as
input to a second CNN, stacked on top of the first. Training of this stacked architec-
ture with large input patches enables learning of fine-grained (cellular) details and
global tissue structures. Our system is trained and evaluated on a dataset containing
221 WSIs of H&E stained breast tissue specimens. The system achieves an AUC of
0.962 for the binary classification of non-malignant and malignant slides and obtains
a 3-class accuracy of 81.3% for classification of WSIs into normal/benign, DCIS, and
IDC, demonstrating its potentials for routine diagnostics.
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6.1 Introduction
Breast cancer is the most frequently diagnosed cancer among women worldwide.
The most frequent subtype of breast cancer, invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC), ac-
counts for more than 80% of all breast carcinomas. IDC is considered to develop
through sequential stages of epithelial proliferation starting from normal epithelium
to invasive carcinoma via hyperplasia and ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS)113. DCIS
is the pre-invasive stage of breast cancer in which the abnormal cells are confined
to the lining of breast ducts. Accurate diagnosis of DCIS and IDC and their dis-
crimination from benign diseases of the breast are pivotal to determine the optimal
treatment plan. The diagnosis of these conditions largely depends on a careful exam-
ination of hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained tissue sections under a microscope
by a pathologist.
Microscopic examination of tissue sections is, however, tedious, time-consuming,
and may suffer from subjectivity. In addition, due to extensive population-based
mammographic screening for early detection of cancer, the amount of data to be
assessed by pathologists is increasing. Computerized and computer-aided diagnos-
tic systems can alleviate these shortcomings by assisting pathologists in diagnostic
decision-making and improving their efficiency. Computational pathology systems
can be used to sieve out obviously benign/normal slides and to facilitate diagnosis
by pointing pathologists to regions highly suspicious for malignancy in whole slide
images (WSI) as well as providing objective second opinions25,40.
Numerous efforts have been undertaken to develop systems for automated de-
tection of breast carcinomas in histopathology images86,87,99,100,114–119. Most of the
existing algorithms for breast cancer detection and classification in histology im-
ages involve assessment of the morphology and arrangement of epithelial structures
(e.g. nuclei, ducts). Naik et al.100 developed a method for automated detection and
segmentation of nuclear and glandular structures for classification of breast cancer
histopathology images. A large set of features describing the morphology of the
glandular regions and spatial arrangement of nuclei was extracted for training a
support vector machine classifier, yielding an overall accuracy of 80% for classifying
different breast cancer grades on a very small dataset containing a total of 21 pre-
selected small regions of interest images. Doyle et al.99 further investigated the use of
hand-crafted texture features for grading breast cancer histopathology images. Dun-
dar et al.87 and Dong et al.86 developed automated classification systems based on
an initial segmentation of nuclei and extraction of features to describe the morphol-
ogy of nuclei or their spatial arrangement. While all of the previously mentioned
algorithms were designed to classify manually selected regions of interest (mostly
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selected by expert pathologists), we114 proposed an algorithm based on multi-scale
analysis of superpixels120 for automatic detection of ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS)
that operates at the whole slide level and distinguishes DCIS from a large set of be-
nign disease conditions. Recently, Balaz16 et al.115 proposed a system for detection
of regions expressing IDC in WSIs. This system first divides the WSI into a set of
homogeneous superpixels, and subsequently, uses a random forest classifier121 to
determine if each region indicates cancer.
Recent advances in machine learning, in particular, deep learning122,123, have af-
forded state-of-the-art results in several domains such as speech124 and image recog-
nition31,125. Deep learning is beginning to meet the grand challenge of artificial in-
telligence by demonstrating human-level performance on tasks that require intel-
ligence when carried out by humans126. Obviating the need for domain-specific
knowledge to design features, these systems learn hierarchical feature representa-
tions directly from data. On the forefront of methodologies for visual recognition
tasks are convolutional neural networks (CNN). A CNN is a type of feed-forward
neural network defined by a set of convolutional and fully connected layers. The
emergence of deep learning, in particular, CNN, has also energized the medical
imaging field36 and enabled development of diagnostic tools displaying remarkable
accuracy127–132. These motivate the use of CNNs for detection and/or classification
of breast cancer in breast histopathology images.
Cruz et al.116 proposed the first system using a CNN to detect regions of IDC in
breast WSIs. In contrast to the modern networks that use very deep architectures
to improve recognition accuracy, the utilized network was a 3-layer CNN. Due to
computational constraints, the model was only trained to operate on images down-
sampled by a factor of 16. In a recent publication117, the authors obtained com-
parable performance when training and validating their system on a multi-center
cohort. Rezae16 et al.118 trained a multi-stream 5-layer CNN taking as input a com-
bination of RGB images, and magnitude and phase of shearlet coefficients. In all
these works, the models were evaluated at the patch-level. In a recent work119, we
demonstrated the discriminating power of features extracted from tumor-associated
stromal regions identified by a CNN for classifying breast WSI biopsies into invasive
or benign.
Different from the above mentioned approaches, the aim of the present study is
to develop a system for WSI classification of breast histopathology images into three
categories: normal/benign, DCIS and IDC categories. This problem is particularly
difficult because of the wide range of appearances of benign lesions as well as the
visual similarity of DCIS lesions to invasive lesions at the cellular level. Figure 6.1
shows some examples of lesions in our dataset. A system capable of discriminating
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Figure 6.1: Example of breast tissue strutures/lesion. (a) Normal tissue and benign
lesions. (b) Ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS). (c) Invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC).
these three classes, therefore, needs to use high-resolution information for discrim-
inating benign lesions from cancer along with contextual information to discrimi-
nate DCIS from IDC. To develop a system that will work in a clinical setting, this
study uses WSIs rather than manually extracted regions. Also, the cases in the ‘non-
malignant’ category contained many of the common benign lesions, as they appear
in pathology practice.
To this end, we introduce context-aware convolutional neural networks for classi-
fication of breast histopathology images. First, we use a deep CNN which uses high
pixel resolution information to classify the tissue into different classes. To incorpo-
rate more context to the classification framework, we feed a much larger patch to
this model at test time. The feature responses generated by this model are then input
to a second CNN, stacked on top of the first. This stacked network uses the compact,
highly informative representations provided by the first model, which, together with
the information from surrounding context, enables it to learn the global interdepen-
dence of various structures in different lesion categories. The performance of our
system is evaluated on a large breast histopathology cohort comprising 221 WSIs
from 122 patients.
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6.2 Methods
6.2.1 Overview of the system
The main challenge in the design of our classification framework is that the appear-
ance of many benign diseases of the breast (e.g. usual ductal hyperplasia) mimic that
of DCIS, hence requiring accurate texture analysis at the cellular level. Such analysis,
however, is not sufficient for discrimination of DCIS from IDC. DCIS and IDC may
appear identical on cellular examination but are different in their growth patterns
which can only be captured through the inclusion of larger image patches contain-
ing more information about the global tissue architecture. Because of computational
constraints, however, it is not feasible to train a deep CNN with large patches at high
resolution that contain enough context.
Our method for classification of breast histopathology WSIs overcomes these
problems through sequential analysis with a stack of CNNs. The key components
of our classification framework, including the CNN used for classification of high-
resolution patches, the stacked CNN for producing dense prediction maps, and a
WSI labeling module are detailed in the following sections.
6.2.2 Deep CNN for classification of small high-resolution patches
Inspired by the recent successes of deep residual networks133 for image classifica-
tion, we trained and evaluated the performance of this CNN for classification of
small high-resolution patches. We applied an adaptation of the ResNet architecture
called wide ResNet as proposed by Zagoruyko et al.134. This architecture has two
hyperparameters: N and K determining the depth and width of the network. We
empirically chose N = 4 and K = 2 to as a trade-off between model capacity, train-
ing speed and memory usage. Hereafter, we denote this network as WRN-4-2 (see
Figure 6.2). This network takes as input patches of size 224× 224. Zero padding was
used before each convolutional layer to keep the spatial dimension of feature maps
constant after convolution.
The goal of this step was to transfer the highly informative feature representa-
tions learned by this network produced at its last convolutional layer to a stacked
network which is described next.
6.2.3 Context-aware Stacked CNN (CAS-CNN)
In order to increase the context available for dense prediction, we stack a second
CNN on top of the last convolutional layer of the previously trained WRN-4-2 net-
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Figure 6.2: Architectures used for patch classification. (a) The WRN-4-2 architecture
used for classification of 224×224 input patches. This architecture consists of an initial
convolutional layer that is followed by three residual convolution groups (each of size
N=4 residual blocks), followed by global average pooling and a softmax classifier.
Downsampling is performed by the first convolutional layers in each group with a
stride of 2 and the first convolutional layer of the entire network. Here, Conv 3@32 is
a convolutional layer with a kernel size of 3× 3, and 32 filters. (b) The Residual Block
(RB) used in this paper. Batch normalization and ReLU precede each convolution. ⊕
indicates an element-wise sum. Note that the 1 × 1 convolution layer is only used
in the first convolutional layer of each Residual convolution group. (c) Architecture
of the CAS-CNN with input size of 768 × 768. The weights of the components with
dotted outlines are taken from the previously trained WRN-4-2 network, and are no
longer updated during training.
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work. The architecture of the stacked network, as shown in Figure 6.2, is a hybrid
between the wide ResNet architecture and the VGG architecture135. CAS-CNN is
fully convolutional and enables fast dense prediction due to re-using of overlap-
ping convolutions during inference. All the parameters of the WRN-4-2 network
were fixed during training. Despite being trained with fixed input patches of size
224×224, because of being a fully convolutional network, WRN-4-2 can take a larger
patch size during training of the stacked network, and consequently produce feature
maps with larger spatial dimensions. Moreover, because of fixing the parameters of
WRN-4-2, the intermediate feature maps of this network do not need to be stored
during backpropagation of the gradient. This allowed us to train stacked networks
with much larger effective patch sizes. Consequently, we trained 3 networks with
patch sizes of 512× 512, 768× 768, and 1024× 1024.
Producing the dense prediction for a given WSI involved sliding the stacked net-
work over the WSI with a stride of 224.
6.2.4 WSI labeling
Given a prediction map produced by the stacked network, we extracted a set of fea-
tures describing global information about the lesions and their architectural distribu-
tion for subsequent classification into normal/benign, DCIS, or IDC. To this end, the
probability map was transformed into a three label map, by assigning the class with
the highest probability for every pixel. The three label map could contain several
connected components for different object classes which were used for extracting
features. Next, we describe the set of features extracted for WSI labeling.
Global lesion features
These include the fraction of pixels classified as benign, DCIS, IDC, or cancerous
(DCIS and IDC combined) with respect to all non-background pixels, along with the
fraction of DCIS, and IDC labeled pixels with respect to all cancerous pixels. We ad-
ditionally computed a convex-hull area feature for IDC detected lesions. IDC lesions
usually appear as a large connected mass. As such, we constructed a convex hull
of all IDC detected connected components in the WSI and computed the area ratio
between the pixels labeled as IDC and the area of the convex hull. In case multiple
tissue sections were present in the WSI, we took the average of these measures over
different tissue sections. Note that IDC labeled connected components with an area
smaller than 1500µm2 were discarded as false positives prior to computation of the
convex hull feature. At the end, we computed the average area of DCIS connected
components as well as IDC connected components as our two final global features.
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Architectural features
These features describe the spatial distribution of DCIS and IDC lesions in the WSI.
They were extracted from the area-Voronoi diagram136 and Delaunay triangulation
(DT). We built these graphs for DCIS and IDC lesions independently. The seed points
for constructing the graphs were the center of the connected components represent-
ing DCIS or IDC lesions.
The set of features computed for each area-Voronoi region includes area, eccen-
tricity, the area ratio of the Voronoi region and the total tissue area, and the area ratio
of the lesion inside the Voronoi region and the Voronoi region itself. Per WSI, we
computed the mean, median and standard deviation of these Voronoi area metrics.
Additionally, we added the area of the largest Voronoi region to the feature set.
The features extracted for each of the nodes in the DT include the number of
neighbors that are closer than a certain threshold to the node (threshold = 1500µm),
and the average distance of these neighbors to the node. We computed the mean,
median and standard deviation of these values as features. Additionally, we added
the highest average node distance in the DT to the feature set.
Overall, a total of 57 features were extracted, which were used as input to two ran-
dom forest classifiers121 with 512 decision trees: one for 3 class classification of WSIs
and the other for binary classification of the WSIs into normal/benign versus cancer-
ous (DCIS and IDC). We tuned the parameters of the classifiers by cross-validation
on the combined set of train and validation WSIs.
6.3 Experiments
6.3.1 Data
We conducted our study on a large cohort comprising 221 digitized WSIs of H&E
stained breast tissue sections from 122 patients, taken from the pathology archive.
Ethical approval was waived by the institutional review boards of the Radboud Uni-
versity Medical Center because all images were provided anonymously. All slides
were stained in our laboratory and digitized using the 3DHISTECH Pannoramic 250
Flash II digital slide scanner with a 20X objective lens. Each image has square pixels
of size 0.243µm× 0.243µm in the microscope image plane.
Each slide was reviewed independently by a breast pathologist (PB) and assigned
a pathological diagnosis. Overall, the dataset contains 100 normal/benign, 69 DCIS,
and 55 IDC WSIs. Two human observers (MB and MH) annotated DCIS and IDC
lesions using the Automated Slide Analysis Platform (ASAP)62. All the annotations
were verified by the breast pathologist. Note that the slide labels were assigned
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according to the worst abnormality condition in the WSI. Therefore, a slide with the
IDC label may contain both IDC and DCIS lesions.
We split this cohort into three separate sets: one for fitting classification mod-
els, one for intermediate validation and model selection, and one set for final eval-
uation of the system (test set). The training, validation, and test sets had 118 (50
normal/benign, 38 DCIS, and 30 IDC), 39 (19 normal/benign, 11 DCIS, and 9 IDC),
and 64 (31 normal/benign, 20 DCIS, and 13 IDC) WSIs, respectively. There was no
overlap at the slide- and patient-level between the three sets. The benign/normal
category included 15 normal and 85 benign WSIs comprising fibroadenoma (14),
ductal hyperplasia (11), adenosis (8), fibrosis (8), fibrocystic disease (8), duct ectasia
(7), hamartoma (7), pseudo angiomatous stromal hyperplasia (5), sclerosing lobu-
lar hyperplasia (5), and mixed abnormalities (12). The WSIs from these 10 benign
categories and the normal class were proportionally distributed in the training, vali-
dation, and test sets. Note that the relative occurrence of these lesions in our dataset
is comparable to that encountered in routine diagnostics.
6.3.2 Training protocols for CNNs
We preprocessed all the data by scaling the pixel intensities between 0 and 1 for
every RGB channel of the image patch and subtracting the mean RGB value that
was computed on the training set. The training data was augmented with rotation,
flipping, and jittering of the hue and saturation channels in the HSV color model.
Patches were generated on-the-fly to construct mini-batches during training and
validation, by random selection of samples from points inside the contour of anno-
tations for each class. For each mini-batch, the number of samples per class was
determined with uniform probabilities.
Both WRN-4-2 and CAS-CNN were trained using Nesterov accelerated gradi-
ent descent. The weights of all trainable layers in the two networks were initial-
ized using He initialization137. Initial learning rates of 0.05 and 0.005 were used for
WRN-4-2 and CAS-CNN, respectively. The learning rates were multiplied by 0.2
after no better validation accuracy was observed for a predefined number of consec-
utive epochs which we denote as epoch patience (Ep). The initial value for Ep was
set to 8 and increased by 20% (rounded up) after every reduction in learning rate.
We used a mini-batch size of 22 for the WRN-4-2 and 18 for the CAS-CNN trained
with patches of size 512 × 512 and 768 × 768. The network trained on 1024 × 1024
patches had a greater memory footprint and was trained with mini-batches of size
10.
Training of the WRN-4-2 involved one round of hard negative mining. Unlike the
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annotation of DCIS and IDC regions, the initial manual annotation of normal/benign
areas was based on an arbitrary selection of visually interesting areas (e.g. areas
that visually resembled cancer). These regions are not necessarily difficult for our
network. In addition, some of the more difficult to classify benign regions could be
underrepresented in our training set. We, therefore, enriched our training dataset
by automatically adding all false positive regions in normal/benign training WSIs
resulted by our initially trained WRN-4-2 model.
6.3.3 Empirical evaluation and results
We evaluated the performance of our system for classifying the WSIs into normal/be-
nign, DCIS, and IDC categories using the accuracy measure and Cohen’s kappa co-
efficient138. We additionally measured the performance of our system for the binary
classification of normal/benign versus cancer (DCIS and IDC combined) WSIs.
As an intermediate evaluation, we began with measuring the performance of the
WRN-4-2 for the binary and 3-class problems at the patch level (see in table 6.1).
These are only results on the validation set, as this network is not used for produc-
ing the dense prediction maps individually. As can be seen, the model performs
significantly better for the two class problem with an accuracy of 0.924 compared to
the three class accuracy of 0.799 for the 3-class problem. This could be explained by
the fact that WRN-4-2 only operates on small patches of size 224× 224 and does not
have enough context for a more accurate discrimination of the three classes.
Table 6.1: Patch-level accuracy for different networks on the validation set
CLASSIFICATION PATCH SIZE ARCHITECTURE ACCURACY
Normal/Benign, Cancer 224× 224 WRN-4-2 0.9241
Normal/Benign, DCIS, IDC 224× 224 WRN-4-2 0.7995
Normal/Benign, DCIS, IDC 512× 512 CAS-CNN 0.8797
Normal/Benign, DCIS, IDC 768× 768 CAS-CNN 0.9050
Normal/Benign, DCIS, IDC 1024× 1024 CAS-CNN 0.9135
The results for the performance of the CAS-CNN on the validation set for the
3-class problem are shown in Table 6.1. The 3-class accuracy of this network was
considerably improved compared to that of the WRN-4-2 at the patch level. We also
observe that increasing the training patch-size leads to better performance. Accura-
cies of 0.872, 0.905, and 0.914 were obtained for the CAS-CNN networks trained on
512× 512, 768× 768, and 1024× 1024 patches, respectively.
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Figure 6.3: ROC curve of the proposed system for binary classification of the WSIs in
the test set into normal/benign and cancer (DCIS and IDC).
Due to heavy computational costs of the network operating on 1024×1024 patches,
the CAS-CNN network trained on 768 × 768 was ultimately selected for producing
dense prediction maps. The results of the random forest classifier for WSI classifica-
tion on the test set of our dataset are presented in table 6.2. For the binary classifica-
tion task, our system achieves an AUC of 0.962. The accuracy and kappa values were
0.891 and 0.781, respectively. The ROC curve of the system for binary classification
of WSIs into cancer versus normal/benign is shown in Figure 6.3.
Table 6.2: Results of whole-slide image label prediction on the test set
LABELS ACC KAPPA AUC
Benign, Cancer 0.891 0.781 0.962
Benign, DCIS, IDC 0.813 0.700 -
The system achieves an overall accuracy and kappa value of 0.813 and 0.700 for
three class classification of WSIs. The confusion matrix of the test set predictions is
presented in table 6.3. Figure 6.4 presents several examples of correctly and incor-
rectly classified image patches for different lesion classes.
6.4 Discussion and conclusion
In this paper, we presented a context-aware stacked CNN (CAS-CNN) architecture
to classify breast WSIs. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first approach in-
vestigating the use of deep CNNs for multi-class classification of breast WSIs into
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Figure 6.4: Examples of correctly and incorrectly classified patches for different types
of lesions. (a-c) correctly classified normal, DCIS, and IDC regions, respectively. (d)
a benign lesion (usual ductal hyperplasia) misclassified as DCIS. (e) A DCIS lesion
misclassified as normal/benign. (f) IDC misclassified as DCIS.
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Table 6.3: Confusion matrix of test set predictions
BENIGN DCIS IDC
BENIGN 29 2 0
DCIS 4 12 4
IDC 0 2 11
normal/benign, DCIS, and IDC categories. CAS-CNN consists of two stages: in the
first, we trained a CNN to learn cellular level features from small high-resolution
patches and in the second, we stacked a fully convolutional network on top of this
to allow for incorporation of global interdependence of structures to facilitate pre-
dictions in local regions. Our empirical evaluation demonstrates the efficacy of the
proposed approach in incorporating more context to afford a high classification per-
formance. CAS-CNN trained on large input patches outperforms the wide ResNet
trained with input patches of size 224×224 by a large margin and consistently yields
better results when trained with larger input patches.
Our system achieves an AUC of 0.962 for the binary classification of normal/be-
nign slides from cancerous slides. This is remarkable, given the existence of 10
benign categories in the dataset, demonstrating the potential of our approach for
pathology diagnostics. Based on the achieved performance on an independent test
set, this system could be used to sieve out approximately 50% of obviously nor-
mal/benign slides on our dataset without missing any cancerous slides.
The performance of the system on the 3-class classification of WSIs was also very
promising. An accuracy of 0.812 and a Kappa value of 0.700 were achieved. While
discrimination of normal/benign slides from IDC slides was without any misclassi-
fication, errors in discriminating between normal/benign slides and DCIS slides, as
well as DCIS and IDC slides were common. We postulate that the reason for these
misclassifications is primarily because of the difficulty in discrimination of several
benign categories such as usual ductal hyperplasia from DCIS which is also a source
of subjective interpretation among pathologists. This could, in turn, be alleviated
by obtaining more training data for these specific benign classes. The second reason
could be the requirement of even larger receptive fields to enable discrimination of
DCIS from invasive cancer. As seen in Table 6.1, the performance of CAS-CNN con-
sistently improved with increasing patch size. However, this comes with increased
computation time both during training and inference. One way to redress the prob-
lem could be the inclusion of additional downsampled patches with larger receptive
fields as input to a multi-scale network139–141 or using alternative architectures such
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as U-net142,143. The final reason behind these errors lies in the fact that discrimination
of certain DCIS patterns from IDC, purely based on H&E staining, can be complex.
As such, pathologists may use additional staining such as myoepithelial markers to
differentiate between DCIS and IDC lesions144.
Although the current system learns to exhibit some hue and saturation invari-
ance, specialized stain standardization techniques exist43,56,96 and have been shown
to greatly improve CAD system performance34,145 by reducing the stain variations58.
It is likely that standardizing the WSIs would also improve generalization of the
performance of our network.
Although our primary aim was to facilitate pathology diagnostics by discrimi-
nating between different breast lesion categories, our system could serve as an im-
portant first step for the development of systems that aim at finding prognostic and
predictive biomarkers within malignant lesions146. This will be one of our major
directions for future work.
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Abstract
The sentinel lymph node (SLN) procedure is pivotal for staging breast cancer. SLN
tissue section evaluation by pathologists is laborious, has suboptimal accuracy, and
can potentially be reinforced by automated computational methods. In this work,
we assess the performance of automated deep learning systems at detecting metas-
tases in hematoxylin and eosin stained tissue sections of lymph nodes of patients
with breast cancer and compare it to pathologists in a diagnostic setting. In the set-
ting of a competition, the results demonstrated that some deep learning algorithms
achieved better diagnostic performance than a panel of 11 pathologists participat-
ing in a simulation exercise designed to mimic routine pathology workflow; perfor-
mance was comparable to an expert pathologist in the absence of time constraints.
Whether this approach has clinical utility will require evaluation in a clinical setting.
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7.1 Introduction
Pathology diagnostics is at the doorstep of a digital revolution. Advances in slide
scanning technology and cost reduction in digital storage capacity enable full digital-
ization of the microscopic evaluation of stained tissue sections (‘digital pathology’).
The advantages of these developments are many7: remote diagnostics, immediate
availability of archival cases, easier consultations with expert pathologists, and per-
haps the most significant benefit, the possibility for computerized or computer-aided
diagnostics8.
At the forefront of computerized diagnostics and machine learning research are
‘deep learning’ techniques, which enable computers to solve perceptual problems
such as image recognition31,147,148 and speech recognition124,149–151. Deep learning has
already accomplished drastic improvements in several healthcare areas, including
molecular activity prediction for drug discovery152, predicting effects of non-coding
variants153, and understanding the genetic determinants of disease154. Notwith-
standing significant breakthroughs, computerized clinical diagnostics in areas of
medicine involving analysis of images (e.g. pathology, radiology, and ophthalmol-
ogy) has yet to reach the level that can safely complement or even replace human
observation. Gulshan et al.127 and Esteva et al.128 recently demonstrated the sub-
stantial potential of deep learning for diabetic retinopathy screening and automated
skin lesion classification, respectively. Image analysis of pathology slides is also an
important application of deep learning, but requires evaluation for diagnostic per-
formance.
Breast cancer is a leading cause of cancer death in women worldwide. Micro-
scopic assessment of sentinel lymph nodes (SLN) from breast cancer patients to de-
termine the extent of cancer spread is an important part of breast cancer staging. The
sensitivity of this subjective assessment is, however, far from optimal. A retrospec-
tive study in The Netherlands showed that pathology review by experts changed the
nodal status (the N-classification in the TNM system155) in 24% of patients156, while
even presence of small clusters of tumor cells in the SLN are associated with worse
prognosis and may require more aggressive treatment157,158. Furthermore, SLN as-
sessment is a tedious and time-consuming component of pathologists’ workload. In
our earlier study130, we found that all SLN slides containing tumor could be iden-
tified automatically while 40% of the slides without tumor could be excluded. This
could result in a significant reduction in pathologists’ workload.
Assessing the full potential of machine learning in digital pathology is difficult.
Most approaches are evaluated on relatively small, single-center datasets, applying
varying evaluation and reference standard methodologies. In many studies, a fair
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and direct comparison of the newly proposed solution with the existing state-of-the-
art methods and human performance is lacking. Consequently, it remains difficult
to select promising methods for application in clinical practice.
The aim of the present study is to establish the state of the art of machine learning
methods for the detection of metastases in SLN tissue sections and compare these to
the performance of pathologists. To achieve this, we organized the CAMELYON16
grand challenge (CAncer MEtastases in LYmph nOdes challeNge) in conjunction
with the IEEE International Symposium on Biomedical Imaging (ISBI). A grand chal-
lenge is a widely used, powerful means to compare varying approaches in a fair and
reproducible way159. In CAMELYON16, research groups around the world were
invited to produce an automated solution for breast cancer metastases detection in
SLN, using the same data sets and were independently evaluated by the same, strict
and predefined criteria. This article presents the results of the CAMELYON16 chal-
lenge and assesses the value of computerized digital pathology in a routine diag-
nostic setting by comparing algorithm performances to the results from a panel of
pathologists.
7.2 Methods
7.2.1 Image datasets
To enable the development of diagnostic machine learning algorithms, we collected
399 whole-slide images of sentinel axillary lymph nodes (SLN) during the first half of
2015. SLNs were retrospectively sampled from 399 patients that underwent surgery
for breast cancer at one of two hospitals in the Netherlands. The need for informed
consent was waived by the institutional review board (research ethics committee
of Radboudumc; file number 2016-2761). Whole-slide images where anonymized
before making them available. All pathologists participating in this study were in-
formed of, and agreed with the rationale and goals of this study. The participation of
the pathologists was voluntarily and in accordance with the applicable Dutch rules
concerning the review of research ethics committees and informed consent. In addi-
tion, the need to obtain informed consent from the panel of pathologists who partic-
ipated in the study was waived by the research ethics committee.
To enable assessment of the performance of the algorithms for slides containing
micro and macrometastases as well as for negative slides, stratified random sam-
pling was performed on the basis of the original pathology reports.
Whole-slide images were acquired at two different centers− Radboud University
Medical Center (RUMC), and University Medical Center Utrecht (UMCU) − using
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two different scanners. RUMC whole-slide images were produced with a 3DHIS-
TECH Pannoramic 250 Flash II digital slide scanner with a 20X objective lens (spec-
imen level pixel size 0.243µm × 0.243µm). UMCU whole-slide images were pro-
duced using the Hamamatsu XR C12000 digital slide scanner with a 40X objective
lens (specimen level pixel size 0.226µm× 0.226µm).
Figure 7.1: Two example annotated areas of WSIs taken from the CAMELYON16
dataset. (a) and (c) show overviews of two examples of WSIs. (b) and (d) are magni-
fied images, corresponding to rectangle areas in (a) and (c), with exhaustive annota-
tion of metastatic regions.
7.2.2 Reference standard
All metastases present in the slides were annotated under the supervision of expert
pathologists. The annotations were first manually drawn by two students (one for
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each hospital) and then every slide was checked in detail by one of the two patholo-
gists (Figure 7.1). In clinical practice pathologists may opt to use immunohistochem-
istry (IHC) to resolve diagnostic uncertainty. In this study, obvious metastases were
annotated without the use of IHC whereas, for all difficult cases and all cases ap-
pearing negative on H&E, IHC (anti-cytokeratin mouse monoclonal antibody, clone
CAM 5.2, BD Biociences, San Jose, USA) was used (Figure 7.2). This minimizes false
negative interpretations. IHC is the most accurate method for metastasis evaluation
and has little interpretation variability160–162.
Figure 7.2: Side by side visualization of H&E and IHC staining for generating refer-
ence standard. (a) and (c) show two example annotations made for two H&E stained
images. (b) and (d) show corresponding tissue areas in (a) and (c), stained with IHC.
Note that IHC was only used for generating the reference standard in our challenge.
Neither of the pathologists in our observer study nor participants of the challenge
had access to this data.
Pathologists differentiate between macrometastases (tumor cell cluster diameter>
2mm), micrometastases (tumor cell cluster diameter between 0.2 and 2mm) and iso-
lated tumor cells (ITC; solitary tumor cells or tumor cell clusters with diameter
≤ 0.2mm and/or less than 200 cells). The largest available metastasis determines
the slide-based diagnosis. Because the clinical value of having only ITC in an SLN
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is disputed, we did not include such slides in our study and also did not penalize
missing ITCs in slides containing micro- or macrometastases. ITCs were, however,
annotated in slides containing micro and macrometastases by the pathologists and
included in the training WSIs. The set of images was randomly divided into a train-
ing (n = 270) and a test set (n = 129; details in Table 7.1). Both sets included slides
with both micro and macrometastatic tumor foci as encountered in routine pathol-
ogy practice.
Table 7.1: Number of WSIs per class in the training and testing sets.
dataset hospital macro micro IDC non-IDC nomral total images
train
Radboudumc 35 35 54 16 100 170
UMCUtrecht 26 14 30 10 60 100
test
Radboudumc 14 15 23 6 50 79
UMCUtrecht 8 12 15 5 30 50
7.2.3 Coding challenge
In the first (training) stage of the CAMELYON16 challenge, participants were given
access to 270 whole-slide images of digitally scanned tissue sections. Each SLN
metastasis in these images was annotated enabling participants to build their algo-
rithms. In the evaluation stage, the performance of the participants’ algorithms was
tested on a second set of whole-slide images lacking annotation of SLN metastases.
The output of each algorithm was sent to the challenge organizers by the partici-
pants for independent evaluation. Each team was allowed to make a maximum of
three submissions. Multiple submissions were only allowed if the methodology of
the new submission was distinct.
7.2.4 Tasks and evaluation metrics
Two tasks were defined: 1. identification of individual metastases in WSIs, and 2.
classification of every WSI as either containing or lacking SLN metastases. The tasks
had different evaluation metrics and consequently resulted in two independent al-
gorithm rankings. In task 1, algorithms were evaluated for their ability to identify
specific metastatic foci in a whole-slide image. Challenge participants provided a list
of potential metastasis locations with accompanying confidence scores in the range
from 0 to 1. Algorithms were compared using a measure derived from the free-
response receiver operator characteristic curve (FROC)163. The FROC curve shows
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the lesion-level true positive fraction versus the mean number of false positive de-
tections in metastasis-free slides only. The FROC true positive fraction score that
ranked teams in the first task was defined as the mean true positive fraction at 6 pre-
defined false positive rates: 1/4, 1/2, 1, 2, 4, and 8 FPs per WSI. Details on detection
criteria for individual lesions can be found in the Appendix A.
Task 2 evaluated the algorithms’ ability to discriminate between 49 slides with
and 80 without SLN metastases. In this case, identification of specific foci within
images was not required. Participants provided a confidence, using the same rating
schema as for task 1, indicating the probability that each whole-slide image con-
tained any evidence of SLN metastasis from breast cancer. The area under the re-
ceiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) was used to compare the performance
of the algorithms.
7.2.5 Performance of human experts
To establish a baseline for human expert performance, two experiments were con-
ducted using the 129 slides in the test set, corresponding to the tasks defined above.
In the first experiment, one expert pathologist marked every single metastasis on a
computer screen using high magnification. This task was performed without any
time constraint. For comparison with the algorithms on task 2, the pathologist with-
out time constraint indicated (during the same session) the locations of any (micro
or macro) metastases per whole-slide image.
The setup without time constraint does not yield a fair measure of the accuracy
of the routine diagnostic process. Preliminary experiments with four independent
pathologists determined that two hours was a realistic amount of time for reviewing
these 129 whole-slide images. We, therefore, asked 11 pathologists to independently
assess the 129 glass slides in the test set in a simulation exercise designed to mimic
routine diagnostic pathology workflow: a time limit of two hours was set but exceed-
ing this limit was not penalized and every pathologist was allowed time to finish the
entire set. The panel of the 11 pathologists (mean age 47.7 years; range 31− 61 years)
included one resident pathologist (third year of residency) and ten practicing pathol-
ogists (average number of years practicing 16.4; range 0− 30; 0 is for one pathologist
who just finished a 5 year residency program). Three of these pathologists had breast
pathology as a special interest area.
The panel of 11 pathologists assessed the glass slides using a conventional light
microscope and determined whether there was or was not any evidence of SLN
metastasis in each image. This diagnostic task was identical to and used the same im-
ages as those evaluated by the algorithms in task 2. Pathologists indicated the level
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of confidence in their interpretation for each slide using five levels: ‘definitely nor-
mal’, ‘probably normal’, equivocal’, ‘probably tumor’, ‘definitely tumor’. To obtain
an empirical ROC curve, the threshold was varied to cover the entire range of pos-
sible ratings by the pathologists, and the sensitivity was plotted as a function of the
false positive fraction (1 - specificity). To get estimates of sensitivity and specificity
for each pathologist, the five levels of confidence were dichotomized by considering
the confidence levels of ‘definitely normal’ and ‘probably normal’ as negative and
all other levels as positive.
Statistical analysis
All statistical tests used in this study were two-sided considering a p-value < 0.05 as
significant.
For task 1 and 2, confidence intervals of the FROC true positive fraction scores
and areas under the ROC curve (AUC) were obtained using the percentile bootstrap
method164 for the algorithms, the panel of 11 pathologists, and the pathologist with-
out time-constraint. The AUC values for the pathologists were calculated based on
their provided five-point, ordinal scores.
For comparison of the AUC of the individual algorithms against the panel of 11
pathologists in task 2, we used multiple reader multiple case ROC (MRMC) analysis.
The MRMC paradigm is frequently used for evaluating the performance of medical
image interpretation and allows comparison of multiple readers reading the same
cases while accounting for the different components of variance contributing to the
interpretations165,166. Both the panel of readers and the algorithms as well as the cases
were treated as random effects in this analysis. The panel of 11 pathologists represent
the group of readers for modality one (diagnosing on glass slides) and an algorithm
represents the reader for modality two (whole-slide images). Cases are the same set
of slides/images seen by the panel and the algorithm. The AUC was the quantitative
measure of performance in this analysis. The Dorfman-Berbaum-Metz significance
testing, with Hillis improvements167 was performed to test the null hypothesis that
all effects are zero. The Bonferroni correction was used to adjust the p-values for
multiple comparisons in the MRMC analysis (independent comparison of each of
the 32 algorithms and the panel of pathologists).
Additionally, a permutation test was performed to assess whether there was a sta-
tistically significant difference between the area under the ROC curve of the pathol-
ogists detecting macro-metastases compared to micro-metastases168. This test was
also repeated for comparing the performance of pathologists for different histotypes:
infiltrating ductal cancer versus all other histotypes. As the controls (slides not con-
taining metastases) were the same in both groups, the permutation was only per-
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formed across the slides containing metastases. This test was performed for each
individual pathologist and subsequently Bonferroni correction was applied to the
obtained p-values.
No prior data was available for the performance of algorithms in this task. There-
fore, no power analysis was used to predetermine the sample size.
iMRM 3.2 application developed by the Food and Drug Administration was used
for MRMC analysis (available at https://github.com/DIDSR/iMRMC). An in-house
developed script in Python 2.7 was used to obtain the percentile bootstrap CIs for
the FROC and AUC scores. A custom script was written to perform the permutation
tests and can be found at the same location.
7.3 Results
The expert pathologist without time constraint required approximately 30 hours for
assessing 129 whole-slide images. She did not produce any false positives in task
1 (i.e. non-tumorous tissue indicated as metastasis) but failed to identify 27.6% of
individual metastases (lesion-level true positive fraction of 72.4% (95% CI, 64.3%-
80.4%)) that were manifest when immunohistochemical staining was performed. At
the slide level (task 2), the pathologist achieved a sensitivity of 93.8% (95% CI, 86.9%-
100.0%), a specificity of 98.7% (95% CI, 96.0%-100.0%), and an AUC of 0.966 (95% CI,
0.927-0.998). The 11 pathologists in the simulation exercise spent a median of 120
minutes for 129 slides (range, 72−180 minutes). They achieved a mean sensitivity of
62.8% (95% CI, 58.9%-71.9%) with a mean specificity of 98.5% (95% CI, 97.9%-99.1%).
The mean AUC was 0.810 (range, 0.738-0.884) ((Table 7.2 and Table 7.3 show results
for individual pathologists). The ROC curves for each of the 11 pathologists and the
pathologist assessing the slides without time constraint can be found in the online
supplement.
7.3.1 Stratification according to metastasis size and primary tumor
histotype in task 2
The pathologists’ results were further analyzed in two subcategories: analysis ac-
cording to metastasis size and primary tumor histotype (Table 7.2 and Table 7.3).
Pathologist WTC achieved a better sensitivity and AUC for detecting macrometas-
tases (sensitivity of 100% and AUC of 0.994 (95% CI, 0.977-1.0)) and metastases orig-
inating from invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC) (sensitivity of 97.0% (95% CI, 89.7%-
100%) and AUC of 0.976 (95% CI, 0.932-1.0)) compared to micrometastases (sensi-
tivity of 88.8% (95% CI, 75.0%-100%) and AUC of 0.943 (95% CI, 0.868-0.995)) and
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non-IDC cases (sensitivity of 86.6% (95% CI, 66.7%-100%) and AUC of 0.943 (95%
CI, 0.848-1.0)), respectively (no statistically significant difference for comparison of
AUCs, p=0.87 (Bonferroni corrected) for comparison of the performance for the de-
tection of micro and macrometastases, and p>0.99 for comparison of the perfor-
mance for the detection of IDC and non-IDC cases). For the 11 pathologists in
the simulated routine diagnostic setting, the performance was significantly higher
for detection of macrometastases (mean sensitivity of 92.9% (95% CI, 90.5%-95.8%)
and AUC of 0.964 (95% CI, 0.952-0.976)) compared to micrometastases (sensitivity
of 38.3% (95% CI, 32.6%-52.9%) and AUC of 0.685 (95% CI, 0.648-0.721)). We also
observed that metastases originating from IDC (mean sensitivity of 69.2% (95% CI,
65.4%-77.4%) and AUC of 0.842 (95% CI, 0.817-0.866)) were more often detected com-
pared to non-IDC cases (mean sensitivity of 48.4% (95% CI, 43.2%-59.7%) and AUC
of 0.738 (95% CI, 0.701-0.776)) (but not significantly).
7.3.2 Algorithm performance
Between November 2015 and November 2016, 390 research teams signed up for the
challenge. Twenty-three teams submitted 32 methods for evaluation by the closing
date (details of the participating teams and their methods can be found in the online
supplemental material of the thesis). The majority of entries (25/32) were based on
deep convolutional neural networks. Besides deep learning, a variety of other ap-
proaches were attempted by CAMELYON16 participants. Different statistical and
structural texture features were extracted (e.g. color SIFT features169, local binary
patterns68, features based on gray-level co-occurrence matrix97, etc.) combined with
widely used supervised classifiers (e.g. support vector machines170, random forest
classifiers121). The performance and ranking of the top ten entries for the two leader-
boards are shown in Table 7.4. Overall, deep learning-based methods performed sig-
nificantly better than other methods: the top-19 entries in both tasks all used deep
convolutional neural networks as the underlying methodology. Detailed method
description for the participating teams can be found in the eMethods section of the
online Supplement of the thesis.
Task1: Metastases identification
The results of metastases identification, as measured by the FROC sensitivity score,
are presented in Table 7.5. The best algorithm, from team HMS & MIT (II), achieved
an overall sensitivity score of 0.807 (95% CI, 0.732-0.889). The algorithm by team
HMS & MGH (III) ranked 2nd in this leaderboard with an overall sensitivity score
of 0.760 (95% CI, 0.692-0.857). Figure 7.3 presents the FROC curves for the top-five
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performing systems in the first leaderboard (FROC curves of all methods in the on-
line supplementary material). Figure 7.4 shows several examples of metastases in
the test set of CAMELYON16 and the probability maps produced by the top-three
ranked algorithms.
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Figure 7.3: FROC curves of the top-five performing systems for the metastases iden-
tification task (task 1; measured on the 129 WSIs in the test set of which 49 contain
metastatic regions). The range on the x-axis is linear between 0 to 2−3 and base-
2 logarithmic scale between 2−3 and 23. Pathologist WTC refers to the pathologist
who diagnosed the slides without time constraint. The pathologist did not produce
any false positives and achieved a sensitivity of 0.724 for detecting and localizing
metastatic regions.
Task 2: WSI classification
The results for all automated systems, sorted by their performance, are presented in
Table 7.4. Figures 7.5a and 7.5b show the ROC curves of the top-five ranked teams
along with the operating points of the pathologists. ROC curves for all the other
methods can be found in the online supplementary material. All 32 algorithms were
compared to the panel of pathologists using MRMC analysis (see Table 7.4).
The top-performing system by team HMS & MIT (II) was a GoogLeNet model148
which outperformed all other CAMELYON16 submissions with an AUC of 0.993
(95% CI, 0.983-0.999). This AUC exceeded the mean performance of the 11 patholo-
gists (mean AUC of 0.810 (95% CI, 0.750-0.869)) in our observer study (p < 0.001, cal-
culated using MRMC analysis166). This AUC was comparable to that of the pathol-
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Figure 7.4: Example probability maps generated by the top-three performing sys-
tems. (a) Four annotated micrometastatic lesions in the test set of CAMELYON16.
(b-d) Probability maps for teams HMS & MIT II, HMS & MGH III, and CULab III,
respectively, overlaid on the original images.
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ogist WTC (AUC = 0.966 (95% CI, 0.927-0.998)). Additionally, the operating points
of all 11 pathologists were below the ROC curve of this method (Figure 7.5a). The
ROC curves for the two leading algorithms, the pathologist WTC, and the mean ROC
curve over the panel of 11 pathologists are shown in Figures 7.5c and 7.5d.
The second place algorithm by team HMS & MGH (III) used a fully convolutional
ResNet-101133 model. This system achieved an overall AUC of 0.976 (95% CI, 0.941-
0.999), and yielded the highest AUC in detecting macrometastases (AUC 1.0). An
earlier submission by this team, HMS & MGH (I), achieved an overall AUC of 0.965
(95% CI, 0.928-0.989) and ranked third. The fourth highest-ranked team was CULab
(III) with a 16-layer VGG-net135, followed by the first submission of the team HMS
& MIT (I) with a 22-layer GoogLeNet. Overall, 7 of the 32 submitted algorithms
had significantly higher AUCs than the panel of 11 pathologists (See Table 7.4 for
individual p-values, calculated using MRMC analysis).
The top-ranking systems performed similarly to the best performing pathologists
in detecting macrometastases (see Table 7.6). The performance of the algorithms
in detecting micrometastases, however, was considerably more variable. Many of
the top-ranked algorithms achieved better AUCs than the best pathologist in the
panel of 11 (best pathologist AUC = 0.808 (95% CI, 0.704-0.908) versus best algorithm
AUC = 0.997 (95% CI, 0.989-1.0)) in detecting micrometastases. The AUC of the two
leading algorithms (AUC = 0.997 (95% CI, 0.989-1.0) and 0.957 (95% CI, 0.893-0.999),
respectively) even surpassed that of the pathologist without time constraint (AUC =
0.9430 (95% CI, 0.868-0.995)).
With regard to the primary tumor histotype, the majority of the algorithms had
higher AUCs for detecting IDC metastases than metastases of other types. The top-
four performing algorithms achieved higher AUCs than the panel of 11 pathologists
in detecting metastases of both IDC and non-IDC histotypes.
7.4 Discussion and conclusion
The CAMELYON16 challenge demonstrated that some deep learning algorithms
were able to achieve better area under the ROC curve (AUC) than a panel of 11
pathologists for detection of lymph node metastases of breast cancer. To our knowl-
edge, this is the first study that shows that interpretation of pathology images can be
performed by deep learning based algorithms at an accuracy level that rivals human
performance.
To obtain an upper limit on what level of performance could be achieved by vi-
sual assessment of H&E-stained tissue sections, a single expert pathologist exhaus-
tively evaluated whole-slide images at high magnification and marked every single
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Figure 7.5: ROC curves of the top-performing systems (measured on the 129 WSIs in
the test set of which 49 contain metastatic regions) for task 2. (a) ROC curves of the
top-five performing systems and the operating points of the pathologists. Pathologist
WTC refers to the operating point of the pathologist who diagnosed the slides with-
out time constraint. All the pathologists scored WSIs using five levels of confidence:
definitely normal, probably normal, equivocal, probably tumor, definitely tumor. For
all pathologists, negative is defined as confidence levels ‘definitely normal’ and ‘prob-
ably normal’ and all others as positive. (b) More detailed view of the highlighted area
in (a). (c) Comparison of the ROC curves of the top-two performing systems, the
mean ROC over the panel of 11 pathologists (denoted as Pathologist Avg.) and the
pathologist WTC. (d) More detailed view of the highlighted area in (c).
cluster of tumor cells. This took the pathologist 30 hours for 129 slides, which is
infeasible in clinical practice. Although this pathologist was very good at differenti-
ating metastases from false positives, 27.6% of metastases were missed compared
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to the reference standard obtained with use of immunohistochemical staining to
confirm the presence of tumor cells in cases where interpretation of slides was not
clear-cut. This illustrates the relatively high probability of overlooking tumor cells in
H&E-stained tissue sections. At the slide level, a high overall sensitivity and speci-
ficity for the expert pathologist, analyzing each case without time, constraint was
observed.
To estimate the accuracy of pathologists in a routine diagnostic setting, 11 pathol-
ogists assessed the SLNs in a simulated exercise. The setting resembled diagnostic
practice in The Netherlands, where use of IHC is mandatory for cases found negative
on H&E reading. Compared to the expert pathologist interpreting the slides without
time constraint, these pathologists were less accurate, especially on the slides which
only contained micrometastases. Even the best performing pathologist on the panel
missed over 37% of the cases with only micrometastases. Macrometastases were
much less often missed. Specificity remained high, indicating that the task did not
lead to a high rate of false positives.
The best algorithm achieved similar true positive fraction as the pathologist with-
out time constraint when producing a mean of 1.25 false positive lesions in 100
whole-slide images and even performs better when allowing for slightly more false
positives. On the slide level, the leading algorithms performed significantly better
than the pathologists in a routine clinical setting.
All of the 32 algorithms submitted to CAMELYON16 used a discriminative learn-
ing approach to identify metastases in WSIs. The common denominator for the al-
gorithms in the higher echelons of the ranking was that they used advanced convo-
lutional neural networks. Algorithms based on manually engineered features had
lower scores on average.
Despite the use of advanced convolutional neural network architectures, such as
16-layer VGG-Net135, 22-layer GoogLeNet148, and 101-layer ResNet133, the ranking
among teams using these techniques varied significantly, ranging from 1st to 29th
(Appendix B illustrates some of the potential reasons for large variability in CNN
performance). However, auxiliary strategies to improve system generalization and
performance seemed more important. For example, team HMS & MIT improved
their AUC in task 2 from 0.923 to 0.994 by adding a standardization technique96 to
help them deal with stain variations. Other strategies include exploiting invariances
to augment training data (e.g. tissue specimens are rotation invariant), and address-
ing class imbalance (i.e. more normal tissue than metastases) by different training
data sampling strategies (Appendix C contains further examples of properties that
distinguish the best-performing methods).
Previous studies on diagnostic imaging tasks in which deep learning reached
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human-level performance such as detection of diabetic retinopathy in retinal fun-
dus photographs127 used reference standard based on the consensus of human ex-
perts. This study, in comparison, generated reference standard using additional im-
munohistochemical staining, yielding an independent reference against which hu-
man pathologists could also be compared.
7.4.1 Limitations
This study has a number of limitations. The test dataset on which algorithms and
pathologists were evaluated was enriched with cases containing metastases and,
specifically, micro-metastases and thus is not directly comparable to the mix of cases
pathologists encounter in clinical practice. Given the reality that most sentinel lymph
nodes do not contain metastases, the dataset curation was needed to achieve a well-
rounded representation of what is encountered in clinical practice without including
an exorbitant number of slides. To validate the performance of machine learning al-
gorithms, such as those developed in the Camelyon16 challenge, a prospective study
is required. In addition, algorithms were specifically trained to discriminate between
normal and cancerous tissue in the background of lymph node histological architec-
ture, but might be unable to identify rare events such as co-occurring pathologies
(e.g. lymphoma) or breast tissue. Finally, algorithm run-time was not included as a
factor in the evaluation but might be relevant in, for example, frozen section analysis.
In this study, every pathologist was given a single H&E-stained slide per patient
to determine the presence or absence of breast cancer metastasis. In a real clinical set-
ting, multiple sections are evaluated for every lymph node, and typically multiple
levels for each section are available. Also, in most hospitals pathologists request ad-
ditional IHC staining in equivocal cases. Especially for slides containing only micro-
metastases, this is a relevant factor affecting diagnostic performance. The detection
of other pathologies in the SLN (e.g. lymphoma) which is relevant in routine diag-
nostics was not included in the present study.
In addition, the simulation exercise invited pathologists to review 129 H&E stained
slides in about two hours to determine the presence of macroscopic or microscopic
SLN metastasis. Although feasible in the context of this simulation, this may not
represent the work pace in other settings. Less time constraint on task completion
may increase the accuracy of SLN diagnostic review. In addition, pathologists may
rely on IHC staining and the knowledge that all negative H&E slides will undergo
review.
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7.4.2 Conclusions
In the setting of a challenge competition, some deep learning algorithms achieved
better diagnostic performance than a panel of 11 pathologists participating in a sim-
ulation exercise designed to mimic routine pathology workflow; performance was
comparable to an expert pathologist in the absence of time constraints. Whether this
approach has clinical utility will require evaluation in a clinical setting.
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Appendix
A. CAMELYON16 evaluation metrics
In the lesion-based evaluation, a lesion was deemed to be identified if the location
of the identified region was within the annotated reference standard lesion. If there
were multiple findings for a single reference standard region, only the detection with
the highest likelihood was considered while the lower likelihood findings were not
considered false positives. All detections that were not within a specific distance
(∼ 75µm) from the reference standard annotations were counted as false positives.
In practice, there can be multiple small tumor regions that lie in the proximity of
each other. Pathologists, however, consider all of these clusters as a single region.
Therefore, it is important to consider them as a single lesion for the evaluation. We
followed the guideline described by Cserni et al.171 for merging these regions. Re-
gions that were two or five cells apart (∼ 75µm) were considered as a single en-
tity. Subsequently, we used the following steps to obtain the evaluation masks: (1)
Applying distance transform on the inverse binary mask of reference standard, (2)
Thresholding the distance transformed image (T = 154), (3) Labeling the connected
components in the binary image. The resulting evaluation mask was a labeled image
in which different tumor regions received different unique labels. This evaluation
mask was used for the computation of the FROC curve.
B. Potential reasons for large variability in CNN perfor-
mance
The modest performance of some of the CNN-based algorithms in many cases could
be attributed to choosing a low magnification to process the slide, or selecting a very
small patch size for training. Consequently, the system either lacks the detailed in-
formation present in the higher magnifications or loses the contextual information
that could be captured by a larger patch size. Despite using the right magnification,
patch size and state-of-the-art CNN architectures, achieving satisfactory results can
be challenging. Training deep learning models can involve many hyperparameter
settings (e.g. learning rate, regularization strength, mini-batch size, etc.). Successful
and efficient training and debugging of large scale CNNs requires careful selection
and adjustment on these hyperparameters, and finding out the relation between hy-
perparameters and validation errors.
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C. Properties of the top-performing algorithms
We can summarize the main properties of the high-ranked teams based on 4 main
characteristics: network architecture, patch-sampling strategy, preprocessing and
data augmentation, and network ensemble.
One common property of the leading teams is that they all used very deep state-
of-the-art CNN architectures such as GoogLeNet148, VGG-Net135, and ResNet133.
The leading team, HMS & MIT (II), trained a 22-layer GoogLeNet model and en-
riched the training data by adding false positive findings produced by an initial
model. By doing this, the network becomes more knowledgeable on recognizing
the more difficult normal regions. The CNNs used in systems HMS & MGH (III),
HMS & MGH (II), and CULab (III) were ResNet-101, GoogLeNet-22 and VGG-Net-
16, respectively, all initialized by weights from pre-trained networks and fine-tuned
with the challenge data. ResNet-101 was pre-trained on the MS-COCO dataset172
and the other two models were pre-trained on the large scale 1000-class ImageNet
dataset125. The high performance of these methods is in accordance with previous
studies which have validated the efficacy of transfer learning strategies173–176. Some
of the key factors contributing to the outstanding performance of the HMS & MIT
(II) system were the use of the whole-slide image color standardizer (WSICS) algo-
rithm96 to normalize the appearance of WSIs, and the incorporation of a more rigor-
ous data augmentation strategy including rotation, flipping, random cropping, and
the addition of random offsets to each RGB color channel. The ResNet-101 model
used in the system of HMS & MGH (III) used very large image patches of size 512512
that were more than double the input size of all the other systems used in this chal-
lenge. On top of that, the use of atrous convolution (dilated convolution) and spatial
pyramid pooling177 enabled the system to capture objects as well as image context at
multiple scales.
Another factor contributing to the success of some of the top-ranking algorithms
is the use of network ensembles. The winning team used an ensemble of a network
trained on standardized WSIs and a network trained on original WSIs to report the
probabilities for each finding. The first submission of this team, HMS & MIT (I),
ranking fifth, used an ensemble of two networks (networks trained before and after
hard-negative mining).
To generate a slide based score for the second task, the majority of the teams as-
signed the maximum probability among the detected lesions in the WSI as the confi-
dence score for that slide. Prior to this assignment, they mostly removed small areas
of positive findings, and/or applied Gaussian/median filtering. Although this ap-
proach worked well for many of the teams, including CU-Lab (III) and ExB research
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that were ranked fourth and sixth in the image classification task, it may not take into
account metastases characteristics (e.g. slides containing multiple high-score find-
ings or slides containing larger metastases could have increased chance of contain-
ing metastases). In contrast, the systems HMS & MIT (I & II) used a random forest
classifier employing a variety of geometrical and morphological features extracted
from each probability map. Details of these features can be found in eMethods. The
use of a learning-based algorithm to produce a confidence score from a WSI proba-
bility map is likely the centerpiece of this algorithm that makes it the top-performing
system for the first task.
Finally, one interesting property of the top-performing system HMS & MIT (II)
in the lesion identification task is that it uses the output of the discriminative classi-
fier that produces a slide-based confidence score, to weigh the score of each finding
in the second task. This top-down analysis reduces the number of false-positives,
particularly in normal slides.
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Abstract
The breast stromal microenvironment is a pivotal factor in breast cancer develop-
ment, growth and metastases. Although pathologists often detect morphological
changes in stroma by light microscopy, visual classification of such changes is sub-
jective and non-quantitative, limiting its diagnostic utility. To gain insights into stro-
mal changes associated with breast cancer, we applied automated machine learning
techniques to digital images of 2,387 hematoxylin and eosin stained tissue sections of
benign and malignant image-guided breast biopsies performed to investigate mam-
mographic abnormalities among 882 women, ages 40-65, that were enrolled in the
Breast Radiology Evaluation and Study of Tissues (BREAST) Stamp Project. Using
deep convolutional neural networks, we trained an algorithm to discriminate be-
tween stroma surrounding invasive cancer and stroma from benign biopsies. In
test sets (928 whole-slide images from 330 patients), this algorithm could distin-
guish biopsies diagnosed as invasive cancer from benign biopsies solely based on
the stromal characteristics (area under the receiver operator characteristics (ROC)
curve, AUC=0.962). Furthermore, without being trained specifically using DCIS as
an outcome, the algorithm detected tumor-associated stroma in greater amounts and
at larger distances from grade 3 versus grade 1 DCIS. Collectively, these results sug-
gest that algorithms based on deep convolutional neural networks that evaluate only
stroma may prove useful to classify breast biopsies and aid in understanding and
evaluating the biology of breast lesions.
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8.1 Introduction
The diagnostic classification of benign breast diseases, putative breast cancer pre-
cursors, and breast cancer is based largely on the histopathological appearance and
molecular characteristics of epithelial cells113. Although the appearance of breast
stroma contributes to pathologists’ diagnostic impressions, including recognition
of invasion, these subjective assessments have not been formally classified. Given
that the tumor microenvironment is important in tumor growth, angiogenesis, and
metastasis178–180, and that stromal-epithelial interactions181–184 contribute to progres-
sion of ductal carcinoma in-situ (DCIS) to invasive breast cancer, we hypothesize that
morphological analysis of stroma could have importance in understanding breast
carcinogenesis and diagnosis. This view is supported by evidence that the transi-
tion from DCIS to invasion is characterized by greater changes in gene expression of
stromal cells than in epithelial tumor cells185,186.
Apart from evaluation of lymphoid infiltrates, which are a diagnostic feature of
medullary carcinoma and can be graded187, stromal alterations are often subtle and
difficult to characterize and quantify by light microscopy alone. Emerging data sug-
gest that automated pattern recognition systems could be used to characterize stro-
mal changes. For example, in a computer-generated automated analysis of routinely
prepared hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained breast cancer tissue sections, Beck et
al.80 reported that stromal features were associated with breast cancer survival, and
were more predictive of prognosis than epithelial features. Development of an auto-
mated computerized tool to identify and characterize tumor-associated stroma could
have utility in pathological diagnosis with respect to evaluating tumor margins and
cancer field effects or in predicting the potential of DCIS to progress to invasion, if
occult neoplastic cells persist after treatment.
Development of robust computerized algorithms for discriminating patterns of
normal stroma and tumor-associated stroma in histopathology images is a com-
plex task, partly because validated morphologic criteria for distinguishing tumor-
associated stroma are undefined. Machine learning approaches, and more specifi-
cally deep learning algorithms, could prove very suitable for accomplishing this ob-
jective as they are capable of learning the most discriminative features directly from
a large set of classified diagnostic images, and therefore, do not require pre-defined
morphologic criteria36,123. Thus, the aims of the present study were: 1) to generate
a deep learning algorithm that can identify and characterize tumor-associated stro-
mal alterations in H&E stained sections of breast biopsies; and 2) to assess stromal
characteristics in DCIS in relation to grade, which may represent a proxy for risk of
invasion.
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8.2 Material and methods
8.2.1 Case selection
This analysis included 882 women, ages 40-65 years, referred for diagnostic image-
guided breast biopsies (including ultrasound-guided needle core biopsy and stereo-
tactic vacuum-assisted biopsy), who participated in the Breast Radiology Evaluation
and Study of Tissues (BREAST) Stamp Project188 undertaken between 2007 and 2010
at the University of Vermont Larner College of Medicine and the University of Ver-
mont Medical Center. Women provided informed consent, which included access to
medical records, self-reported breast cancer risk information, blood and saliva dona-
tions, access to radiological images and pathological tissues for research and follow-
up. The study was approved by appropriate ethics review boards at the University
of Vermont and at the National Cancer Institute (National Institutes of Health).
Breast biopsies were performed as ultrasound-guided core needle biopsies (14-
gauge) or as stereotactically-guided vacuum-assisted biopsies (9-gauge) that were
routinely fixed in formalin, prepared as paraffin-embedded tissue sections, and stained
with H&E for diagnosis. For study purposes, biopsies were classified as non prolifer-
ative benign breast disease (BBD), proliferative BBD without atypia, atypical hyper-
plasia, ductal or lobular carcinoma in-situ or invasive carcinoma189. When biopsies
included multiple tissue blocks, reflecting target and surrounding non-target tissues,
we attempted to collect sections from both types of blocks, yielding a total of 2,387
total H&E stained sections that were scanned at 20X (Aperio, ScanScope CS or Hama-
matsu) as digital images (resulting specimen level pixel size 0.445µm× 0.445µm).
8.2.2 Reference standard
Manual annotation of several tissue structures was made to train our deep learn-
ing algorithms. Different breast tissue components such as stroma, epithelium, and
fat were annotated. In addition, stromal regions adjacent to invasive cancer were
manually demarcated in the whole-slide images (WSIs) under the supervision of a
pathologist, regardless of their visual appearance. Examples of normal stroma were
also annotated in WSIs of benign biopsies (without DCIS or invasive breast cancer
diagnosis). To analyze the pattern of stroma surrounding DCIS lesions, the WSIs
containing only DCIS, and WSIs containing DCIS with concurrent invasive cancer
were annotated by a pathologist (MES). For each case, a subset of ducts contain-
ing DCIS lesions was annotated on WSIs with point annotations in the center of the
lesion and graded using standard criteria based on nuclear size and appearance, mi-
toses and detection of necrosis190. DCIS lesions in slides with concurrent invasive
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cancer were annotated if they were peripheral to the invasive component and its
associated stroma.
8.2.3 Deep learning algorithms
Deep learning is a subfield of machine learning, where very general algorithms learn
features directly from data for prediction and classification. Our WSI classification
system is based on multiple deep convolutional neural networks (CNN). To enable
assessment of unbiased performance of our algorithm, the dataset was randomly
split into a training set containing 62% of the WSIs (1459 WSI from 552 patients) and
a testing set with the remaining slides (928 WSI from 330 patients; Table 8.1).
Table 8.1: Summary of number of whole-slide images (WSIs) from image-guided di-
agnostic breast biopsies and their diagnoses used for the development and validation
of the proposed system.
Diagnosis
Entire dataset Training dataset Testing dataset
# Patient # WSI % # Patient # WSI % # Patient # WSI %
Benign 321 675 36.4 209 437 37.9 112 238 33.9
Proliferative 312 937 35.4 209 608 37.9 103 329 31.3
Proliferative with atypia 57 212 6.5 42 171 7.6 15 41 4.5
DCIS 58 222 6.6 − − − 58 222 17.6
LCIS 10 29 1.1 7 21 1.2 3 8 0.9
Invasive breast cancer 124 312 14.0 85 222 15.4 39 90 11.8
Total 882 2387 100 552 1459 100 330 928 100
Briefly, using representative input patches from the annotated areas, a model de-
noted ‘CNN I’ was trained using the approach we previously described191, to classify
the WSI into three major tissue components: fat, stroma, and epithelium. Next, a sec-
ond model ‘CNN II’ was trained operating on stromal regions recognized by CNN
I. CNN II assigned a score indicating the probability for the input stroma image to
be classified as cancer-associated stroma. This model was trained using manually
identified regions of stroma adjacent to invasive cancer and stroma in WSIs not con-
taining tumor. Examples of DCIS-associated stroma were not used in the training
phase. To classify WSIs into normal/benign vs invasive cancer, a third model ‘CNN
III’ was constructed and composed of a small CNN stacked on top of CNN II. CNN
III was trained to generate a score for the entire WSI indicating the probability that
the slide contained invasive cancer. More details about this network are described
below. Figure 8.1 shows an overview of the entire classification system.
CNN I and CNN II in this study possess a VGG-Net-like architecture135. VGG-
Net is a neural network architecture developed by Oxford’s Visual Geometry Group
(VGG), which won the 2014 ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge
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2014, for the object localization task125. Details of our network configuration and
training procedures are presented in the Supplementary material sections (at the end
of this chapter): ‘Convolutional neural network architecture’, ‘Preprocessing of WSIs
and ground truth ROIs’ and ‘Training procedure’.
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Figure 8.1: Overview of the system used for tumor-associated stroma identification
and the system used for classification of the whole-slide image (WSI) into normal/be-
nign or invasive cancer. (a) The top row shows the application of two convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) for identifying regions of tumor-associated stroma in the
WSI. CNN I classifies the tissue into epithelium, stroma, and fat. CNN II operates
on stromal regions detected by CNN I and is trained to identify regions of tumor-
associated stroma. (b) To classify the WSI into invasive cancer vs benign/normal,
CNN III (stacked CNN) takes as input eight patches with high probabilities for tumor-
associated stroma identified by CNN II and classifies the WSI by stacking a set of
convolutional and fully connected layers on top of CNN II (see Table 8.2 for details).
8.2.4 Description of CNN III for the classification of WSIs into nor-
mal/benign vs invasive cancer
To illustrate the potential of stroma characterization, CNN III was constructed to
identify cancerous biopsies based on the output of CNN II only. The output feature
map of the penultimate layer of CNN II (the hidden layer whose output is fed to
the final classification layer) is a compact representation of the input stromal image.
CNN III takes as input the feature maps from CNN II for eight non-overlapping stro-
mal tissue regions (size 152.9µm × 152.9µm), which were identified by CNN II as
harboring the strongest tumor-associated alterations and predicted the WSI diagno-
sis (normal/benign vs invasive breast cancer; Figure 8.1b). Details of the procedure
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for selecting those regions can be found in Supplementary section ‘Selection of can-
didate stromal regions as input to CNN III’.
To generate the final score for each slide representing the probability of being a
cancerous biopsy, we used an ensemble of two networks comprising CNN III and a
modified version of CNN III without the last two fully connected layers. The average
probability of the two networks was taken as the final score.
We additionally compared the performance of CNN III, developed in the present
study, with our recently published approach for WSI classification191. Our previous
system derived a total of 71 features from the outputs of both CNN I and CNN II
and used these as input for a random forests classifier121. These features include the
global tissue amount for epithelium, stroma, and fat as well as morphological fea-
tures of epithelial areas and the spatial distribution of epithelial areas in the WSI de-
rived from two region adjacency graphs: Delaunay triangulation and area-Voronoi
diagram192.
8.2.5 Experiments
1) Classification of breast tissue WSIs as invasive carcinoma versus BBD: The training
data (1459 WSI from 552 patients) used for this classification task was further di-
vided into two sets, a preliminary set to define parameters, and a second (valida-
tion) set (comprising 10% of slides) that was used to perform final model selection
and hyper-parameter optimization. The performance of our model was evaluated
on the independent test set (928 WSI from 330 patients) described previously above.
2) Analysis of DCIS-associated stroma: In this experiment, we analyzed the stro-
mal patterns surrounding DCIS lesions on breast cancer slides. The DCIS-associated
stroma was analyzed using CNN II which was trained to discriminate between nor-
mal and tumor-associated stroma. We first classified all the stromal pixels adjacent
to annotated DCIS lesions using CNN II. Subsequently, we extracted two measures
to quantify DCIS-associated stroma. These measures are the mean and standard de-
viation of all tumor-associated stroma probabilities for the pixels surrounding DCIS
lesions. They were computed for a range of distances from the lesion’s margin. This
analysis was performed independently on test slides with DCIS lesions only and
with test slides containing DCIS accompanied by invasive cancer.
8.2.6 Statistical analysis
The area under the receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC) was used
to evaluate the performance of the system in discriminating between invasive car-
cinoma and BBD biopsies. The ROC plots the sensitivity versus the false positive
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fraction (1 - specificity). 95% confidence intervals for the ROC curves were obtained
using the percentile bootstrap method164. The significance test for comparing two
correlated ROC curves, when comparing the performance of the proposed system
for classification of WSIs with our previously described system, was done using the
bootstrap method in R package “pROC”193. This method is based on the approach
described by Hanley and McNeil70 that takes into account the correlation that is in-
duced by the paired nature of the data.
The one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and the Tukey post hoc test were
used to compare the computed stromal measures described in results section “Anal-
ysis of DCIS-associated stroma” for the patients with different DCIS grades. A p-
value<0.05 was considered significant. All analyses were two-tailed.
8.2.7 Results
Classification of breast tissue WSIs as invasive carcinoma versus BBD
CNN I, subdividing WSIs into regions consisting of epithelium, stroma, and fat achieved
a pixel-level 3-class classification accuracy of 95.5% compared to reference standard,
computed on a balanced subset of annotated pixels in the independent test set. Rep-
resentative examples of tissue classification results are shown in Figure 8.2. CNN II
used for classifying stroma into normal stroma and tumor-associated stroma achieved
a binary classification accuracy of 92.0% compared to reference standard, computed
on a balanced subset of annotated pixels in the independent test set. Figure 8.2 also
shows the output probability map for a normal slide (Figure 8.2d-f) and a slide con-
taining invasive cancer (Figure 8.2a-c).
Figure 8.3 shows the ROC curves for the WSI classification of invasive cancer
vs. non-cancer using our proposed system and our previously published method191.
Our newly developed CNN model achieved an AUC of 0.962 (95% CI 0.936-0.983),
which was slightly higher (but not statistically significantly, p = 0.48) than our previ-
ously described approach191, which achieved an AUC of 0.948 (95% CI 0.915-0.977).
Analysis of DCIS-associated stroma
Figure 8.4 shows representative DCIS lesions with different histological grades and
their corresponding probability maps for tumor-associated stroma. Figure 8.5 shows
examples of stroma patches for different grades of DCIS harboring tumor-associated
alterations. Boxplots for the mean and standard deviations of DCIS-associated stroma
probabilities for the pixels < 175µm from the DCIS margin are shown in Figure 8.6a
and 8.6b. In Figure 8.6a and 8.6b, each point is a single DCIS lesion. Overall, the
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
Figure 8.2: Example results for the epithelium, stroma, and fat classification and
tumor-stroma identification. (a) shows a representative WSI containing invasive can-
cer. (b) The classification map of epithelium (red), stroma (orange), and fat (green)
for the image (a), produced by CNN I. (c) The map produced by CNN II showing the
tumor-stroma probability for the image (a), where green, yellow, and red represent
low, medium and high probabilities, respectively. (d) A WSI with benign epithelium,
mostly terminal duct lobular units (TDLUs). (e) and (f) show the results for the ep-
ithelium, stroma, and fat classification and tumor-stroma identification for the image
(d), respectively.
amount of tumor-associated stroma increased with increasing lesion grade. In ad-
dition, it was observed that DCIS lesions in slides without an invasive component
presented less tumor-associated stroma compared to DCIS lesions in slides demon-
strating invasive cancer. Figures 8.6c and 8.6d show similar boxplots at the patient
level where the average tumor stroma probability is shown as computed by taking
the mean of the scores for all DCIS foci that had the highest DCIS grade for the pa-
tient. A statistically significant difference was observed for the patient level means
and standard deviations among the patients with different DCIS grades (p = 0.023
and 0.005, respectively; One-way ANOVA). For slides containing DCIS only, aver-
age tumor stromal probabilities were higher for higher grade DCIS lesions, but this
relationship was not evident for DCIS associated with invasive cancer. Values for tu-
mor stromal probabilities showed greater variability for higher grade lesions. After
multiple comparisons adjustment, the mean DCIS-associated stroma probabilities
(Figure 8.6c) were significantly different between DCIS grades 1 and 3 (p = 0.028).
Mean differences between grades 2 and 3 and grades 1 and 2 were not statistically
significant (p = 0.217 and p = 0.329). For the standard deviation of DCIS-associated
stroma probabilities (Figure 8.6d), we observed statistically significant differences
between grades 1 and 3 as well as grades 2 and 3 (p = 0.021 and p = 0.028). No
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Figure 8.3: ROC curves with 95% confidence interval of the proposed system and
the previously described approach191 for the WSI classification task of identifying
invasive cancer vs. benign breast biopsies. 95% confidence intervals for the ROC
curves were obtained using the percentile bootstrap method164.
statistical significance in standard deviation was observed between grades 1 and 2
(p = 0.619).
Figures 8.7a and 8.7b show the mean and standard deviation of DCIS-associated
stroma for rims of stroma at different distances from the DCIS perimeter. As the
distance from the DCIS margin increases, the mean of the DCIS-associated stroma
probabilities decreases, but only slightly, and curves for different grades of DCIS
remain parallel up to 500µm from lesion periphery.
8.3 Discussion and conclusion
In this study, we developed a state-of-the-art deep CNN for distinguishing BBD from
invasive breast cancer based on the identification and characterization of tumor-
associated stromal alterations. In an independent test set, classification of breast
biopsies as benign or malignant based solely on CNN analysis of stroma achieved
an impressive AUC=0.962, consistent with highly accurate discrimination. With-
out training the CNN on DCIS lesions, we subsequently assessed whether tumor-
associated stroma could be identified in tissues surrounding DCIS and whether its
extent varied with clinically important pathologic features. We detected greater
amounts of tumor-associated stroma in grade 3 versus grade 1 DCIS and also found
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 (a)  (b)  (c)
Figure 8.4: Example DCIS lesions with different histological grades and their cor-
responding probability maps generated by CNN II for identification of regions of
tumor-associated stroma. The DCIS lesions shown in (a), (b), and (c) have histological
grades of 1, 2 and 3 (with necrosis), respectively. The tumor-stroma probability maps
(green, yellow, and red represent low, medium and high probabilities) overlaid on the
original images are shown for the pixels with distances below 175µm from the DCIS
margin.
that DCIS associated with an invasive component generally possessed higher amounts
of tumor-associated stroma compared to slides containing DCIS only. Thus, our
work provides support for including morphological analysis of breast stroma in
studies aiming to understand risk of DCIS progressing to invasion and in defining
the biology of invasive breast cancer.
To date, most previous work86,87,90,100,114,194 using automated image analysis ap-
proaches to detect and classify breast cancer in histological images involved assess-
ment of the morphology and arrangement of epithelial structures (e.g. nuclei, ducts).
Generally, the aim of this research was to objectify, standardize and quantify fea-
tures that are already appreciated as important by pathologists. Although subjective
evaluation of stroma may provide cues that pathologists use in the histopathologic
diagnosis of breast lesions, stroma is difficult to assess microscopically, and formal
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Figure 8.5: Examples of stroma patches for different grades of DCIS with low and
high probabilities for tumor-associated stroma. The first three rows show image
patches (shown in green bounding boxes) for different grades of DCIS that have
low probabilities for tumor-associated stroma. The image patches in rows four to six
(shown in red bounding boxes) show example patches for different grades of DCIS
with high probabilities for tumor-associated stroma. Note that each patch is taken
from an independent DCIS lesion; however, due to the lack of DCIS grade 1 lesions
with high tumor-stroma probabilities, the examples in the fourth row are taken from
two lesions only. Subjectively, cellularity generally appears higher in grade 2 and 3
lesions.
criteria for classifying stromal changes have not been developed and used clinically.
Accordingly, agnostic approaches, such as using deep learning techniques, are well-
suited to investigating the morphology of breast stroma because visual characteriza-
tion or feature selection is not required.
In the surgical management of breast cancer, it may be important to excise ma-
lignant epithelium and tumor-associated stroma. The ability of the system to ob-
jectively identify regions of altered stroma associated with tumor may additionally
complement the pathologist’s diagnosis and may assist in identifying stromal tissue
that should be included in tumor margins.
Using our proposed system, we achieved an AUC of 0.962 for breast cancer diag-
nosis. The results demonstrate that breast cancer can be accurately diagnosed based
on the analysis of stromal features alone, suggesting the centrality of alterations to
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Figure 8.6: Boxplots for the mean and standard deviation of tumor-associated stroma
probabilities for the pixels at a distance of < 175µm from the DCIS margin for differ-
ent histological grades of DCIS. (a) and (b) show the mean and standard deviation of
tumor-associated stroma probabilities at the lesion level. The orange boxplots show
the results for all DCIS foci in slides diagnosed as DCIS (n=375). The green boxplots
show the results for slides containing DCIS accompanied by invasive cancer (n=37).
(c) and (d) show the mean and standard deviation of tumor-associated stroma proba-
bilities at the patient level (n=58) for slides with DCIS diagnosis.
the breast stroma in the process of breast carcinogenesis. The ability of the system to
objectively identify regions of stroma affected by the tumor can additionally assist
the pathologist in determining tumor margins and its associated zones of influence
in breast tissue resections.
A key goal of our project was to use an unbiased data-driven approach to exam-
ine potential relationships between the patterns of stroma surrounding DCIS lesions
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Figure 8.7: Plots of the mean (a) and standard deviation (b) of tumor-associated
stroma probabilities for different ranges of distances from the DCIS margin for dif-
ferent histological grades. For each measure (mean and standard deviation of prob-
abilities), the curve for each grade is constructed using the mean along with the 95%
confidence intervals around the mean of the population.
and DCIS grade. It is hypothesized that transformation of the stroma starts in an
early phase of DCIS development181–183, and there is growing evidence that stroma
contributes importantly to the transformation of DCIS to invasion181,182,185. Thus, we
tested the hypothesis that stromal alterations may serve as a proxy for the potential
for DCIS to undergo an invasive transformation.
Although we did not train our model on DCIS, we found that tumor-associated
stroma probabilities were significantly higher in grade 3 DCIS, with the amount
of tumor-associated stroma generally increasing with increasing lesion grade. Al-
though we were unable to distinguish pathologically defined DCIS grade 2 from
DCIS grade 1 or grade 3, data show that reproducibility of DCIS grade 2 is poor190,
suggesting that this comparison may have limited value. Despite this limitation,
data show that high-grade DCIS may have a higher risk of recurrence after sur-
gical excision than low-grade DCIS, and when recurrences occur after DCIS treat-
ment195–197, they occur earlier for higher grade lesions197–199. Studies also suggest
that occult invasion is more common among women with image-guided biopsies
diagnosed with higher grades of DCIS196,200 and that this may be important be-
cause grade of invasive cancer is generally matched with grade of accompanying
DCIS198,201. Further, a low percentage of high-grade DCIS has been associated with
positive axillary nodes or later metastases, suggesting that at least a subset of such le-
sions are associated with occult invasion or disseminate through an undefined mech-
anism. Finally, ongoing prospective trials (LORIS202, LORD203, and COMET204) are
assessing conservative management of low-risk DCIS, given indirect evidence that
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many such lesions will never cause harm during a woman’s lifetime. Our data sug-
gest that consideration of evaluating stromal changes to assess its role as a potential
biomarker of risk for recurrence may have value in such trials.
There are several limitations to our study. Our dataset was limited to one study
population, thus repeating this analysis in other populations is important. Addition-
ally, this study was limited to breast tissue sections obtained at time of biopsy and
further insights might be obtained by assessing the stromal patterns on WSIs from
subsequent matched breast tissue surgical resections. Although our comparison of
tumor-associated stroma in pure DCIS and DCIS with invasive cancer attempted
to focus on areas of slides that were further away from invasive cancer, because of
limited amount of tissue in some biopsies, there was a risk that stromal changes asso-
ciated with some DCIS areas reflected nearby invasion. Analyzing WSIs of resected
specimens would help alleviate this risk, provided that avoiding changes associated
with the prior biopsy site does not pose insurmountable challenges. Further exper-
iments on larger cohorts of DCIS with long-term clinical follow-up are needed, to
study the potential that stromal features may have prognostic value. For example,
stromal analysis may help define which DCIS, grade 2, will behave indolently like
grade 1 versus more aggressively like grade 3.
In conclusion, we have developed a deep learning approach utilizing CNN to
identify the presence of cancer in WSIs based on tumor-associated stromal alter-
ations in diagnostic image-guided breast biopsies. Further, we demonstrated that
deep learning techniques can define stromal features that are related to DCIS grade.
Additional studies using these approaches with follow-up of DCIS cases may be
useful.
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Supplementary material
Convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture
CNN I and CNN II are based on the VGG architecture135. Details of our network
configuration are presented in Table 8.2. VGG-net uses 3 × 3 filters throughout the
convolutional layers of the network. Although 3 × 3 convolutions have very small
receptive fields, a stack of multiple 3 × 3 convolutions without any max-pooling in
between can effectively yield a larger receptive field (e.g. three such layers have a
7×7 effective receptive field). The real advantage lies in the fact that having multiple
non-linearities after each layer in a stack, can offer a model with more discriminative
power.
A naive approach to classifying the entire pixels in the gigapixel WSI is to ap-
ply the trained CNN to every single pixel in the WSI in a sliding window fashion.
This approach is highly inefficient and slow at inference because input patches to
the CNN have huge overlap, leading to a significant amount of redundant computa-
tions. To overcome this, we replaced the two fully connected layers by convolution
operations with kernels of size 1× 1 spatial extent205. Subsequently, this enabled us
to apply our network to much larger images at test time, as convolution operations
can be applied to the full extent of the image, producing a dense prediction map in
the output layer, with one spatial location for each field of view of input. However,
the use of pooling layers and convolutions in valid mode (in which convolution is
only computed where the input and the filter fully overlap) results in output predic-
tion maps that are at a lower resolution than the input. We simply used the nearest
neighbor resampling method to upsample the output map to match the size of the
input image.
Preprocessing of WSIs and ground truth ROIs
The tissue segmentation algorithm previously described206 was used to exclude back-
ground (area on slide where there was no tissue) from our analyses. We generated
WSI labeled masks from the annotations. RGB patches were subsequently randomly
generated from the original WSI in masked areas, on the fly, during training and val-
idation. Preprocessing the extracted patches involved scaling between 0 and 1, and
subtracting the mean for each channel, calculated on the training set.
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Table 8.2: The architecture of the networks used in this study. Convolutional neural
network I CNN I was used for classification of breast tissue into epithelium, stroma,
and fat. CNN I was used for identification of tumor-stroma regions. CNN III was used
for WSI classification of breast biopsies into normal/benign and invasive cancer. The
weights of the blocks in grey were taken from the previously trained CNN II network.
Inside the table Conv3@N is a convolutional layer with a kernel size of 3 × 3, and N
filters. Batch normalization and ReLU precede each convolution.
CNN I CNN II CNN III
input (224× 224) 8 input patches (336× 336)
conv3@12 conv3@64 conv3@64
conv3@12 conv3@64 conv3@64
max pooling
conv3@24 conv3@128 conv3@128
conv3@24 conv3@128 conv3@128
max pooling
conv3@48 conv3@256 conv3@256
conv3@48 conv3@256 conv3@256
conv3@256 conv3@256
max pooling
conv3@128 conv3@512 conv3@512
conv3@128 conv3@512 conv3@512
conv3@128 conv3@512 conv3@512
max pooling
-
conv3@512 conv3@512
conv3@512 conv3@512
conv3@512 conv3@512
- max pooling
FC-2048 FC-4096 conv3@256, /2
FC-2048 FC-4096
global max pooling
concatenation layer
FC-2048
FC-1024
soft-max
Training procedure
All the CNNs in our work were trained using stochastic gradient descent with Nes-
terov momentum207. The mini-batch size was set to 150 and 22 for CNN I and II,
respectively, and 6 for CNN III. An adaptive learning rate scheme was utilized for
all networks with an initial learning rate of 0.01 for CNN I and II and 0.005 for CNN
III. The learning rate was decreased by a factor of 5 if no increase in the performance
was observed on the evaluation set, over a predefined number of epochs (epoch pa-
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tience), which was initially set to 10 and increased by 20% following each drop in the
learning rate.
The weights of our networks were initialized using the strategy in137. For all
networks, we used batch normalization208 immediately after each convolution layer,
followed by ReLU209 as nonlinearity. Weight decay was set to 0.003 and 0.0001 for
CNN I and II, respectively, and 0.0005 for CNN III, along with 50% dropout210 on
convolutional layers replacing fully connected layers in all networks.
To maximize the amount of information extracted from the dataset and make the
developed CNNs more robust to common variations, the dataset was augmented by
random flipping and rotations as well as by random jittering of the hue and satura-
tion of pixels in the HSV color space.
Training of CNN I and II involved two rounds of hard sample mining211. Initial
training of CNN I was based on a limited set of annotations made on a subset of
the training data. New training data were generated after each hard sample mining
round but annotating the misclassified areas of WSIs in the training set. For CNN
II, this step was equivalent to hard-negative mining. False positive stromal regions
detected in the normal WSIs within the training set were automatically added to the
training set following each hard-negative mining round.
We used a weighted cross-entropy loss for the training of CNN II. The reason for
this is that the amount of annotated tumor-associated stroma was significantly less
than the normal stromal available in the training set. On the other hand, because
of the wide spectrum of benign abnormalities of breast tissue, normal stroma may
reveal a more heterogeneous appearance. To ameliorate this problem, we generated
balanced mini-batches to increase the network’s capacity in learning discriminative
features for the minority class. However, because the class distribution in each mini-
batch did not represent the actual skewed distribution of the data, we gradually in-
creased the weight for misclassification of the samples of the normal/benign class in
the loss calculation. This is achieved by applying an exponential growth function to
a provided loss weight. We set the initial loss weight for the normal/benign samples
to 1 and used a growth rate of 1.0034.
Region selection for CNN III
To predict the label of the WSI image, we trained a CNN to directly predict the WSI
label (diagnosis) in its output (Fig. 8.1). The system obtains the dense prediction re-
sults produced by CNN II. Next, 8 sub-regions of size 336×336 were selected from the
WSI, representing regions with high likelihoods for cancer-associated stroma. These
patches were conditioned to be composed of at least 95% stromal pixels. The next
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section describes the procedure for selecting these patches. The feature maps pro-
duced by the antepenultimate layer of CNN II for each of these layers were then fed
into a small CNN, which we denote as CNN III. Details of this network are presented
in Table 8.2. The feature vectors of size 1× 256, generated after applying global max
pooling on the output of the last convolutional layer of this network, were concate-
nated for the 8 input patches and subsequently passed to two fully connected layers
before being fed into a softmax classifier for predicting the WSI score.
Selection of candidate stromal regions as input to CNN III
Candidate stromal regions were identified by applying iterative thresholding on the
probability map produced by CNN II to find 16 connected components. The ini-
tial threshold was set to 0.9 to generate tumor-stroma connected components. Con-
nected components were sorted based on their size and the 16 largest connected
components were selected as candidate regions. The threshold was iteratively re-
duced by 0.1 until the condition of finding 16 connected components was met. Eight
patches were then randomly selected from these regions and fed to CNN III. In case
there exist no connected components for a WSI (e.g. normal slides with no suspicious
stromal regions), 8 zero-valued images were fed as input to CNN III.
Note that to generate the final score for the WSI, we took the average probabil-
ities produced by CNN III for two sets of 8 randomly selected patches from these
connected components.
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9.1 Thesis Summary
In Chapter 1 we presented background material on the application of machine
learning techniques for analysis of image data. We identified breast cancer as a
leading cause of cancer death among women worldwide and discussed the po-
tential benefits of computerized diagnostic systems based on machine learning
for improving histopathological diagnostics. Deep learning, a state-of-the-art
form of machine learning, was introduced and its use was motivated for ap-
plication to analysis of breast histopathology images. The primary aim of the
thesis was stated as:
“to develop automated systems for analysis of H&E stained breast
histopathological images. This involved automatic detection of duc-
tal carcinoma in-situ (DCIS), invasive, and metastatic breast cancer in
whole-slide histopathological images.”
The secondary aim of the thesis was stated as:
“to identify new diagnostic bio-markers for the detection of inva-
sive breast cancer in H&E stained breast histopathological images.”
In Chapter 2 we presented data on the sources of variation of the widely used H&E
histological staining. The chapter also presented a new algorithm to reduce
these variations in digitally scanned tissue sections.
In Chapter 3 we presented a fully automated algorithm for standardization of whole-
slide histopathological images to reduce the effect of staining variations. To the
best of our knowledge this is the first algorithm for standardizing whole-slide
H&E stained histopathological images. The proposed algorithm, called whole-
slide image color standardizer (WSICS), utilized color and spatial information
to classify the image pixels into different stain components. The chromatic and
density distributions for each of the stain components in the hue-saturation-
density color model were aligned to match the corresponding distributions
from a template whole-slide image (WSI) to yield the standardized image.
In Chapter 4 a new algorithm for automatic detection of regions of interest in
whole-slide histopathological images was proposed. The algorithm generated
and classified superpixels at multiple resolutions to detect regions of inter-
est. The algorithm emulated the way the pathologists examine the whole-slide
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histopathology image by processing the image at low magnifications and per-
forming more sophisticated analysis only on areas requiring more detailed in-
formation.
In Chapter 5 we presented and evaluated a fully automatic method for detection
of ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) in digitized H&E stained histopathologi-
cal slides of breast tissue. The proposed method used the algorithm described
in Chapter 4 to detect epithelial regions in whole-slide images (WSIs). Subse-
quently, spatial clustering was utilized to delineate regions representing mean-
ingful structures within the tissue such as ducts and lobules. A region-based
classifier employing a large set of features including statistical and structural
texture features and architectural features was then trained to discriminate be-
tween DCIS and benign/normal structures.
In Chapter 6 we presented context-aware stacked convolutional neural networks
(CNN) for classification of breast WSIs into normal/benign, DCIS, and invasive
ductal carcinoma (IDC). We first trained a CNN using high pixel resolution
to capture cellular level information. The feature responses generated by this
model were then fed as input to a second CNN, stacked on top of the first.
Training of this stacked architecture with large input patches enabled learning
of fine-grained (cellular) details and global tissue structures.
In Chapter 7 we presented results of the CAncer MEtastases in LYmph nOdes chal-
leNge (CAMELYON16), established to objectively compare the performance of
automated algorithms for detecting metastases in whole slide images. The per-
formance of the algorithms was tested against a panel of 11 pathologists in a
simulated diagnostic setting and against a single pathologist in a setting with-
out time constraint. The results showed that some of the deep learning based
systems achieved performances on par with a pathologist scoring without time
constraint and significantly outperformed all the pathologists in the simulated
diagnostic setting.
In Chapter 8 The interplay between malignancies and their microenvironment is
now recognized as a pivotal factor in tumor growth and metastatic potential.
The microenvironment around the tumor, in particular, stromal cells, undergo
drastic changes during tumor growth. In this study, we applied machine learn-
ing techniques to automatically assess these alterations in scanned tissue sec-
tions. In the first stage, we developed an algorithm based on deep convo-
lutional neural networks for classification of breast specimen biopsies purely
based on stromal characteristics of the breast tissue. Next, the proposed system
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was applied to DCIS lesions to assess the potential of such lesions to establish
a microenvironment which supports invasive progression.
9.2 Key contributions and findings
The techniques presented in this thesis represent the evolution of my research over
the last 4 years. The ordering of the chapters is chronologically in line with advances
in our machine learning methodologies for analyzing WSIs of breast tissue, starting
from usage of conventional machine learning in Chapters 4 and 5 to employing state-
of-the-art deep learning techniques in Chapters 6−8.
Studying the sources of staining variations and development of the first WSI stan-
dardization algorithm
Our journey began by studying the major sources of staining variations in a large
study where we collected data from 5 laboratories in the Netherlands. We showed
that staining protocols in different laboratories and staining on different days of the
week were the major factors causing color variations in histopathological images
(Chapter 2). While pathologists can effectively cope with such variations, the perfor-
mance of CAD systems can be hampered by them. In this chapter we also designed
an algorithm to reduce the effect of these variations by standardizing small image
patches. There were, however, two major limitations for this algorithm. Firstly,
it could not be used for standardizing giga-pixel WSIs. Secondly, its performance
could deteriorate when there was a significant imbalance in the amount of eosin and
hematoxylin staining in the image.
The requirement to develop high throughput algorithms to process giga-pixel
histopathological WSIs provided the motivation to further investigate a new ap-
proach for standardization which could operate on WSIs and cope with all possible
sources of staining variations. As such, in Chapter 3 we introduced the first algo-
rithm for standardizing whole-slide H&E stained histopathological images, called
WSICS. One major common step among the algorithms for standardization of histo-
pathological images is identification of the stain components in the image prior to
standardization. Unlike previously published algorithms which rely solely on color
information to identify stain components WSICS incorporated spatial information
which made it significantly more robust. In our evaluations, we showed that the per-
formance of pre-existing CAD systems could be significantly improved by utilizing
our algorithm. While the algorithm was designed in the era that conventional ma-
chine learning was the most popular choice for development of computerized diag-
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nosis systems, we also found that the performance of convolutional neural networks
could be significantly improved by its use. Ciompi et al.145 showed that the perfor-
mance of a CNN for classification of colorectal tissue on an independent dataset with
different staining appearance could be improved from an accuracy of 51% to roughly
80% following the utilization of WSICS algorithm. WSICS was also used by Wang
et al.34, the winner of the CAMELYON16 challenge and was a major contributing
factor to improve the ranking of their system from the 4th position to the 1st.
Development of a DCIS detection system
DCIS is a clinically challenging subcategory of breast proliferative lesions that is
noninvasive and is considered a precursor for invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC). It
encompasses a heterogeneous group of lesions with highly variable morphology,
biomarker expression, genomic profile, and natural progression85. Development of
a DCIS detection system for analysis of WSIs was challenging for two major reasons:
(1) WSIs are large and may contain hundreds of structures which need to be ana-
lyzed. Therefore, obtaining a small false positive rate while still retaining a high sen-
sitivity can be hard, and (2) A CAD system that operates on the WSI level should be
able to handle a larger set of heterogeneous benign structures (e.g. adenosis, UDH,
cysts, etc.) and artifacts (due to staining/cutting) to detect DCIS.
As the first step of our DCIS detection system, we introduced a multi-scale super-
pixel classification approach for finding epithelial areas in the WSI. This algorithm
enabled subdivision of the WSI into regions which adapt to the underlying image
data, such that every superpixel was mostly homogeneous, thereby facilitating the
classification of the tissue components within the WSI. Detection and contouring of
diagnostically relevant regions was based on a spatial clustering approach operat-
ing on the graphs built on the centroids of epithelium labeled superpixels. A set of
texture-based and architectural features were then extracted from the delineated ep-
ithelial structures for subsequent classification into normal/benign lesions and DCIS
using a gradient boosted classifier.
Evaluation was conducted both on the slide and the lesion level using FROC
analysis. The results show that to detect at least one true positive in every DCIS
containing slide, the system finds 2.6 false positives per WSI. The results of the per-
lesion evaluation show that it is possible to detect 80% and 83% of the DCIS lesions in
an abnormal slide, at an average of 2.0 and 3.0 false positives per WSI, respectively.
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first fully automated DCIS CAD
system that operates at the WSI level and has been evaluated on a dataset collected
from routine clinical practice.
Although our system was evaluated on an independent dataset collected from
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routine clinical practice, further evaluations are necessary on additional independent
cohorts of breast cancer patients that have different staining characteristics to those
of our training dataset.
We believe the biggest impediment to our method is its computational expense.
A C++ implementation of our system running on a laptop with an Intel Core i7 CPU
(2.4 GHZ) and 16 GB of Ram takes between 30 to 55 minutes for processing a WSI.
Context-aware stacked convolutional neural networks
The primary aim of my thesis was to develop automated systems for classifica-
tion of breast histopathology images into normal/benign, DCIS and invasive car-
cinoma. Following the development of our DCIS detection system, a logical step
was to evolve the system to allow for detection of invasive cancer. Recent advances
in neural network based artificial intelligence, popularly known as deep learning,
motivated us to solve this task with deep convolutional neural networks.
The main challenge in the design of our classification framework was that the ap-
pearance of many benign diseases of the breast (e.g. usual ductal hyperplasia) mimic
that of DCIS, hence requiring accurate texture analysis at the cellular level. Such
analysis, however, is not sufficient for discrimination of DCIS from IDC. DCIS and
IDC may appear identical on cellular examination but are different in their growth
patterns which can only be captured through the inclusion of larger image patches
containing more information about the global tissue architecture. Because of com-
putational constraints, however, it is not feasible to train a deep CNN with large
patches at high resolution that contain enough context.
To tackle this we introduced context-aware stacked convolutional neural net-
works. For the development of this model we first used a deep CNN employing
high pixel resolution information to classify the tissue into different classes. To in-
corporate more context to the classification framework, we fed a much larger patch
to this model at test time. The feature responses generated by this model were then
input to a second CNN, stacked on top of the first. This stacked network uses the
compact, highly informative representations provided by the first model, which, to-
gether with the information from surrounding context, enables it to learn the global
interdependence of various structures in different lesion categories.
Comparing the results of our network to a conventional CNN architecture showed
that the performance is significantly improved. Our system achieved an AUC of
0.962 for the binary classification of normal/benign slides from cancerous slides and
an accuracy of 81.2% for the 3-class classification problem.
Although our primary aim was to facilitate pathology diagnostics by discrimi-
nating between different breast lesion categories, our system could serve as an im-
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portant first step for the development of systems that aim at finding prognostic and
predictive biomarkers within malignant lesions146.
CAMELYON16: Challenge on detection of breast cancer metastases in sentinel
lymph nodes
The lymph node status is an important prognostic factor for breast cancer patients,
used for therapy planning and patient management. Assessment of the lymph nodes
by pathologists is a laborious and, to some extent, subjective task. Availability of
an automated system to support such diagnostics will be beneficial to patients be-
cause of improved accuracy. Additionally, computerized diagnostics will improve
efficiency, reduce costs and will alleviate the lack of experienced pathologists.
To further investigate this, and find what the current state of the art is, we or-
ganized the CAMELYON16 grand challenge129 from November 2015 to November
2016 in conjunction with and with the support of the 2016 IEEE International Sym-
posium on Biomedical Imaging. The aim of our challenge was to assess the per-
formance of automated machine learning systems in detecting metastases in H&E
stained tissue sections of lymph nodes of breast cancer patients and compare it to
pathologists in a diagnostic setting.
The challenge was highly successful, with over 30 submissions from all around
the world. The results showed that deep learning operates at the level of a pathol-
ogist without time constraint and that it achieves significantly better performance
than all the pathologists in the diagnostic setting. This study shows, for the first
time, that deep learning based methods are able to solve clinically relevant tasks in
diagnostic pathology at the level required for routine diagnostics.
We believe this study will accelerate progress in the field of computerized pathol-
ogy diagnostics. CAMELYON16 stimulated many research groups and companies
to, for the first time, focus on application of machine learning to histopathology. Our
challenge attracted lots of media attention, with articles being published on over
30 websites and the challenge being mentioned in the White House report on “The
national AI research and development strategic plan 2016”.
Identification and characterization of tumor-associated stromal alterations using
deep neural networks
The secondary aim of this thesis was to identify new diagnostic bio-markers for the
detection of invasive breast cancer in H&E stained breast histopathological images.
We focused on the analysis of tumor induced stromal alterations which is recognized
as a critical determinant of tumor progression and therapeutic response. It has been
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shown that for breast ductal carcinoma, gene expression in the stroma adjacent to tu-
mor strongly correlates with prognosis. Tumor-associated stromal alterations have
a morphological substrate, referred to by pathologists as desmoplastic alterations.
Pathologists are, however, incapable of accurately identifying and characterizing tu-
mor induced stromal alterations. In this study we aimed to apply deep learning
techniques to automatically assess these alterations in scanned tissue sections.
Development of robust computerized algorithms for discriminating patterns of
normal stroma and tumor-associated stroma in histopathology images is a complex
task mainly because there is no precise definition of the visual characteristics of
tumor-associated stroma. Machine learning algorithms could be leveraged for the
classification task. However, conventional algorithms require careful engineering of
domain specific visual features specified by experts. Deep learning techniques, in
contrast, obviate the need for feature engineering by learning the most predictive
features directly from the images, given a large data set of labeled examples.
Our proposed approach for classification of the WSI into benign/normal or in-
vasive cancer had multiple stages. At first, a CNN was trained to classify the WSI
into 3 major tissue components: fat, stroma, and epithelium. Subsequently, we lim-
ited all further analyses to stromal regions of the tissue only. Next, using a cascade
of two deep learning models, a system was proposed to classify an entire WSI into
normal/benign or invasive breast cancer. This system could be deployed to directly
predict the WSI score purely based on stromal characteristics of the tissue. The first
part of the model was trained to discriminate normal and tumor-associated stroma
at the patch level. The second stacked network received the feature maps generated
by the first network for 8 hotspot regions with high probabilities for tumor induced
stroma. This stacked architecture directly predicts the label for the WSI.
We validated our network by showing its ability to identify cancerous tissue sec-
tions exclusively on the basis of stromal appearance, without having access to ep-
ithelial/tumor features. The proposed model achieved an AUC of 0.962 for breast
cancer diagnosis. The system was subsequently applied to DCIS lesions, to assess
the potential of such lesions to establish a microenvironment which supports inva-
sive progression. We observed an increasing amount of tumor associated stroma
with increasing grades of DCIS, which also extended to a larger distance from the
lesions. DCIS lesions in slides that also contained an invasive component gener-
ally possessed higher amounts of tumor associated stroma compared to DCIS-only
slides.
Our findings suggest that our proposed system may be used as a strong diagnos-
tic and potentially prognostic tool for breast cancer in clinical practice. Firstly, the
proposed system may be used as an objective, quantitative tool to aid the patholo-
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gists in histological grading of DCIS. The use of our system can provide complemen-
tary information to the pathologist for more objective assessment of the lesion. Our
system can also be combined with computerized DCIS detection systems86,87,114 to
yield a more accurate automated grading of DCIS. Secondly, studies to understand
the molecular and genetic gene expression patterns and phenotypes of breast can-
cer microenvironment could benefit from our tool by demarcating the stromal areas
associated with the tumor. Finally, the proposed stroma assessment tool may prove
useful for extraction of prognostically important information from tumor biopsies.
9.3 Opportunities for further research
The field of computerized analysis of breast histopathology images for breast cancer
diagnosis is an exciting one. While considerable amount of work has been done
towards the aims of this thesis, there is still the need for further research to answer
several fundamental questions.
Role of stain standardization in application of machine learning algorithms to
histopathology
It was shown that our proposed standardization algorithm improves the robustness
of both conventional machine learning algorithms96 and deep convolutional neural
networks34,145. Both Ciompi et al.145 and Wang et al.34 achieved their best results af-
ter standardizing both the training and test sets. The requirement to standardize test
set images, however, comes at the cost of increased computation times. Therefore,
one important pathway for future work is to develop machine learning pipelines
which is implicitly invariant to the staining variations of the data. Of particular in-
terest is the possibility of incorporating the domain adaptation theory212,213 into the
training framework of the deep learning model. As such, the focus in training is on
learning features that combine discriminativeness with domain invariance. Ganin et
al.214 proposed a general framework for training deep models that enable jointly op-
timizing the underlying features as well as two discriminative classifiers operating
on these features: (i) the classifier for predicting the label of the input image, and (ii)
the domain classifier that discriminates between the source and target domains dur-
ing training. Within this framework, our standardization algorithm could be used
to generate a rich set of adversarial examples to the source domain. This could be
achieved by applying transformations using the look-up-tables learned for matching
different domain, on the fly, during training.
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Incorporating high-resolution context for the classification task
In Chapter 6 we presented context-aware stacked convolutional neural networks for
the classification of breast specimen into normal/benign, DCIS, and IDC. Our ap-
proach is of particular interest when there is a requirement for high-resolution in-
formation as well as large context for the classification task. An alternative avenue
of research is the use of U-Net architecture142 which allows the seamless segmenta-
tion of arbitrary large images. However, to obtain a receptive field of approximately
768 × 768 pixels which was obtained by our model, we need a U-Net architecture
with 27 layers (assuming a network with repeated application of two 3 × 3 convo-
lutions and a 2 × 2 max pooling with a stride of 2 according to the original U-Net
design). Training this network may therefore be more memory-demanding than our
approach. Further research is needed to investigate this.
Prognostic and predictive value of tumor-associated stroma
Further research is needed to determine the value of tumor-associated stroma to
build prognostic and predictive models for breast cancer patients. Of particular in-
terest is the possibility for developing a system for the assessment of the risk for
invasive cancer development among patients diagnosed with DCIS or breast benign
disease (BBD). Both of these research avenues require large datasets of breast cancer
patients with follow-up data.
In chapter 8, we followed a supervised learning approach using CNN for ana-
lyzing stromal patterns of breast tissue. Training samples for the positive class were
obtained by annotating examples of peri-tumor stromal regions in slides containing
invasive cancer. One direction will be to use the developed CNN for the analysis of
the patterns of stroma among patients diagnosed with DCIS or BBD to predict the
risk of future invasive cancer development among them. This approach, however,
is based on the assumption that similar stromal patterns to invasive tumor-stroma
may appear in patients with DCIS or BBD who are at higher risks for development
of invasive cancer. This may not necessarily hold true.
An alternative approach is to endow computers with an understanding of the
stromal patterns in breast tissue specimen regardless of their potential association to
a higher or lower risk for invasive cancer development (unsupervised feature learn-
ing). Generative models are currently one of the most promising approaches towards
this goal. Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)215 have recently emerged as a
powerful framework for learning generative models that map samples from a sim-
ple latent distribution to a particular data distribution of interest. Intuitively, a model
cable of generating arbitrary data distributions may serve useful feature representa-
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tions for auxiliary problems. As an example, a GAN trained to generate convincing
examples of various patterns of stroma may have learned the feature representations
that are discriminative for predicting the risk for future development of invasive can-
cer. Despite producing impressive results216,217, in their current form, GANs offer no
straight forward path for projecting back the data into latent space which could be
used as feature representations. Recently, Donahue et al.218 proposed Bidirectional
Generative Adversarial Networks (BiGANs) as a means of learning the inverse map-
ping of the real data distribution into the latent feature space of the generative model,
and demonstrated that the resulting learned feature representation is useful for aux-
iliary supervised discrimination tasks.
One interesting future work avenue will be the use of an unsupervised feature
learning framework such as BiGANs for building a model to predict the risk for
invasive cancer development among patients diagnosed with DCIS or BBD.
The influence of large high-quality data sets for conducting influential studies
The continuing generation of high-quality standardized datasets from large popu-
lations of cancer patients will be critically important to compare, interpret or vali-
date experimental data and computerized tools. Grand challenges providing large
datasets and benchmarking methods are powerful means to compare varying ap-
proaches in a fair and reproducible way. A grand challenge will ensure that the
largest possible community of researchers is able to address the most important
problems in cancer medicine today. We believe CAMELYON16 challenge acceler-
ated progress in the field and stimulated lots of researches from all over the world
to work on giga-pixel pathology images for cancer diagnostics. Future organization
of such challenges with standardized high quality datasets could instigate a much
wider proliferation of machine learning solutions to problems in pathological diag-
nostics.
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Hoofdstuk 1 geeft achtergrondinformatie over de toepassing van kunstmatige intel-
ligentie bij de analyse van digitale beelden. We hebben borstkanker gedentificeerd
als n van de belangrijkste kanker-gerelateerde doodsoorzaken van vrouwen wereld-
wijd. Dit hoofdstuk beschrijft de mogelijkheden om de histopathologische diagnos-
tiek te ondersteunen door het gebruik van kunstmatige intelligentie. Tevens wordt
een relatief nieuwe vorm van kunstmatige intelligentie, gebaseerd op diepe artificile
neurale netwerken (‘deep learning’), gentroduceerd en wordt de bruikbaarheid voor
analyse van borstkankerhistopathologie uitgelegd. Er wordt hierbij gebruik gemaakt
van volledig gedigitaliseerde weefselcoupes (‘whole slide images’; WSI).
De primaire doelstelling van dit promotieonderzoek was:
“De ontwikkeling van algoritmen voor de volledig automatische anal-
yse van hematoxyline-eosine (H&E) gekleurde borstweefselcoupes. Dit
omvat de automatische detectie van ductale carcinoma in-situ (DCIS), in-
vasieve en metastatische kanker in WSI.”
De secundaire doelstelling van dit promotieonderzoek is:
“Het identificeren van nieuwe diagnostische biomarkers voor de de-
tectie van invasieve borstkanker in H&E-gekleurde, histopathologische
weefselcoupes.”
In Hoofdstuk 2 worden data gepresenteerd die de verschillende variatiebron-
nen beschrijven van de meeste gebruikte weefselkleuring in de pathologie: de H&E
kleuring. Dit hoofdstuk beschrijft ook een nieuw algoritme om deze variaties in WSI
te reduceren.
In Hoofdstuk 3 wordt een algoritme beschreven dat volledig automatisch WSI
kan standaardiseren om problemen ten gevolge van kleuringsvariaties te vermin-
deren. Zover ons bekend is dit het eerste algoritme dat geheel automatisch een WSI
van een H&E-gekleurde weefselcoupe kan standaardiseren. Het algoritme, ‘whole-
slide image color standardizer’ (WSICS) genoemd, gebruikt zowel kleur- als spatile
informatie voor het herkennen van pixels die uit de verschillende kleuringscom-
ponenten bestaan. De kleur- en dichtheidsverdelingen voor elk van deze kleur-
ingscomponenten in het hue-saturation-density kleurmodel worden vervolgens dus-
danig getransformeerd dat ze de gewenste standaardverdelingen benaderen en daarmee
het beeld standaardiseren.
In Hoofdstuk 4 wordt een nieuw algoritme voor de automatische detectie van po-
tentieel interessante gebieden in WSI beschreven. Het algoritme genereert en classi-
ficeert zogenaamde superpixels op verschillende resoluties. Dit algoritme bootst de
manier na waarop een patholoog een weefselcoupe onder een microscoop bekijkt,
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door het beeld eerst op lage vergroting te analyseren en vervolgens meer verfijnde
analyse te doen van alleen die gebieden waarvoor dat nodig is.
In Hoofdstuk 5 presenteren en evalueren we een methode voor de volledig au-
tomatische detectie van DCIS in WSI van borstweefsel. De voorgestelde methode
gebruikt het algoritme dat beschreven wordt in Hoofdstuk 4 om gebieden met ep-
itheel te herkennen. Vervolgens wordt er een spatile clustering van de superpixels
uitgevoerd om automatisch relevante weefselstructuren te omlijnen, bijvoorbeeld
ducti en lobuli (melkgangen en -klieren). Een statistisch beslismodel wordt ont-
wikkeld die op basis van een groot aantal kwantitatieve eigenschappen (statistische
en structurele textuur eigenschappen en architecturale eigenschappen) van de herk-
ende structuren het onderscheid kan maken tussen gebieden met DCIS en benigne
structuren.
In Hoofdstuk 6 presenteren we context-gevoelige, gekoppelde convolutionele
neurale netwerken (CNN) voor de classificatie van WSI van borstcoupes in benigne
laesies, DCIS en invasieve tumor. Allereerst hebben we een CNN getraind die op
basis van hoge-resolutie beeldinformatie een analyse doet van eigenschappen op
celniveau. De resultaten van deze CNN worden vervolgens gebruikt als invoer voor
een tweede CNN, die gekoppeld is aan de eerste CNN. Het direct trainen van deze
gekoppelde architectuur met grotere deelgebieden van een WSI maakt het mogelijk
om tegelijkertijd zowel details op celniveau als globale architecturale informatie te
gebruiken.
In Hoofdstuk 7 presenteren we resultaten van de CAncer MEtastases in LYmph
nOdes challeNge (CAMELYON16) competitie. Dit is een competitie die wij hebben
georganiseerd met als doel het op objectieve wijze vergelijken van de prestaties van
algoritmes die automatisch lymfkliermetastasen in WSI van borstkanker patinten
kunnen detecteren. De resultaten van de algoritmen zijn vergeleken met die van een
panel van 11 pathologen in een gesimuleerde diagnostische setting en met die van
n patholoog die zonder enige tijdsbeperking de coupes beoordeeld heeft. De resul-
taten van onze studie laten zien dat een aantal van de op ‘deep learning’-gebaseerde
algoritmen even goed presteren als de patholoog zonder tijdslimiet en significant
beter zijn dan een patholoog in een diagnostische situatie waarbij de tijd voor een
casus altijd beperkt is.
De wisselwerking tussen een tumor en diens omgevende weefsel (het micromi-
lieu) wordt gezien als een cruciale factor voor tumorgroei en de kans op metastaser-
ing. Dit micromilieu, en in het bijzonder de stromale cellen, ondergaan drastische
veranderingen tijdens de groei van een tumor. In Hoofdstuk 8 passen we kun-
stmatige intelligentie technieken toe om automatische dergelijke veranderingen in
WSI te beoordelen. Eerst hebben we een deep learning-algoritme ontwikkeld dat in
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staat is om een biopt te diagnosticeren (kanker versus normaal) enkel en alleen op
basis van de visuele eigenschappen van het stroma. Vervolgens hebben we dit algo-
ritme toegepast op DCIS laesies, om te bepalen in welke mate deze afwijkingen in
staat zijn hun micromilieu dusdanig benvloeden dat er een omgeving ontstaat die
tumorinvasie ondersteunt.
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